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PREFACE TO THIRD
EDITION

This work has been carefully revised, and three

chapters have been added dealing with the following

subjects

—

The " then value " of plant as discussed in the

case of The National Telephone Company v. The

Postmaster-General.

Memorandum and criticism on the financial

proposals of the London County Council report

on London electricity supply.

Depreciation and controlled establishments under

the Munitions of War Act, 1915.

The economic and political importance of advancing

the science of measuring the annual profits of

industry is becoming plainer to the many who are

seeking answers to the questions: " What is the fair

share of capital and what is the fair share of labour

in the annual profits of industry ? " It is obvious

that before such questions can be satisfactorily

answered, it must be possible to ascertain the annual

profits of industry with such a degree of accuracy as

shall exclude the irregular methods and wholesale

guesswork at present prevailing. It is only by means

of the study and use of better methods in dealing in

financial accounts with depreciation and wasting
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assets that the annual computation of industrial profit

and loss can attain this necessary standard.

The subject of the proper treatment in accounts of

depreciation and wasting assets should receive the

attention of Scientific Institutions, Technical Colleges,

and Universities. But it should at the same time be

fully realised that present teaching facilities are not

enough, because present knowledge is necessarily

limited to past practice now rapidly becoming obsolete.

There should therefore be constant effort to advance

this important subject by means of systematic study

and research. An interesting line of thought was

suggested recently in the course of an address by the

President at one of the annual meetings of the Engineer-

ing Section of the British Association when discussing

the question :
" What is the workman's share in the

present state of things ? " The President pointed out

that investigation shows the average capital expended

in engineering works per individual employed was,

before the war, about ^200, and the dividends paid

thereon averaged 4 per cent, per annum ; while at that

time the average wages for men and boys, skilled and

unskilled, was about £10 per annum. These figures

show that according to the then available statistical

material the annual earnings of a workman in the

engineering industry are equal to the annual dividends

—^referred to as the earnings—of £1,750 of capital

invested in that industry. Since then the earnings

measured in money values of both workmen
(human effort) and capital have, of course, greatly

increased.

But the real earnings of capital in any year cannot

be measured by the dividends actually paid—though
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this is often assumed to be so—^because dividends

sometimes amount to more and sometimes to less than

the true annual profits. Neither are the true annual

earnings of capital to be measured even by the balances

of annual Profit and Loss accounts as at present drawn,

because these often show results which are grossly

inaccurate in consequence of errors—sometimes of

omission and sometimes of commission—^in regard to

that factor of annual expense represented by expired

capital outlay on wasting assets.

It is a self-evident proposition that the amount

of the combined earnings of labour and capital in any

year is automatically limited to an amount equal to

the value of the product of the industry in that year,

less all economic expenditure incurred in producing

and selling other than salaries and wages. The ex-

pression " combined earnings " means, of course,

salaries and wages (labour's earnings) on the one

hand, and interest and profits (capital's earnings) on

the other hand.

How far then are we able at present accurately

to measure the amount of the combined earnings

available in any year ? The amount of the product

is known, and the amount of salaries and wages

(labour's earnings) is known, but owing to obsolete

methods of accounting for capital outlay on wasting

assets as it expires year by year, the amount of economic

expenditure—other than salaries and wages—which

must be deducted from the amount of the product is

not known. The reason is that one important factor

of economic expenditure—expired capital outlay,

commonly called depreciation—^is merely guessed at

without any attempt at measurement by means of
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systematic observation and record. It follows therefore

that the true annual profits of industry which

alone constitute the earnings of capital are not known,

and thus there exists in the industrial world at the

present time no accurate measure of the amount

which defines and limits the combined earnings of

labour and capital in any year.

When this unsatisfactory state of affairs is remedied

—^and it is capable of being remedied—^an important

new factor will become available to assist arbitration

tribunals and Whitley councils in arriving at clearly-

reasoned decisions on all questions concerning the

division of annual earnings between labour and capital

because the true annual earnings will, for the first

time, be known. Such questions generally involve

either increase or decrease of wages, and the advance

of the science of measuring annual profit and loss will

materially assist in rendering possible true co-partner-

ship between labour and capital. And above all it

will make more visible the direct connection which

must always exist between increased production and

increased earnings for division between labour and

capital.

The nature and deplorable results of the present

failure to account currently for capital invested in the

wasting assets of industry may best be explained by a

simple illustration. An investment of capital in an

ordinary annuity is sometimes likened to an invest-

ment of capital in industrial plant—a very important

division of wasting assets—^because the value of each

is gradually wasted and comes to an end in the process

of giving, during a strictly limited life-period, an annual

yield consisting in each case partly of capital and
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partly of income. The life-period and annual com-

posite yield consisting of capital and income, of any class

of annuity can be judged by a single forecast made at

the time of purchase, and its unexpired value at any

time can be calculated ; and so the life-period and

annual composite yield of any class of industrial plant

can be judged, and its unexpired value calculated

not, perhaps, by a single forecast, but by forecasts

based on the regular observation of its behaviour and

of the changing conditions affecting it during its

life-period.

What would be thought of a profit-seeking under-

taking with a capital invested in thousands of termin-

able annuities of different classes, if its efforts at

accounting for its capital outlay as it expired year

by year went no further than entering the cost of all

these annuities in one summary ledger account repre-

senting capital outlay on annuities, without any key

to the whole contents ? And at the end of each year

either writing off a fixed percentage from the balance

of the ledger account and charging the amount against

the annuity revenue, or charging the cost of fresh

annuities purchased during the year against the revenue,

in the hope that the charge against revenue would be

sufficient to answer the unknown amount of deprecia-

tion or expired capital outlay during the year on the old

annuities ? It is clear that such neglect would immedi-

ately produce financial confusion and chaos, which

would become appalling as year followed year, even

supposing that the sums so charged against annual

revenue sometimes chanced to be sufficient.

What, then, is the difference from the practical

point of view between such an undertaking and an
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undertaking with a capital invested in industrial

plant ? The difference is only that one requires a little

more accounting attention than the other. Each has

the common duty to use accurate methods of accounting,

and it is no exaggeration to say that, owing to want of

systematic attention, the present state of confusion

and chaos in the records of capital outlay on industrial

plant in our industries is appalling. It is undoubtedly

a common financial practice to enter the cost of

thousands of units of perishable industrial plant, which

cannot be debited to the revenue account of the year

in which the payments are made, to some account

representing capital outlay on plant, and there to leave

it, unobserved and with details lost to mind, subject

only to reduction by irregular allocations of sums out

of revenue, to answer depreciation of quite unknown

extent. The result is that the accounting records

relating to capital outlay on industrial plant speedily

become a confused mass of meaningless figures. No
attempt is made to keep track of the cost of each class

of plant and see that this cost, which was incurred

solely on revenue account, is duly charged to revenue

over the period which receives the benefit of the ser-

vice, or usefulness, of each particular class of plant

during its efficient life.

If this state of affairs is admitted the urgent need

of a remedy will also be admitted, and as a first step

towards a remedy it is suggested that every joint

stock and municipal profit-seeking undertaking using

industrial plant, should be required by statute to keep

a register of wasting assets. This register might

perhaps in the first instance apply compulsorily

only to industrial plant and other wasting assets
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acquired after a certain date, and would contain

records of the unexpired cost and year of purchase,

and estimates of length of efficient life and remainder

value relating to each class. All estimates would be in

the absolute discretion of those in charge of the under-

taking, but it would be necessary to keep the records

of unexpired cost in agreement with the book values

of the registered plant and other wasting assets shown

on the annual Balance Sheet.

The obligation to keep such a register of new capital

outlay on plant and other wasting assets would direct

'general attention to the subject ; and as the advantages

of such records became apparent, the practice would

gradually be voluntarily extended to include also the

unexpired capital outlay on the earlier acquired plant,

etc., which would thus all soon begin to receive con-

tinuous and systematic attention, and provision would

be made for

—

(1) The regular observation and record of the

behaviour of, and the changing conditions affecting,

each class of industrial plant representing capital

outlay

;

(2) The use of suitable accounting equipment in

the form of a register of wasting assets, capable of

enabling the results of such observation and record

to be currently reflected in the annual accounts :

(3) The adoption of a settled and continuous

financial poHcy, under which each year's revenue

account would be charged with a regularly measured

sum, based on such current observation and record,

to answer capital outlay expired during the year.

And the annual computation of industrial profit and

loss would then, by comparison with the present
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irregular methods and wholesale guesswork, become an

exact science. The problem is doubtless a difficult

one, but its solution is of great economic and political

importance, and it needs the co-operation of engineers

and accountants, and a regular system of observing,

recording, and averaging.

A grave question is raised on page 113 as to the

present financial position of large undertakings, such

as Railways, which have for many years been ac-

cumulating capital outlay on plant. How much of

this capital outlay, after deducting therefrom any

available reserves, is represented by unexpired capital

outlay on existing plant ?

Attention is called on page 130 to the advantages

of issuing capital required for the purchase of wasting

assets either not needing to be renewed, or not

needing to be renewed for many years, in a form

capable of being easily paid off by annual drawings to

offset the gradual waste of the assets. In the present

state of the law, this form of capital is practically

restricted to debenture securities, but these may be

issued at rates of interest appropriate to the risks

involved, and when desirable may be issued linked

together with any issue of share securities.

The dangers of the practice of accumulating sinking

funds in outside investments, so commonly adopted

by pubUc authorities, for ultimate repayment of

loans, are referred to in detail on page 178 and on-

wards in the course of a criticism on the London

County CouncU report on London Electricity Supply ;

and on pages 132 and 181 a sound alternative method

of finance is suggested, which is equally appUcable to

profit-seeking undertakings having capital sunk in
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such wasting assets as collieries, mines, goodwill,

patent rights, terminable concessions and the Uke, pro-

viding for the gradual repayment of such capital under

what is called the " distributed " sinking fund method.

It will be observed on reference to page 202 that

the views of the Ministry of Munitions as to the

proper treatment of depreciation of plant coincide

with the views advocated in this work.

P. D. LEAKE.
London,

I2th February, 1920.
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INTRODUCTION

Because it closely concerns Profit and Loss, the

subject of Depreciation and Wasting Assets is of

universal importance, and yet it has hitherto received

little or no systematic attention. But it is evident

that this neglect cannot continue indefinitely, in view

of the present great and growing need for the use of

reasonably accurate methods in computing annual

profit and loss, for the following amongst other reasons :

The enormous and increasing development of joint stock

and municipal trading enterprise, with the consequent passing

of capital—which half a century ago was retained and managed
by individual owners, or lent on specific mortgage—to the

care and management of others, who are expected to uphold

the value of the capital investment, and to ascertain and
distribute the annual profits with due regard to the differ-

ential rights of holders of cumulative and non-cumulative

preferred, ordinary, deferred, and other classes of shares.

The increasing adoption of schemes of profit-sharing

co-partnership between capital and labour.

The increasing burden of income taxes assessable on annual

profits arising.

The increasing burden of rates assessable on annual value.

The increasing demands of labour for higher wages and
other consideration, based on the declared annual profits

earned by capital invested in industry and commerce.

The increasing demands for reduction in charges for the

supply of municipal and other pubhc services in the nature

of monopolies, such as railways, tramways, electricity, gas,

etc., based on the declared annual profits earned by the

operation of such services.

No equitable adjustment is possible under any of

these heads without the reasonably accurate computa-

tion of annual profit and loss, and this can never
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be attained without systematic attention to the sub-

ject of Depreciation and Wasting Assets. In these

circumstances, it is startling to find the general admis-

sion that the subject is in an altogether neglected

and chaotic state, coupled with the further general

admission that, unless a near approximation to the

outlay on wasting assets which has expired within

each year (depreciation) is made and fully provided

for by being refunded out of the revenue receipts of

the year, no correct statement of annual profit or loss

can be obtained.

In the middle of the nineteenth century, when
commerce was carried on by individuals, each on his

own account, in a vast number of small undertakings,

and there was no regular income tax, it was a matter

of small moment to the individuals concerned to

enquire whether in each case the surplus of cash

receipts in or about each year, after payment of the

actual cash outgoings, and allowing for difference in

stock-in-trade, was wholly economic profit of the year

or whether capital outlay, previously made for the

purposes of the business, had been wasted or used

up in the course of the year's operations, involving,

therefore, another kind of expense and consequent

reduction of the surplus of cash receipts by the amount

of capital outlay so used up before arriving at annual

profit. It was sufficient for their purpose that the

surplus balance of cash receipts in each case, however

large, should be available for use as and when needed.

Since that time the conditions under which com-

merce is carried on throughout the world have com-

pletely changed, and the great bulk of it is now
controlled, not in small units each by an individual
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owner, but in the form of great enterprises, under the

guidance of a comparatively few highly-quahfied

directors and managers acting as agents for a vast

number of owners who themselves know nothing about

the business. In these circumstances, directors and

managers are obviously expected to seek and use the

best available means for computing with reasonable

accuracy the profit or loss resulting from the operations

of each year. It is strange, therefore, that the subject

of Depreciation and Wasting Assets has hitherto

received so little systematic attention, for it represents

a large and regularly recurring part of economic cost,

and it is impossible to determine the profit or loss

resulting in a given period from any enterprise without

first ascertaining the economic cost incurred during

that period.

To call attention to the remarkable absence of any

attempt to deal with depreciation in a systematic and

regular manner is not to say that sufficient provision

is not inade in the long run, by hook or by crook, for

this important part of economic cost by well-managed

undertakings. But it is quite evident that, even if

approximately correct long-period results are obtained,

the present precarious and uncertain way in which

depreciation is charged to annual revenue often causes

the declared annual results to oscillate between one

year and another, although the movement of the

business during the period may have had a quite

regular tendency. The reason is that the charges

made to revenue under the head of depreciation in a

given year have often little relation to the true benefit

receivable by revenue during that year from the use of

the wasting assets. The subject is thus of public
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importance even as it affects enterprises administered

in an able and honest manner, but it assumes far

greater gravity in connection with that large class of

undertakings which are habitually carried on under

less sound and capable management.
It must also be noted that the regular treatment

of Depreciation and Wasting Assets is necessary to

determine with accuracy the annual cost (apart from

questions of profit or loss) of producing commodities

and of rendering public services, and it is thus of great

importance to the internal management of industrial

undertakings in all questions concerning competitive,

comparative, or recurring cost, including

—

Computing cost of production, for the purpose of fixing

and grading competitive selling prices to customers.

Comparing cost of production by machine and hand
processes respectively.

Comparing cost of out-turn of machines of different age or

character.

Comparing cost of successive similar factory production

orders.

A principal object of this work is to show that the

present neglect to account systematically year by year

for expiring capital outlay made in advance on revenue

account is a matter of long-established custom rather

than of inevitable necessity. Absolute accuracy cannot,

of course, be attained, but a system giving results

nearly approaching to accuracy by comparison with the

present complete lack of method may be easily attained.

The accounting for capital outlay, dedicated as such

outlay always is to a certain purpose, constantly

expiring, and which, rightly considered, is entirely

unaffected by current market fluctuations in value,

is as important as is the accounting for current cash
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expenditure, which is now always minutely recorded

and controlled in its thousandfold greater detail.

Any class of wasting assets used in profit-seeking is

surely worth the making of a simple accounting record

each year during the period of service within which

the usable value must expire. All that is needed is

the use of a suitable accounting equipment, supple-

mentary to the ordinary financial ledgers, which shall

record the estimates of the engineers or other technical

advisers, and enable the accountants to give due

financial effect to such estimates. Such an accounting

equipment would form an invaluable key to the details

of the capital investment in wasting assets as shown

in total in the ordinary financial ledgers.

The vital importance of the whole subject has always

been insisted upon by professional accountants, and

its neglect continues in spite of, and not in conse-

quence of, their attitude. When pubhc and official

opinion demands it, the present evil can be largely

remedied without encountering any insurmountable

difficulties, and at a cost infinitesimal compared to the

value of the benefits obtained ; but, until that time

arrives, professional accountants are unable to give

much effective aid.

The problem of Depreciation and Wasting Assets is

so vast and complex, that it is apt to appal and dis-

courage any sustained striving after the use of better

methods. But it is clear that a great advance in the

direction of improvement is easily attainable by taking

thought, and some attempt is here made to set out

the results of a general survey of the subject, on a

basis wide enough to include every part, in the hope

of assisting to influence opinion, and of attracting the
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attention of those best able to develop the many and

widely different branches of the problem. With this

object in view, the Author will be greatly obliged to

any interested in the subject who may be so kind as

to submit suggestions and criticisms.

P. D. LEAKE.



DEPRECIATION AND
WASTING ASSETS

CHAPTER I

DEPRECIATION

In its true commercial sense, the word " Depreciation "
o^i^^tion*

means fall in exchangeable value of wasting assets,

computed on the basis of cost expired during the

period of their use in seeking profits, increase of value,

or other advantage. Depreciation is a part of the

cost of seeking profits, equal in importance to other

revenue expenditure.

The fall in exchangeable value of wasting assets causes of fau

. . . .
in exchange-

dunng the penod of their use m seekmg profits may aWe value

be due to any one or more of the following causes

—

Expiration of time.

Natural decay.

Wear and tear.

Obsolescence.

Diminution of the mass or source of natural raw

material.

Diminution of the principal sum involved in

contracts such as purchased terminable annuities.

The term " profits, increase of value, or other T^^^s™ in-

advantage " includes not only all kinds of industrial ofmha''*'"*^

and commercial profits, but it also includes the
«^^*"'*8«"

accruing interest contained in contracts such as pur-

chased terminable annuities, and aU accruing benefits

(having exchangeable value) which are received in any

I—(1345)
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form other than cash, such as the annual value of a

house occupied by the owner, or of furniture, or horses

and carriages used by the owner. As, however,

private users do not generally have occasion to com-

pute with accuracy the annual cost of their own
establishments, this part of the subject is of little

interest from a practical point of view.

Dcpreciatjon is It is important to observe that it is the fall in
unaffected by *

uitt^ons^ta'
exchangeable value occurring during the whole period

value q£ ygg^ gjj^^ further, that during that period wasting

assets are net primarily intended for sale in their

existing form. They are, in fact, out of the market,

being all the time allocated to the specific purpose

of seeking profits in the pursuit of which they will

be destroyed, except as to any scrap or remainder

value which may ultimately survive. Depreciation

of wasting assets is, therefore, unaffected by market

fluctuations in value due to the operation of the law

of supply and demand during the currency of the

period of their use.

SSs^m^t '^^^ failure to recognise this fact is responsible for

dbregMdid ^^^^ V^^ °^ ^^^ difficulty surrounding the subject of

depreciation which arises out of the common belief

that regard must be had to fluctuations in value due

to the temporary state of supply and demand. AU
such fluctuations must be entirely disregarded, except

always in so far as they may safely be taken as useful

indications in revising earlier estimates of the ultimate

exchangeable value (if any) likely to survive at the

end of the period.

Illustration of A profit-seeking undertaking using wasting assets

is, and for accounting purposes must always be treated

as, a going concern ; and a going concern will apply

this
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its wasting assets to the purposes for which they were

acquired, and will not act as a dealer in the purchase

and sale of such property for profit. Therefore, after

the purchase of wasting assets at a certain cost, be it

high or low, the accounting problem is confined to the

proper distribution of that cost over the years of the

efficient life of the wasting assets. Suppose a machine

costs £1,100, with expected life ten years and scrap

value £100, the proper provision for depreciation is

£100 a year. It makes no difference at all that in

five years the market price of such a machine may
have advanced to £1,500. It is still only necessary

within the ten years to refund the cost of the machine

which was purchased for £1,100. When it becomes

necessary to purchase another machine at the end of

ten years, it may cost £1,500, which ^vill need a capital

outlay of £400 in excess of that needed for the pur-

chase of the first machine ; but this circumstance

does not render inadequate the charge of £100 per

annum for depreciation on the first machine, which

cost only £1,100. It cannot be too clearly stated

that depreciation extends only to the replacement

of the cost of wasting assets already acquired and

which are being wasted in the process of earning the

revenue of an undertaking. The provision is not to

cover the cost of future renewals, although it will be

available to be applied to or towards that cost.

The word " depreciation " in its commercial sense stock

, , , 1 • Ml 1 1 Exchange
can apply only to wastmg assets, and it will be shown securities and

irf J J D »
the like are not

later that all wasting assets must inevitably waste and wasting asseu

pass away while applied to the purpose of seeking

profits, increase of value, or other advantage. Stock

Exchange and other like securities are not wasting
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assets ; they are held, as a rule, for the purpose of

obtaining the income receivable from them in the

form of annual dividends, and although such securities

may at any time either appreciate or depreciate in

market value, this change in value will not arise out

of the purpose for which they are held, and thus they

are clearly distinguishable from wasting assets. This

applies equally whether the securities are held as

investments for the purpose of receiving the annual

dividends, or by a dealer or speculator for the purpose

of selling at a profit ; for in neither case does any

movement up or down in their exchangeable value

arise directly out of the purpose for which they are

held. Movements up or down in value of Stock

Exchange or other securities are, of course, of every-

day occurrence and arise from various causes, but the

cost of the securities does not expire in pursuit of the

object sought to be attained, as it always does expire

in the case of wasting assets. Realised losses on the

sale of investments in Stock Exchange and other

securities may thus be clearly distinguished as

" capital " losses by the application of this test.

When such losses are incurred by a profit-seeking

enterprise having part of its funds invested in outside

securities, such realised losses should no doubt be

refunded or made good out of profits retained in hand

for that purpose, and the same apphes to any fall in

the value of investments when it is considered that

the loss may be permanent, but this is quite distinct

from commercial depreciation. All such refunds of

" capital " losses are made out of true profits arising

from the undertaking, except, of course, in the case

of a financial enterprise specifically seeking profits
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from the purchase and sale of investments, when the

securities are, to the financial enterprise, much the

same as the stock-in-trade is to the industrial

undertaking.

The word " depreciation " is unsatisfactory as a The word

definition of that which it is intended to imply, for tion-hastoo

, . wide a

it means much more than is intended ; thus, a fall m meaning

the value of Stock Exchange securities held by bankers

and others is no doubt correctly described as deprecia-

tion in the sense opposite to appreciation. Besides

being commonly used to express fall in all exchange-

able value, whether existing in the form of wasting

assets or otherwise, the word is also used in the sense

of lowering in estimation, thus

—

" A method . . . which much depreciates the esteem and
value of miracles." 1646. Sir T. Browne. Pseud. Ep. IV,

X, 205.
" A great depreciation of the standard of morals among

the people." 1829. J. Taylor. Enthus. IX, 225.
" Our architectural reputation, never high, is still more

depreciated by .the building at South Kensington." 1862.

Fraser's Magazine, November, 631.

The term " expired capital outlay " is an exact tiw term

definition of that which the word " depreciation " is
f^^!}%

°'"'

intended to imply when used in its commercial sense, ti^^of^^""''

and the general adoption of this term would avoid the liOT^K''^n*its

common mistakes arising from a natural belief that ^^r*^"^

" depreciation " covers at least all that which is

opposite to appreciation.

A clear understanding of the true meaning of
^J'^f^^s'''''*

" depreciation " as being expired capital outlay, ^hcr^e^^S°""

enables questions which have been raised from time
p'"'^^'-*^'""^

to time by legal writers to be easily answered; thus
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Buckley, L.J., in his work on the Companies Acts,

in discussing depreciation, asks this question

—

Suppose I buy ;^100 Consols at 80, and at the expiration

of a year they have fallen to 77J, is my income £1 10s. or

nothing ? If nothing, then if at the expiration of the year

they had risen to 9>1\, my income would, by comparative
reasoning, have been Ih, not /2 10s. Is the result affected

by the question whether at the end of the year I am or am
not, about to sell my Consols ?

The answer to the first question is, that the fall of

£2 10s. in the v£ilue of the £100 Consols not being a

loss resulting inevitably from the holding of the

Consols for the purpose of receiving the £1 10s. divi-

dend, is a capital loss. It is not commercial deprecia-

tion, and is not a charge against the income. Capital

losses may perhaps be defined as the fall in exchange-

able value of property not applied to the purpose of

seeking profits in such a manner as to cause it inevit-

ably to diminish or expire, and the capital invested

in this £100 of Consols for the purpose of earning the

£2 10s. dividend was not applied in such a way as to

cause it inevitably to diminish in value. By the

same process of reasoning, the answer to the second

question is, that the rise in value of the Consols to

82J results, if the Consols are sold, in a capital profit

of £2 10s. which is of a different character to the

dividend of £2 10s., and may be treated as income or

not, at the option of the person concerned. The

answers are unaffected by the question whether or

not the Consols are about to be sold at the end of

the year.

Another question in the same work is as follows

—

Suppose a tramway company lays its Une when material

and labour are both dear; both subsequently fall, and the
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same line can be laid for half the money, and, as an asset

(independent of depreciation from wear), is worth only half

what it cost. Is the company to make this good to capital

before it pays a further dividend ? If so, then, if the cost

of material and labour had risen after the line was laid, might
not the company have divided as dividend this aggregation

to capital ? Upon such a principle, dividends would vary
enormously, and sometimes inversely to the actual profit

of the concern.

This question brings out clearly the importance of

understanding the true meaning of depreciation in its

commercial sense, which is nothing more or less than
" expired capital outlay." The tramway company no

doubt laid out its capital to the best advantage at the

time of installing the tramway, and having made the

bargain and bought the property, whether the price

was high or low, the sole question for the company in

preparing its annual revenue accounts is as to how the

cost, which is expiring over a long period of years, is

to be fairly allocated as a charge against the revenue

account of each year for expired capital outlay. The

company must, after the tramway has been laid and

equipped, disregard all subsequent fluctuations in the

value of material and labour for the reasons stated

above, except in so far as these may safely be taken

as useful indications in revising earlier estimates of

the ultimate scrap values.



CHAPTER II

WASTING ASSETS

Nature of The maiority of profit-seeking enterprises have to
capital ouUay j j r or
on Wasting embark capital in wasting assets to enable them to
Assets _

' "

earn their revenue, whether arising from the winning

and sale of coal or minerals, as in the case of a colliery

or mine, from traffic receipts, as in the case of a rail-

way or tramway company, from the supply of elec-

trical energy, gas, water, or other pubhc service, or

from the manufacture and sale of goods. It is,

unfortunately, customary to record and describe

capital laid out in wasting assets such as coal measures.,

mineral deposits, buildings, plant, machinery, and the

Uke, as fixed or permanent, this custom having arisen

out of a misapprehension of the facts. Consideration

will show that all such outlay of capital, far from being

represented by anything fixed or permanent, consists

of nothing more enduring and substantial than expiring

value acquired and paid for in advance on revenue

account for the purpose of enabling the gross revenue

to be earned, in which process the value of all these

wasting assets will inevitably be destroyed. Wasting

assets of aU kinds, unUke trade stock, are not for sale

as such, but are dehberately dedicated to be destroyed

in carrying on the undertaking. All subsequent

fluctuations in the market value of similar property

are thus immaterial, and consequently should be

deliberately excluded from the accounts, the sole

question being how to apportion the cost of the wasting

assets (a known amount be it observed) fairly over

8
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each of the hmited number of years which will benefit

by the outlay. Undertakings using wasting assets

(which are defined below) in earning their revenue

incur each year expenditure under two distinct heads,

one being that expenditure for which cash has to be

disbursed at the time, or in or about the year the

benefit is received, as, for instance, wages, rent, and

the like; and the other being represented by that

part of the previously incurred capital outlay which

has expired within the year, and this latter head of

expenditure is at present grievously neglected in

accounting.

Wasting assets consist of aU values of an exchange- Definition of... . . . r Wasting

able nature which inevitably diminish while apph'ed Assets

to the purpose of seeking profits, or advantage other-

wise than by purchase and sale, and they include the

following

—

(a) Industrial plant comprising all perishable material

property other than that primarily intended for re-sale.

Such plant includes all buildings, plant, machinery, fixtures,

and furniture of manufacturers; all buUdings, plant, machinery,

fixtures, and furniture of mines; and all surface works (reser-

voirs, water service, railway sidings, roads, etc.); the way,
bridges, works, stations, rolling stock, and aU equipment of

railway and tramway companies, other than site value of

land in each case. Most of the capital of electric lighting

and power companies; gas, water, and omnibus companies;

cable, telegraph, and telephone companies; shipping and dock
companies, as well as that of many other undertakings, is also

invested in perishable industrial plant. The undertakings
least affected are banking, insurance, investment, and finance

companies.

(6) The mass or source of any natural raw material,

including bodies of coal and aU kinds of minerals; deposits

of slate, stone, gravel, earths, oil, and nitrate; also timber
and all kinds of growing plants yielding recurring crops.

(c) Main shafts, main adits, shafts which develop ore, and
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Materials held
for manufac-
ture and sale
are not
wasting assets,

neither are
Stock
Exchange
securities nor
land

Inherently
wasting
assets

other underground development undertaken to win natural

raw material.

(d) Purchased terminable annuities.

(e) Purchased terminable concessions.

(/) Leaseholds.

(^) Copyrights.

(h) Patent rights.

(t) Goodwill and trade-marks

Purchased materials and stock held for the purpose

of manufacture and sale are not wasting assets, neither

are gotten minerals and the like, nor severed crops, for

they are all held for the purpose of manufacture, or

sale, and do not inevitably faU in exchangeable value

during any period of use in seeking profits. Gotten

minerals are easily distinguishable from the mass or

source of the natural raw material, for the latter,

when applied to the purpose of seeking profits, inevit-

ably falls in exchangeable value during the period of

its use in consequence of the gradual reduction of the

mass, or source, as the product is won. It has been

explained in the previous chapter that Stock Exchange

securities and the like are not wasting assets. The
site value of land is not a wasting asset ; its value

does not inevitably diminish while applied to the

purpose of seeking profits otherwise than by purchase

and sale of the land.

Wasting assets falling under the four heads (a) to

(d) are inherently wasting assets, being represented

by a corpus or fund (apart from the value of mere

rights to future profits or increase) which wastes in

the process of seeking profits. Wasting assets faUing

under the remaining live heads {e) to (t) are not repre-

sented by a corpus or fund apart from the value of

terminable rights to future profits, increase of value,
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or advantage. This distinction is of importance,

especially when considering the assessment to income

tax of annual profits arising.

All wasting assets, whether consisting of a corpus ^^l^^^^y^

or fund which inherently wastes, heads (a) to (d), or Tpp^^to^he

of terminable rights to future profits, increase of SScm^i^ofits

value, or advantage, heads (e) to (i), have the com-

mon characteristic that they inevitably fall in exchange-

able value while applied to the purpose of seeking

profits ; and unless an amount equal to this fall in

exchangeable value is retained out of the revenue

receipts of an undertaking by being charged to the

revenue account as part of the cost, the cost will be

understated to that extent and the profit overstated

by a like amount. It is easy to ascertain the fall in

exchangeable value which has taken place in a wasting

asset at the end of the period of its efficient life ; but

at any time during the currency of that period this

can only be a matter of estimate having regard to all

known existing conditions and to probable future

developments.



CHAPTER III

FIXED AND FLOATING CAPITAL

Dutinction It is neccssarv to distinguish clearly between the
between j /» • <> • iamount of definite amount of capital embarked in a profit-
capital ^ *

st'^t'e^f MpiT^
seeking undertaking and the temporary states or forms

investment ^f invcstmcnt in which that capital afterwards exists

from day to day, and to bear in mind that the turning

of some of these forms of investment into other forms

of investment, or into money again, is not in any

sense a reduction of the capital of the undertaking.

The capital of every profit-seeking undertaking is

required for two well-defined purposes : first, to pur-

chase the necessary wasting assets and sometimes

land (this part of the capital being often called fixed

capital) ; and, secondly, for use in the form of other

necessary assets, such as sale stock, debts, temporary

investments, and cash at bank, this part being called

circulating or floating capital. The whole capital out-

lay, however, both fixed and floating, save that on

land, is constantly circulating and passing from one

form of investment to another, although at very

different rates of speed.

Capital can Capital Can exist only in exchangeable value, and
exist only in

. -i-i^ii ...
exchangeable therefore capital can only be fixed by maintaining

investments, in some form or other, at an exchange-

able value equal to the fixed capital. As wasting

assets in which capital resides become less in exchange-

able value, some other form of exchangeable value

arises which increases other assets, such as sale stock,

debts, bank balances, or temporary investments.

12

value
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This must happen automatically when an undertaking

results in true economic profit, provided that no

greater sum than the profit is withdrawn ; but when

the undertaking results in a loss, or a sum greater

than the profit is withdrawn, the capital cannot be

maintained except by introducing fresh value.

The theory that the capital and revenue outlay l^^S^ ^Ig^^

accounts of a profit-seeking undertaking are distinct, ^tia^'^^^""*

in the sense that the accounts relating to capital out-

lay can be partitioned off and treated as the capital

account, is a fallacy. AU capital outlay on wasting

assets consists merely of payments made in advance

on revenue account, all of which are constantly

expiring in the service of the revenue account, and,

therefore, the value of the capital investment cannot

be upheld except by regular and adequate contribu-

tions, which must be retained out of revenue receipts

by being charged to revenue account. These con-

tributions need not remain lodged in the bank until

the money is required to renew the wasting assets.

The swelling balance at the bank should in the mean-

time be used, as it generally is used, if required, for

the ordinary purposes of the business.

It increases for the time being the available floating |^t^*^pe

or circulating capital, and, as the moneys representing ^dflStS***

the contributions are retained out of revenue receipts,
"^'**'

the requirements of the business may simultaneously

increase to an extent demanding the permanent use

of these moneys as additional floating capital. Again,

if not used to answer a growing need for further floating

capital, the contributions may be gradually absorbed

by the purchase of additional wasting assets, such as

further plant, permanently required by the undertaking.
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In either of these cases, when it becomes necessary

to renew the original wasting assets, and bring them
up to their value again, the money, although specifically

contributed by revenue year by year in the past, will

not be found at the bank available for use. The
reason is that it has been already invested to answer

the growing need of the business for new capital, and,

therefore, directly the money is required for its origin-

ally intended purpose, it is legitimate and necessary

to increase permanently the capital of the undertaking

by issuing new capital, and to use the money provided

by this increase of capital to renew the original wasting

assets, because the undertaking now needs a per-

manently larger capital, fixed and/or floating. In the

meantime, sums in lieu of this new capital have been

borrowed year by year, as above stated, out of the

proceeds of the gradual return of the money laid out

in the wasting assets which formed part of the original

" fixed " capital investment.

The use of the new capital for the renewal of the

original wasting assets will operate to pay back the

temporary loan which was legitimately borrowed from

the original " fixed " capital, at a time when the money
would otherwise have remained unemployed in the

business. Thus the operation of exchanging into other

forms of value, and so gradually using up and reducing,

what are called fixed assets (although really wasting

assets) in the ordinary course of carrying on the busi-

ness of a profit-seeking undertaking is not reducing the

capital of the business, for the capital (or exchangeable

value) will be found residing in some other asset

received in exchange, which may be in the form of

sale stock, debts, cash, plant or other value, provided
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always that the revenue account has been m the

meantime charged with adequate sums for expired

capital outlay.

In order to demonstrate the continuous shifting of ["terc'ha^*^

value* taking place between the investments supposed ^dfiSatSfg**

to represent fixed capital and the investments sup-
'^'"'

posed to represent floating capital, take the case of

a profit-seeking undertaking with a capital of ;^0,000

invested at the beginning of a period " N," in the

manner shown in the columns headed " Beginning " in

the pro formd balance sheet set out on p. 16. In this

case, it must be assumed that the profits have been

correctly computed during each part of the period,

the revenue account having been charged with

adequate sums for expired capital outlay. It must

cdso be assumed, for simplicity, that the accrued

profits have been distributed immediately prior to the

termination of the middle and end parts of the period

" N," except to the extent of £1,000, which was undis-

tributed ; and, further, for the sake of simplicity, it

must be assumed that the wasting assets had no

remainder or scrap value. It is supposed that the

total depreciation for the period " N," amounting to

£50,000, had been correctly forecasted and regularly

provided for, on a basis of equal distribution over

each part of the period as approximating most nearly

to the proportion in which the beneficial use of the

wasting assets, having a strictly limited economic Ufe,

was obtainable for the service of revenue. The reasons

for the adoption of this basis of distribution of expired

capital outlay (depreciation), in dealing with industrial

plant and certain other descriptions of wasting assets,

are fully considered in later chapters.
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Balance Sheet,

Showing position of Liabilities and Assets at

three different dates in the period " iV."

LIABILITIES. ASSETS

Begin- Begin-
ning. Middle. End. ning. Middle. End.

i i £ £ £ £
Capital— Wasting as-

sets, which
" Fixed "

50,000 35,000 20,000 will all ex-
pire by the

"Floating" . 20,000 35.000 50,000 end of period
" N "—
Lease of land70,000 70,000 70,000 2,000 1,000
Buildings 10,000 5,000 —

Debts payable 5,000 5,000 5,000 Plant and
Machinery . 38,000 19,000 —

Undistributed
balance of

profit . 1,000 1,000 50,000 25,000
Additional

plant pur-
chased later

and which
will not ex-
pire by the
end of pe-
riod "N" .

— 10,000 20,000
Other assets

—

Sale stock 12,000 18,000 25,000
Debts receiv-

able . . 12,000 20,000 27,000
Cash . . . 1,000 3,000 4,000

£75,000 £76,000 £76,000 £75,000 £76,000 £76,000

At the beginning of the period, £50,000 of the

capital was invested in wasting assets, and would be

called fixed capital, and the remaining £20,000 was

employed in the form of other assets, and would be

called floating capital. By the middle of the period,

it will be seen on reference to the columns headed
" Middle," the unexpired value of the original wasting

assets has been reduced to £25,000, and, in order to

meet the requirements of a growing business during

that time, additional plant (wasting assets) has been

purchased, having then an unexpired value of £10,000 ;

and, further, the amount of floating capital required
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has risen from £20,000 to ;^35,000, consisting of floating

assets, £41,000, less debts payable and undistributed

profits, £6,000.

The money used to pay for the additional plant

(wasting assets) purchased, and for the additional

floating capital required, is together the £25,000 which

has been gradually retained out of revenue to meet

the expired capital outlay on the original wasting assets.

The capital investment is thus upheld at £70,000,

although altered in character, and now consisting of

fixed capital £35,000, and floating capital £35,000.

If during this time the revenue account had been

charged with less than adequate sums for expired

capital outlay, the capital account would have been

robbed by revenue account to that extent, although

this fact would not be apparent, because the value

of the original wasting assets would stand overstated

to that extent in the balance sheet, the balance of the

floating capital assets being correspondingly reduced,

or the debts payable increased, by the amount impro-

perly paid away as dividend, assuming that this had

been done, as would be natural, because the profits

would have been overstated.

The position at the end of the period " N " is shown

in the columns headed " End " in the above balance

sheet. It is assumed that the business had by this

time increased to an extent requiring the use of addi-

tional plant (wasting assets), having a then unexpired

value of £20,000, and of additional floating capital of

£30,000. Both these requirements have in the mean-

time been financed out of the sums taken out of the

revenue receipts to answer the expired capital outlay

on the original wasting assets, which, at the end of

2—< 1 345)
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the period, have fully expired in the sense of ceasing

to have any value or useful existence. The fact that

in actual practice this would not happen to all the

wasting assets simultaneously does not in any way
invalidate the principle which it is here sought to

illustrate.

At the end of the period the capital investment is

still fully upheld at £70,000, its original exchangeable

value ; but only ;^20,000 is at that time actually

invested in the form of fixed capital, the balance of

£50,000 being in the form of floating capital. It is

assumed that up to the last day of the period " N "

the manufactured out-turn of this increasing business

required the full and efficient use of the whole plant

and machinery, including that which originally cost

£38,000 (part of the £50,000 wasting assets), as well

as that represented by the additional plant purchased

during the period. The whole range of plant and

machinery, both original and additional, was thus

rendering efficient service up to the end of the period

(for otherwise it would have been scrapped at an

earlier date) ; but immediately after the end of the

period all the original plant was put out of service

and scrapped, and it is assumed that the lease and

efficient life of buildings also expired at the same

moment of time and required renewal.

In order, therefore, to carry on undiminished the

manufacturing and other operations of the business

as before, it wiU be necessary to have immediately

available new wasting assets (lease, buildings, and

plant), and for the sake of demonstration it may be

assumed that these again cost the original £50.000 to

purchase. On looking at the final position at the end
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of the period, as disclosed in the columns headed
*' End " in the above balance sheet, it may seem

surprising to find that, although the expired capital

outlay (depreciation) has been regularly contributed

out of revenue receipts, there are no sufficient, cash

resources available to enable the original wasting

assets to be renewed.

But, as has been shown in the case illustrated, the

£50,000 required for this purpose will now properly

be provided by an issue of new capital, which should

be made at a time prior to the end of period " N "

sufficient to allow of the renewal of the wasting assets

to be ready for serAdce when required. The total

capital will then be £120,000, instead of £70,000,

consisting of fixed capital £70,000 and floating capital

£50,000. It is possible to observe, by reference to the

above balance sheet, the ebb and flow which takes

place between fixed and floating capital investments,

although the sum of the two should never be less than

the full amount of capital invested in the undertaking.

It has been assumed in the foregoing demonstration

that the extent of the business bona fide increased

during the period " N " from a figure represented by

seven to a figure represented by twelve, and it has

been shown that under these circumstances an increase

in capital from £70,000 to £120,000 was necessary and

proper, although the whole amount of such increase

was needed to renew wasting assets purchased out of

original capital. But the mere fact that the cash

resources of a business are found to be insufficient to

pay for the renewal of original plant or other wasting

assets when needed, even though, in the meantime,

without requiring the use of additional assets, the sales
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Present
neglect to
account for

capital

invested in

wasting assets

or other receipts may have increased, by no means

proves that it is sound finance to make a new issue

of capital to provide the necessary money.

The shortage of cash resources may be due entirely

to the fact that revenue has in the meantime been

allowed to consume the capital invested in wasting

assets, without refunding to capital, out of the revenue

receipts, the value so consumed. The value consumed

would, in that case, have been inadvertently regarded

as part of the profits, and would probably have been

paid away to shareholders as dividend, instead of

being retained, and—additional plant not having been

required—temporarily invested, to be available to

renew the original wasting assets or ultimately to pay

back the capital undiminished to shareholders.

How, then, are shareholders, directors, and managers

to judge of the true financial position of an imder-

taking from the balance sheet in each particular case ?

The state of such assets as sale stock, book debts, and

the like is always recorded in the accounts with

scrupulous care. Minute written particulars are avail-

able for inspection showing the original amount and

all the subsequent transactions concerning each unit,

both large and small. It is thus matter of common
knowledge that the " floating " part of the capital

investment, as existing from time to time, has been

adequately accounted for and entered in each annual

balance sheet at carefully settled values, based on the

known current conditions. But no detailed records

of the cost and present condition of investments, such

as buildings, plant, and machinery, and other wasting

assets, supposed to represent fixed capital, are, under

the present common practice, available for inspection
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and consideration, and, therefore, it is impossible to

show a reasoned basis for, or to judge the sufficiency

of, the annual refunds (if any) which have been made
out of revenue receipts to capital to maintain the value

of this part of the capital investment unimpaired.

To enable any sound opinion to be formed as to the ^""^ «'"'*-
•^ •* quent

financial position of an undertaking, definite informa-
oJ^^^^^'n^''

tion, based on known facts and latest estimates, should ["In'^l^'
''"

be available concerning the assets supposed to repre- SSenakhiV"

sent fixed capital, just as it is now available concerning

the assets supposed to represent floating capital. But

as it is still customary to do without the aid of any

properly developed records relating to that part of the

capital investment represented by wasting assets, it

must be admitted that it is at present impossible to

form any reasoned judgment as to the true financial

position of any undertaking employing wasting

assets.

The cause of this unsatisfactory state of affairs is co-op-ration
•^ neeacu

to be found for the most part in the neglected con- engm^'^and

dition of that branch of annual accounting which calls
accountants

for co-operation between engineers and accountants,

and which has to do with transactions combining fact

(known cost—save the case of an original owner

working a mass or source of natural raw material,

when the value must be estimated) and long-period

probability (unknown life and scrap value). It is true

that the amount of the provision for annual expired

capital outlay (depreciation) is small compared with

the enormous volume of other transactions involving

current receipt and payment of money, which are

accounted for with such scrupulous care and accuracy ;

but, nevertheless, this necessary provision often equals
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or exceeds the amount of annual profit, and is

therefore of vast importance.

Present It should bc explained that all original, additional,

mith^s and renewal capital outlay on wasting assets, such as
should be

, , . . ,,
superseded Duildmgs, plant, and machmery, is at present usually

recorded in one or more capital outlay accounts in the

financial books, and that when annual depreciation

is charged to revenue it is arbitrarily computed, either

as being equal to some fixed percentages calculated

on the reducing balances of these capital outlay

accounts, or as being equal to a lump sum which is

allocated out of the surplus balance of the annual

revenue account. An alternative method used is to

charge revenue, haphazard, with the cost of renewing

wasting assets as and when this is incurred, in lieu of

charging properly measured annual depreciation. All

these methods are unsatisfactory, precarious, and

inadequate ' and it is certainly true to say that no

reasoned judgment can be formed as to the justifica-

tion or otherwise for an issue of new capital required

by an undertaking using wasting assets, and this is a

very serious indictment of present accounting methods.



CHAPTER IV

ECONOMIC COST

It is impossible to determine the profit or loss arising Definition of
.

, r It • . 1 •
. 1 • Economic Coit

in a given period out of the capital invested in any

enterprise without first ascertaining the economic cost

incurred during that period, exclusive only of interest

on owner's capital, which interest forms part of any

profit. This economic cost may be defined as " Applied

exchangeable value minus interest on owner's capital."

It is exchangeable value merged, converted, or used

up in one form in seeking something of greater value in

another form. In computing profit or loss for any

period, the revenue account must, therefore, be charged

with a sum equal to the exchangeable value merged,

converted, or used up during that period.

In the case of any enterprise using wasting assets. Factors of

Economic Cost

this used-up value will include sums representing the

exhaustion, in whole or in part, of wasting assets pre-

viously acquired and paid for out of moneys provided

as capital. It wiU also include the value of materials

used up, and of work or services performed, during

the currency of the period, and it may include sums

representing the exhaustion, in whole or in part, of

wasting assets acquired before, but not actually paid

for until after, the expiration of the period.

The date of actual payment of cash is of no Economic cost

. . 's value

importance when computing economic cost to ascer- consumed in
'^ iT o producing

tain profit or loss, for cost incurred during a given ^^"^

period is not confined to the outlay for which money
has then to be actually disbursed, but is the sum of

exchangeable value which has passed away or been
23
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Neglect of
present
accounting
for past
capital outlay
luexpired

Depreciation
is as much
part of

Economic Cost
as are wages
paid

merged in pursuit of the particular object. If the sum
of exchangeable value produced during any period be

greater, there is a profit ; if it be less, there is a loss.

The words " cost," " expense," and " expenditure "

are generally taken to mean something which involves

an outlay of money at or about the present time, but

in the economic sense they mean the amount of value

consumed in securing the value produced.

It is clear, therefore, that cost incurred during any

period has no relation to the amount of value pur-

chased or paid for, but is the amount of value con-

sumed during that period. While it is true to say

that cost is generally regarded as being practically

confined to expenses involving present money outlay,

and that that part of cost is commonly carefully

recorded and adequately accounted for, it is equally

true to say that the other part of cost, relating to past

money outlay on wasting assets, the value of which

is being daily consumed in the course of carrying on

the business of an undertaking, has not hitherto been

considered as outlay which can be systematically

recorded and currently accounted for, and, therefore,

it receives little or no accounting attention.

It cannot by any means be denied that depreciation,

or expired capital outlay, is as much a part of economic

cost as is, for instance, the sum paid by the manu-

facturer for wages. The only difference between the

two classes of expense is that in one the money is paid,

or the exchangeable value outlaid in advance of its

use, the objective consideration being received there-

fore at a later date ; and, in the other, the considera-

tion (the man's work) is received first, and the money
paid immediately afterwards.
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The necessity for treating expired capital outlay as vie** of

part of economic cost has always been insisted upon

by economists ; thus McCuUoch, on Political Economy,

says

—

If the produce derived from an undertaking, after defra3ring

the necessary outlay, be insufficient to replace the capital

exhausted, a loss has been incurred; ... if it is merely

sufficient . . . there is no annual profit.

The meaning of the words "capital exhausted" used here

is evidently identical with the meaning of the words
" expired capital outlay." Again McCulloch says

—

Profits must not be confounded with the produce of industry

primarily received by the capitahst. They really consist of

the produce, or its value . . . after all necessary payments
have been deducted and after all the capital wasted and used

in the undertaking has been replaced.

In order to demonstrate this fact, suppose a

manufacturer purchased a lease of land, and built

and equipped a factory upon it, and carried on a

manufacturing business over a period " N," with the

result shown below

—

REVENUE ACCOUNT for the period " N."

Illustration of

Economic Cost

Dr. Cr.

i i
Capital outlay of Current receipts of

Money

—

money, after re-

Lease of Land , 2,000 ceiving all debts
Buildings . 10,000 receivable . , ;£1,060,000
Plant & Machinery 38,000

50,000
Current outlay of

Money, including
Materials, Labour,
and other expenses,
after paying all

debts payable . 950,000

Economic Cost . 1,000,000
Profit 60,000

;£1,060,000 ;^1,060,000
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Suppose, at the end of the period " N," the lease

had expired, and the buildings and plant and machinery

were obsolete, and were taken over by the landlord

to cover the cost of removal and restoring the site

value of the land. In this case it is clear the manu-

facturer earned a profit over the period " N " of

^60,000 at a cost of ^^1,000 ,000.

Pom'^utm
'" ^^* *^® difficulty in computing economic cost arises

J^omiccost l^^rgely from the fact that in practice it is necessary

to divide the period " N " into parts known as years,

and to estimate the profit which has accrued within

each of such years. The outlay on the lease, buildings,

plant, and machinery, amounting to £50,000, is paid

in advance out of capital, and called capital outlay

or capital expenditure, while the cost of materials,

labour, and other current expenses, amounting to

£950,000, is paid for out of current receipts spread

over the whole period " N."

Neglect to Owing to the difficulty of estimating the proportion

capital outlay of the /50,000 Capital outlay which has expired within
out of annual aj ' jr j i

rSiu ^^^^ y^^^ ^^ ^^ period " N," it often happens, in

estimating the annual profits of an undertaking, that

no serious attempt is made to provide for that part

of the cost which consists of expired capital outlay.

It is sometimes ignored altogether until the value has

been used up, and in other cases provision is made in

a spasmodic and haphazard manner, without the

use of any regular scheme for annual measurement

based on properly recorded facts and latest estimates

of useful life periods made in accordance with the

current outlook. In the case stated, it might even

happen that, by the end of the period " N," the annual

profits have been computed as amounting to £110,000,
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and have been assessed to income tax and distributed

accordingly, entirely overlooking the fact that the

original ;^50,000 invested by the manufacturer has in

the meantime disappeared.

If the profits for the period " N " have been over-
' ^ statement of

computed at £110,000 instead of at £60,000, they annual profits

will have been overstated by no less than 83-3 per

cent. Assuming the period " N " to be twenty years,

the so computed profits would be equal to a dividend

of 11 per cent, per annum on a capital of £50,000

—

omitting for simplicity working capital, which is not

always required—^whereas the actual profits are equal

to a dividend of 6 per cent, per annum on that sum.

If the undertaking is owned by shareholders, and con^qucnt
c> J ' shortage of

is to be continued after the end of the period " N," ^'"^' '^^p'*^'

it is probable that during, or towards the end of, that

time, sums would have been set aside by the Directors

annually out of what would often be called " profits,"

and carried to the credit of an account called reserve

for renewals, or reserve for depreciation, and shortly

before the end of the period an invitation would have

been issued to shareholders to take up further Pre-

ference or Ordinary Shares to provide capital which

might be truly stated to be required to renew and

enlarge the factory. Suppose, under these circum-

stances, a sum of, say, £20,000 is standing to the

credit of the reserve account at the end of the period

" N," being the total of the sums set aside for depre-

ciation out of so-called " profits " during the period,

this amount \viU be available to go towards the cost

of rebuilding and equipping the new factory, provided

the money has not already been absorbed in the pur-

chase of additional fixed or floating capital assets,
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as already described in the chapter on " Fixed and

Floating Capital."

And if the new equipment required for the under-

taking is now on a somewhat larger scale and costs

£60,000, instead of the original £50,000, to renew and

enlarge, the shareholders will have to add a further

£40,000, instead of £10,000, to their previous invest-

ment of £50,000 ; and the new factory equipment

and other wasting assets will then stand in the books

at £90,000, made up, as to £60,000, the actual cost,

and as to £30,000, the balance of expired capital out-

lay (depreciation) on the old factory equipment and

lease, which should have been charged to revenue

during the period " N." There can be no doubt that

this is the present condition of many industrial and

railway companies.

In the particular case stated, the position of affairs

would be clear enough to the directors and others

having access to the books, but in actual practice the

true financial position is always effectually obscured,

owing to the fact that the useful life of each class and

sub-division of wasting assets comes to an end at a

different time ; and as it becomes necessary to expend

money on the renewal of each of the many different

classes and sub-divisions as the end of the useful life

of each approaches, the cost of replacement is charged

to capital outlay as a matter of course, without any

means of first ascertaining whether all the original

cost has been duly charged to revenue. It is usual

to charge the whole of such renewal expense to capital

outlay in the case of those undertakings which make
a charge to revenue purporting to answer the unkno\vn

cost of depreciation or expired capital outlay, although
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the amoun tof this charge for depreciation is itself

often made dependent upon the success or otherwise

of each year's operations, and upon other considerations

turning on the financial convenience of the moment.

Whether economic cost is at present in many cases Need of
regular

largely understated, and if so to what extent this accounting
o J '

ioT capital

condition prevails, must be left to the determination °""^y

of others ; but, however this may be, it is clear that

the entire absence of organisation and method in

recording and measuring expired capital outlay (depre-

ciation) is an undesirable state of affairs. In unknow-

ing or unscrupulous hands the financial evils arising

out of this condition of chaos can scarcely be over-

stated, and the time has arrived for the general adop-

tion and compulsory use of some suitable form of

recording equipment providing a flexible scheme of

measurement of annual expired capital outlay, based

on recorded facts and latest estimates of useful life

periods and scrap values, made from time to time and

kept up to date in accordance with the current out-

look. The compulsory use of a statutory register of

plant would leave all estimates and rates of depre-

ciation in the absolute discretion of those responsible

for the undertaking, and they would not, under any

circumstances, be penahsed for errors of judgment.

A study of the subject will show that this is quite
^^t^^''*"'*^^

practicable, and that the administrators of any kind u^'^cSt^^
'^*''

of enterprise may, by taking thought, develop and

adapt a suitable scheme, which may be regularly used

year by year with great advantage, at a cost infini-

tesimal compared with its value. It is a problem

affecting jJmost all industries and trades, which would

well repay wide and organised scientific research ; and
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it should have the special attention of scientific

institutions, technical colleges, universities, and other

bodies interested in the advancement of practical

science.

Payment of It will be convenicnt here to call attention to the
company

noVi'^fes'"
^^^* *^^* ^^^ payment of dividends by joint stock

t^i^muol'' companies is not in all cases limited by English law
^°***

to the amount of economic profit earned. The legal

position is clearly stated in Buckley on the Companies

Acts (ninth edition), where, in discussing Article 97

of Table " A " of the Companies (Consolidation) Act,

1908, which provides that " no dividend shall be paid

otherwise than out of profits," it is stated

—

The profits of the business are the excess of revenue receipts

over expenses properly chargeable to revenue account. As to

what expenses are properly chargeable to capital and what
to revenue, it is necessarily impossibly to lay down any general

rule. For the purpose of ascertaining profit available for

dividend, capital account and revenue account are to be
treated as separate accounts.

These principles, when rightly understood, are not

antagonistic to the economic facts discussed in this

chapter if the word " expenses " be read as meaning
" cost." It has been already shown that the capital

investment, in some form, must be maintained unim-

paired, and so kept separate from revenue in the

sense of being kept intact. But the portions of such

assets as cash at bank, debts, or stock, which may
for the time being represent part of the capital invest-

ment, cannot be earmarked and recorded in a separate

account as capital.

Legal decision. The decisions in the following amongst other
Lee V. .

Neuchata interesting cases are quoted in Buckley on the

Companies Acts (ninth edition)

—
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In Lee v. Neuchatel Company (41 Ch. Div. 1) it was held

that if the objects of the Company include the sinking of

capital in the acquisition of wasting property, even deprecia-

tion by waste is not necessarily a revenue charge, but may
by the regulations be thrown upon capital. ... If the

memorandum of association provides that the object of the

Company shall le to sink its capital in a wasting property

and acquire profit by working that property, then the gradual

diminution of the property by waste is a gradual destruction

of the Company's capital, which may be within its objects

legitimate ... it is for the shareholders to say whether or

not they will put by a sinking fund to meet the waste, and
the proper place to find this is in the Articles. They may
if they like, but they are not bound so to provide.

In Lambert v. Neuchatel Asphalte Company [1882] W.M. 128;

30 W.R. 913, it was held that the Articles had given a

general meeting power to declare what were net profits, and
that the Court could not assume jurisdiction to determine it.

Sir Henry Buckley states

—

The fact is that the law is much more accurately expressed

by saying that dividends cannot be paid out of capital than
by saying that they can only be paid out of profits. The
latter expression leads to the inference that the capital must
always be kept up and be represented by assets, which if sold

would produce it. This is more than the law requires.

Fixed capital may be sunk and lost, and yet the excess of

current receipts over current payments may be divided.

But floating or circulating capital must be kept up, as other-

wise it wiU enter into and form part of such excess (seeing

that circulating capital, with the particulars of its purchase
and sale, must appear in revenue account), in which case

to divide such excess without deducting the capital which
forms part of it will be contrary to law.

(Per Lindley, L.J.: Verner v. Gen. Trust [1894], 2 Ch. 266.)

It may be said with equal truth that fixed capital

should be kept up, as otherwise it will enter into and

form part of the excess, for the particulars of its sale

are equally included as part of the sales appearing in

the revenue account, but the particulars of its cost

—

that is, the properly measured charge for expired

Legal decision

Lambert V.

Neuchatel
Asphalte
Company

Legal dicta

Legal doctrin*
protects
commercial
practice
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Directors are
bound to
make proper
investigation

capital outlay (depreciation)—are often omitted alto-

gether from the revenue account. The legal doctrine

as to the difference in the treatment of the fixed and

floating assets, when the declared object of the Com-

pany is to sink its capital in wasting assets (called

fixed capital), is doubtless necessary in order to pro-

tect the present common commercial practice in the

treatment of the accounts of colheries, mines, and

other similar undertakings, where no serious attempt

is made to ascertain and charge to the annual revenue

account a proportionate part of the original cost of

the diminishing mass of raw material. Thus the

surplus balance of the annual revenue account, which

is generally regarded as profit and distributed as divi-

dend, includes, and may sometimes wholly consist of,

exhausted capital outlay which has not been provided

for out of revenue.

The law thus allows considerable latitude when the

declared object of an undertaking is to sink its capital

in wasting assets
;

yet directors are bound to make
proper investigation before recommending the declara-

tion of a dividend, and Sir Henry Buckley further

states

—

But if a dividend be declared without proper investigation

of the financial position of the Company . . . the burden

is on the directors to show that the dividend was properly

declared, and in default a director will be ordered to refund

the dividend he has received {Ranee's case, 6 Ch. 104); and
if directors pay dividends out of capital, they may be liable

for the whole amount so misappUed {National Funds Com-
pany, 10 Ch.D. 118; Oxford Building Society, 35 Ch.D. 502;

Leeds Estate Company v. Shepherd, 36 Ch.D. 787).



CHAPTER V
THE INTEREST QUESTION

The interest question in connection with depreciation interest
* '^ question

and wasting assets deserves careful consideration, and ^t'tSitSn^

some preliminary remarks on the nature of interest

may be convenient.

In theory, interest is always accruing on principal. Nature of

the simi of which is always increasing by the accruing

interest ; but in commercial practice some definite

period, or rest, is adopted, at the end of which period

interest at the agreed rate is computed on the

principal sum outstanding at the beginning of that

period, and the amount of such interest is then either

immediately paid off in cash or forthwith added to

the principal sum upon which interest wiU next be

computed, and so on. In commerciaJ practice, there-

fore, interest remains unproductive untU it is com-

puted at the end of each period. It is thus really in

the nature of a periodical rent, charged by a lender

to a borrower, for the use of money.

The periods or rests may be of any length, but they importance

usually cover three, six, or twelve calendar months, p^'^^ °'

Commercial interest is commonly described as being

at a stated rate per cent, per annum, but if the rests

used cover periods either shorter or longer than one

year, the expression is inaccurate unless qualified by

the further words " payable quarterly " or " payable

half-yearly." Thus, with half-yearly rests, interest is

often described without qualification as being at a

rate of, for instance, 5 per cent, per annum when it is,

33
3—(1345)
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in fact, a rate of 2^ per cent, per half-year, and greater

than a rate of 5 per cent, per annum, and with rests

extending over two years it is less than a rate of 5 per

cent, per annum. The reason is, of course, that from

the time interest is either paid to the lender or added

to the principal sum, it acquires productive power

itself, so that if the time recurs other than once a year

it varies the consideration and thus the effective rate

of interest passing to the lender. This fact may
assume importance where, for instance, debenture or

preference stockholders are entitled to a share of the

profits of an undertaking limited simply to a stated

rate per cent, per annum on the par value of their

holdings.

Interest has been variously defined as money paid

for the use of money lent, or for forbearance of a debt

according to a fixed ratio (rate per cent.), and it is

also said that interest is the increase of an indebted-

ness by reason of the lapse of time, and that interest

is possible only in case of the existence of a debt.

Compound interest is interest upon interest, and in

commercial practice it operates when an amount of

interest, computed at the end of any period, is added

to the principal sum, instead of being paid off in cash.

Interest may be compounded in this way, either

quarterly, half-yearly, yearly, or otherwise, according

to the length of the period or rest used in each case,

and it is then described, in commercial practice, as

compound interest.

Proper use of As a general rule, in computing the profit or loss

of an undertaking, interest should only be employed

in commercial accounts when it is actually payable

or actually receivable as interest. The amount of the

Definitions of
interest.

Commercial
compound
interest
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profit or loss of an undertaking is itself the interest

(increment) or discount (decrement) resulting from "

the capital employed. On the other hand, in com-

puting the cost (as distinct from profit or loss) of

producing commodities or other values, or of rendering

pubUc or private services, interest at a suitable rate

on the capital employed is an important part of cost,

and in computing annual cost must always be pro-

perly distributed as " Interest on Capital." Interest

is, however, often used in commercial accounts in

other ways, with results which are not always apparent,

as will be seen from the illustrations set out below.

There are certain theoretical methods of making ^jk^^of

provision for expired capital outlay (depreciation) d^r^^S^n

which involve the use of interest : one known as the

annuity method, in which revenue is charged, under

the head of depreciation, with equal annual sums

sufficient to provide at the expiration of the estimated

life of, for instance, industrial plant, an amount equal

to the original cost thereof, plus interest on the capital

for the time being remaining invested therein. An
amount equal to that part of these annual sums

which represents interest is credited, in annually

diminishing amounts, to the revenue account, so that,

taking the difference between the constant amount

debited for depreciation and the diminishing amount

credited to revenue each year as interest, the result

is really to throw increasing annual burdens upon the

revenue account as the industrial plant gets nearer

to the end of its life.

The effect of this method will be clearer by taking illustration of

an imaginary case, in which industrial plant, having mInhiJ

an estimated life of ten years, and no residual value.
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has cost £6,000 and is to be written off within that

period on the annuity system, charging interest at

3 per cent, per annum upon the diminishing balances.

In this case, the constant annual sums chargeable to

revenue for expired capital outlay would amount to

a total, during the ten years, of £7,033 16s. 8d., and

the diminishing sums which would be credited to

revenue in respect of interest amount to a total of

£1,033 16s. 8d.

The figures are shown below

—

Expired capital Interest
Artiiftl hitrrlf>Ti

outlay charged to credited to on the year.
•- Revenue. Revenue.

i S. d. i 5- d. £ s. d.

1st year . . 703 7 8 180 523 7 8
2nd .. . . 703 7 8 164 6 539 1 8
3rd „ . . 703 7 8 148 2 7 555 5 1

4th „ . . 703 7 8 131 9 5 571 18 3
5th ,. . . 703 7 8 114 6 3 589 1 5
6th „ . . 703 7 8 96 12 9 606 14 11

7th „ . . 703 7 8 78 8 8 624 19

8th ., . . 703 7 8 59 13 9 643 13 11

9th „ 703 7 8 40 7 6 663 2
10th „ . . 703 7 8 20 9 9 682 17 11

Total . . ;^7,033 16 8 ;^1.033 16 8 ;^6.000
BB^j„

Thus the charging or debiting of interest to that

part of the capital investment represented by industrial

plant, and the crediting of this as interest to revenue,

creates the necessity, as shown above, of debiting

revenue with a correspondingly larger sum under the

head of depreciation, and writing off this larger amount

from the capital investment to offset the interest

charged thereto, the operation resulting in an unfair

annual distribution of the depreciation charge.
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Another method of providine: for depreciation sinking fund^
. ° ^ method of

involving the use of interest is that known as the computing
" depreciatUMi

sinking fund method ; and to make the effect of this

clearer a case may again be taken of a purchase of

industrial plant which cost £6,000 and has a life of

ten years, and no residual value, where the sinking

fund method is to be appUed, involving yearly instal-

ments being taken out of the business and invested

in outside securities, yielding, say, 3 per cent. Here

the equal annual sums charged to the revenue amount

to £523 7s. 8d., or a total for the ten years of

£5,233 16s. 8d., and the total mterest earned on the

investments in securities outside the business amounts

to £766 3s. 4d., being altogether £6,000.

The figures are as follows

—

illustration of

sinking fund
method

Expired capital

outlay charged to
Revenue.

Interest
from

Investments.

Actual
burden on the

year.

1st year
£ s. d.

523 7 8
i ^ d. i s. d.

523 7 8
2nd , 523 7 8 15 14 539 1 8
3rd , 523 7 8 31 17 5 555 5 1

4th , 523 7 8 48 10 7 571 18 3
5th , 523 7 8 65 13 9 589 1 5
6th , 523 7 8 83 7 3 606 14 11

7th
, 523 7 8 101 11 4 624 19

8th
, 523 7 8 120 6 3 643 13 11

9th . 523 7 8 139 12 6 663 2
10th , 523 7 8 159 10 3 682 17 11

Total . . ;^5,233 16 8 ;£766 3 4 £6.000

1

By this method, £766 3s. 4d., the total of the

annually increasing interest from the investment of

the money gradually released from the original cost

of the industrial plant, is diverted from the credit of

the revenue accoimt, where it ought to appear, and
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is applied direct to the purpose of helping to accumu-

late, by the end of the economic life of the industrial

plant, the sum of ;^6,000 (original cost), revenue

account having in the meantime been charged with a

less sum by £766 3s. 4d. than the actual provision

which was made by the aid of this method ; so that

the true effect is an omission from both sides of the

revenue account, under the heads of depreciation on

the one side and of interest on the other side, of

annually increasing sums amounting during the ten

years to £766 3s. 4d.

If a record of these so omitted annually increasing

sums is introduced to both sides of the revenue account,

it will be found that the sinking fund method has

exactly the same effect as the annuity method, for in

both cases the actual burden upon revenue for the

first year of the ten is £523 7s. 8d., and this increases

until, for the last year of the ten, it is £682 17s. lid.

It must be remembered that in the sinking fund

method the interest from investments is really received,

whereas in the annuity method it is a mere fictitious

entry, and, therefore, in order to get back to facts,

must be cancelled by deducting it each year from the

amount charged as depreciation on the debit side of

the revenue account.

If a comparison is made between the total sum of

£7,033 16s. 8d. charged as depreciation during the ten

years to the revenue account under the annuity method,

and the total sum of £5,233 16s. 8d. charged in like

manner during the same period under the sinking fund

method, it will be found that the difference of £1,800

represents a sum equal to 3 per cent, for the whole

period of ten years on the £6,000 originally paid for
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the industrial plant; and thus the first-named method

operates to add £1,033 16s. 8d. to the true amount
of expired capital outlay (depreciation), and the last-

named method operates to deduct £766 3s. 4d. from

the true amount of this.

In a going concern, having the use of a definite fh^\n°g

capital, the charging of imaginary interest on that crS'^^uay

part of the capital investment represented from time
^*^'°**™''**

to time by the unexpired capital outlay on wasting

assets is nothing more than a transfer of the amount

of such interest from one nominal account to another,

which has very little ultimate effect, although it varies

the distribution of the annual profit over the series

of years. It is really a manipulation of certain heads

of capital outlay and certain heads of annual revenue,

within the undertaking itself, which, as between one

year and another, has important effects on the balances

of the capital outlay and revenue accounts respectively,

but does not vary the sum of the annual computations

of profit or loss extending over the whole-life period,

except to the extent of a small difference in the annual

earning power of the money retained out of revenue

receipts each year, caused by the difference in the rate

of its annual accumulation. This will be made clear

by an examination of the following illustration.

Suppose a case in which a sum of £6,000 is invested
{{Ijf

^g^®" **'

in industrial plant having a life of ten years, and

suppose the amounts of the sales and current expenses

are constant in each of the ten years, the sales of the

product of the industrial plant bringing in £13,000

per annum, and the current purchases of raw material,

wages, and other expenses amounting to £12,000 per

annum, leaving, therefore, £1,000 per annum to answer
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expired capital outlay (depreciation) and profit. The
following figures show the difference in the revenue

results as between one year and another

—

(a) charging

interest at 3 per cent, on the capital investment,

known as the annuity method; and (b) omitting

interest on the capital investment. In both cases,

the results are equal over the whole-life period, and
show a profit of £4,000

—

Ch arging interest at 3 per cent. Omitting int.

Expired
capital out-
lay charged
to revenue.

Interest
credited to
revenue.

Resulting
annual

burden on
revenue.

Resulting
annual
profit.

Expired
capital
outlay
charged

Result-
ing

annual
to profit.

revenue.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ f
1st year . 703 7 8 180 523 7 8 476 12 4 600 400
2nd „ 703 7 8 164 6

148 2 7
539 1 8 460 18 4 600 400

3rd „ 703 7 8 555 5 I 444 t4 II 600 400
4th „ 703 7 8 131 9 5 571 18 3 428 I 9 600 400
5th „ 703 7 8 114 6 3 589 I 5 410 18 7 600 400
6th „ 703 7 8 96 12 9 606 14 t

I

393 5 I 600 400
7th „ 703 7 8 78 8 8 624 19 375 I 600 400
8th „ 703 7 8 59 13 9 643 13 It 356 6 I 600 400
9th „ 703 7 8 40 7 6 663 2 336 19 10 600 400
loth „ 703 7 8 20 9 9 682 17 II 317 2 I 600 400

£7,033 16 8 £1,033 x6 8 £6,000 £4,000 £6,000 £4.000

In this case it is assumed that the industrial plant

has done its work efficiently during the whole of its

efficient life, and on the stated facts the true economic

profit of the first year is ;^400 and not £476 12s. 4d.,

and of the last year it is again £400 and not £317 2s. Id.,

because there is, in fact, no interest earned and it is

not permissible to appropriate in advance in the name
of interest sums on account of profit expected to be

earned from the use of the plant in future years.

The accumulated portion of the £6,000 which has

been released to the end of each year under each of

these two methods varies, and is shown below ; and
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a column is added in each case showing simple interest

at 3 per cent, per annum on the accumulated amount

so released, as being the minimum earning power of

this money to the undertaking for use in other ways.

This table is inserted expressly to show approximately

the extent of the difference in the annual earning power

of the varying amounts of money retained out of

revenue receipts each year under each of the two

methods

—

Charging interest at Omitting interest.

3 per cent. Difference
in annual
earningAccumulated Accumu-

portion of Earning power of lated Earning
£6 coo released power accumulated portion of power at

'{see Note at 3 per cent. portion £6,000 re- 3 per cent.
below). per annum. released. leased (see

Note below).
per annum.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ £
1st year 261 13 10 7 17 I 3 300 9
2nd „ 792 18 6 23 15 9 3 4 3 900 27
3rd „ 1,340 I 10 40 4 4 16 1,500 45
4th „ 1,903 13 6 57 2 2 5 17 10 2,100 63
5th „ 2,484 3 4 74 10 6 696 2,700 81
6th „ 3,082 I 6 92 9 3 6 10 9 3.300 99
7th „ 3,697 18 6 no 18 6 6 I 6 3.900 117
8th „ 4.332 4 II 129 19 4 508 4,500 135
9th „ 4,985 12 149 II 4 388 5,100 153

loth „ 5,658 ir 169 15 I I 4 II 5.700 171

£856 2 II £43 17 I £900
' *

Note.—The amounts appearing in the columns headed " Accumulated portion of
£6,000 released " allow for the fact that each periodical contribution accrued continuously
over each period and not in one sum at the end of each period.

In the case of a going concern using a definite in commercial
accounting,

capital, the moneys retained out of revenue to answer interest should
^ •' not be charged

expired capital outlay on wasting assets (depreciation) J^jif^'up i^

are, as a rule, immediately requisitioned either to
casting assets

purchase other wasting assets, thereby maintaining

the volume of the " fixed " capital investment, or for

use in some other form as part of the " floating
'*

capital investment, as explained in the chapter on
" Fixed and Floating Capital." If, however, the
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moneys are not required for either of these purposes,

they will, doubtless, be temporarily invested in income-

yielding securities, so that in any case they remain

productive of income to the undertaking. Nothing

is gained by debiting the wasting assets account and

crediting revenue with imaginary interest on the

moneys remaining locked up in these wasting assets,

which cannot earn interest. There is no good reason

for charging this part of the capital investment with

interest and exonerating the other part. If interest

is charged on the moneys locked up in investments

such as wasting assets, supposed to represent fixed

capital, it should surely also be charged on the moneys

locked up in investments such as sale stock and debts,

supposed to represent floating capital.

But interest is The fallacy of incorporating in commercial accounts,
an important

. .

com^uun
prepared with the object of ascertaining annual profit

Reduction °^ loss, interest on the money locked up in wasting

assets may have originated in questions of the com-

parative cost of different methods of producing com-

modities and rendering public services. Thus, in

comparing the relative advantage of a method of

production necessitating the use of expensive machinery,

with a method of production by hand labour, it is

necessary to have regard to all the factors of cost,

including, in the case of the method involving the use

of machinery, both expired capital outlay (deprecia-

tion) and interest on the capital outlay. In all ques-

tions concerning the determination of cost for com-

petitive or for comparative purposes, therefore, interest

on the amount of capital outlay must always be

included as part of the cost ; and, as more fully

explained later, in computing annual cost for this
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purpose, in the case of an undertaking to be treated

as terminating at the end of the life of certain long-

lived wasting assets which are not to be renewed,

care should be taken that the sum of the whole-life

period interest is evenly distributed over each year

on the principle of average, as otherwise the annual

cost, for the purpose of comparison with outside con-

tractors' charges, will be overstated in the earlier

years and understated in the later years of the period.

Another cause which may have led to the practice Diminution in

.

* capital locked

of charging, and incorporating in commercial accounts,
"f^jj^t'd^s^^

interest on the money remaining locked up in wasting ^^nt ot^*'^

assets—such as an electric power station, for instance, thl'^pia^t

°*

which cost when new £100,000, and has an average

life of twenty-five years—may be the mistaken impres-

sion that the annual instalments of the original cost,

taken back out of each year's gross revenue, which

diminish the amount of capital locked up, also in some

way diminish the extent of the industrial plant offered

for the use of the undertaking in the later years of

the life period ; and that, therefore, these later years

should be charged with a gradually diminishing sum.

But this is not so, for until the industrial plant becomes

worn out or obsolete, which cannot be during its

efficient life, each unit most do its work well, and be

able to give an output not seriously diverging from

the highest of which it is capable in a state of com-

plete efficiency ; and during the whole life of the

industrial plant forming the equipment of this electric

power station the quantity of plant remains the same

as it was at the beginning of the period, for the short-

hved classes will be duly renewed from time to time.

Doubtless there is some falling-off in the efficiency of
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individual units as they approach the ends of their

hfe periods, but the effect of this is equalised by the

operation of the law of average, and obviously each

unit must render not less than efficient service during

the whole of its efficient life.

Use of annuity Govcmment departments and municipalities often
and sinking ^ *

bT*mu^c^^- undertake the manufacture and supply of com-
'*'** modifies, such as gas, water, electrical energy, and

the like, and also the provision of public services, such

as transport, telephones, etc., involving a large initial

outlay of capital, which may be subscribed by indi-

vidual members of the pubhc or provided out of public

moneys. The nature of the arrangements made for

financing these undertakings varies considerably ; but

annuity or sinking fund methods, involving the use

of interest, are often adopted, the annual instalments

being sometimes brought into revenue account in lieu

of properly measured charges for depreciation in a way
which may cause the balances of the annual revenue

accounts to vary considerably from the true annual

profit or loss of the undertaking. It is thus most

important that the effect of these financial arrange-

ments on the annual accounts should be clearly under-

stood, to ensure that the accounts are correctly treated,

and any necessary further provisions made, as it will

be found that instalments of principal and interest are

dangerous sums to handle as alternatives to properly

measured charges for depreciation when it is desired

to ascertain either true annual cost or true annual

profit or loss of an undertaking.

Computation In vicw of the fact that it is sometimes necessary
of annual cost •'

in a termin- ^o computc the annual cost, apart from profit or loss,

undertaking q£ carrying on an undertaking terminating at the end
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of the life of certain long-lived wasting assets which

are not to be renewed, it will be worth while to con-

sider how, for the purpose of ascertaining annual cost,

that part of the cost represented by interest on the

capital employed should be distributed over each year.

When the long-lived industrial plant needed for an

undertaking of this kind is new, the amount of capital

locked up therein is greater than it is in the later

years of the period, and in ascertaining the annual

cost, therefore, for the purpose of comparison with

outside contractors' charges (assuming that con-

tractors' undertakings are permanent and need an

average capital outlay), it will be misleading for this

purpose to charge the earHer years with the interest

on the larger amounts of capital then locked up in

the industrial plant as part of the cost of those earHer

years, and to charge the later years of the period

with interest on the then comparatively small amounts

of capital remaining invested at that time.

The object is, of course, to compare the cost of in*^^*^^**

production of commodities or supply of services by ^e^^e^^""

a pubhc authority with the average cost at which '^^^'*'^

similar work might be performed by outside con-

tractors undei ordinary outside conditions, and,

therefore, it is necessary to bear in mind in this con-

nection that the industrial plant of outside con-

tractors is " aged," that is to say, has reached, and is

presumably maintained in, a state of average efficiency

such as would be needed for the purposes of a

continuously going concern. Thus the outside con-

tractors' cost is burdened only with interest on the

average capital employed, and therefore for com-

parative purposes the annual cost of operating a
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terminating undertaking should be charged with

annual interest on the same average basis.

Illustration of In Order to illustrate the method of arriving at the
method of • i i i •

arriving at avcragc Capital employed m carrymg on an under-

capitaj taking which is to be treated as terminating at the

end of the life of long-hved wasting assets, it will be

convenient to assume, for the purpose of demonstra-

tion, a period of ten years instead of a longer period,

and to consider the case of an electric power station

involving an initial outlay of capital of, say, ;^5,000,

made up as under

—

Land ;^25,000 . . Life period permanent
Plant A ;£10.000 . „ 1 year

.. B ;£10,000 . ,, 2 years

.. c ;£10,000 . 4 ..

.. D ;^10.000 . 5 „

„ E ;£10,000 . 10 ..

;^75,000

For the sake of simplicity, scrap value of the plant

is omitted.

It is required to ascertain the average amount of

capital remaining invested in this undertaking over

the whole period of ten years. The capital locked

up in the land, £25,000, will remain the same through-

out the period, for it does not waste ; and, as already

explained in the earUer chapters, any fluctuations in

its market value during the period must be disregarded.

In order to follow in detail the ebb and flow of the

volume of capital locked up during the assumed life

period (ten years) in the several classes of plant, with

different efficient life periods, reference may be made
to the tabular statement set out below, which contains

a column for each class of plant, showing the
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fluctuating amount of capital invested therein at the

beginning of each of the ten years

—

Statement

Showing Amount of Capital locked up in each class of

Plant at the beginning of each of the ten years.

Begin-
ning of
year.

A
Life I year.

B
Life 2 years.

C
Life 4 years.

D
Life 5 years.

E
Life 10 years.

1

2

lO,ooo-^ 1

lO.OOO-r 1

10.000^ 1

10,000^ 1

10,000-r 1

10.000^ 1

10,000-f 1

10.000-^ 1

10.000^ 1

10,000-^ 1

10,000

5,000

£
10,000

7,500

5,000

2,500

£
10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

£
10,000

9,000

15,000-r 2

3

4

10,000

5,000

8,000

7,000

15,000-=- 2 25,000 -^ 4

5 10,000

5,000

10,000

7,500

5,000

2,500

6,000

30,000-=- 5

6 10,000

8,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

5,000

15,000-r 2

7

8

10.000

5,000

4,000

3,000

15,000-r 2 25,000-r 4

9

10

10,000

5,000

10,000

7,500

2.000

1,000

15,000-r 2 30,000^ 5 55,000-r 10

Uncorrected average capital locked up during the

period

—

10,000-7- 1

= 10,000

15,000-=- 2
= 7.500

25,000 -^ 4
= 6,250

30,000 -=- 5
= 6,000

55,000-=- 10
= 5,500
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Short method
of arriving at
average
capital

In the above computations of average capital

remaining invested in each of the different classes of

plant, it will be observed that the annual contribution

has been deducted at the end of each year ; whereas,

in order to obtain the true average, due allowance

must be made for the fact that each annual contribu-

tion accrues continuously during each year, and not

in one sum at the end of each year ; and therefore,

the average capital employed in the undertaking

IS (subject to the reservation set out in the next

paragraph) ascertained in the following manner

—

Un-
corrected Corrected
Average. Average.

i i
Land . 25,000 25,000
Plant A . 10,000 minus half of ;^ 10,000, being one

year's contribution 5,000

.. B. . 7,500 ;^5,000. 5.000

„ c. . 6,250 ;^2,500, 5,000

„ D. . 6.000 ;£2,000. 5.000

» E. . 5,500 ;tl,000.

Average capital .

5,000

;^50,000

In the case illustrated above, however, it will be

noticed that the efficient life periods of the several

classes of plant do not all terminate at the end of the

assumed period of ten years, being the period covered

by the useful existence of the longest-lived class of

plant. The case has been stated and set out in this

form in order to call special attention to the fact

that in dealing with an undertaking to be treated as

terminating at the end of a certain period it is desir-

able that the efficient life periods of all the several

classes of industrial plant shall be so planned as to
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end as nearly as possible at the same time, to avoid

a loss on forced realisation of any unexpired capital

outlay, which in the case illustrated would be £5,000,

the computed value of two years' unexhausted work-

ing capacity remaining in Plant C at the end of the

ten years. Assuming the efficient life periods of the

different classes of plant will all terminate about the

same time, the short method e)f ascertaining the

average capital employed in a terminating undertaking

is to divide by two the amount of the original capital

invested in wasting assets, and add thereto the amount

of capital invested in land, which remains permanent

throughout the whole period.

Although as a general rule interest should only be use of interest

employed in commercial accounting when it is actually
J^'^j^*"^'

°*

payable or actually receivable as interest, there ma}' premises

be exceptional cases in which its use is desirable, as,

for instance, in dealing with the cost of leasehold

premises, when it is sought to charge the revenue

account with a sum to represent the annual value of

premises occupied for trade as a basis for comparison

with other similar undertakings paying an annual

rental. In such a case, the use of the annuity method

in writing off the annual instalments of the cost of

leasehold premises may be convenient. Supposing

a short lease to have cost £6,000, and to cover a

period of ten years, it will be seen by reference to

page 36 that, with interest at 3 per cent, per annum,

the annuity method will involve an annual charge to

revenue of £703 7s. 8d., which is, no doubt, nearer

to the true annual value of the premises than the

£600 to be charged if the plan of writing off one-

tenth of the cost each year were adopted. Under this

4—(1345)
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Summary of
conclusions

Further
arguments
against the use
of interest or
discount in

commercial
accounting
unless actually
payable or
actually
receivable

annuity method, interest is credited in annually

diminishing amounts to the revenue account, and

represents the gradually diminishing alternative profit

which would have been earned by the money invested

in the leasehold premises if it had been otherwise

employed for the purposes of the business, and the

premises had been held on an annual, instead of on

leasehold, tenancy.*

To sum up the interest question, it is submitted that—

(a) The amount of the profit or loss of an undertaking is

itself the interest (increment) or discount (decrement) resulting
from the capital employed.

(6) In computing the annual profit or loss of an under-
taking, therefore, interest should only be employed in com-
mercial accounts when it is actually payable or actually
receivable as interest.

(c) Annuity and sinking fund methods involving the use
of interest should never be used in measuring annual expired
capital outlay (depreciation) on wasting assets, unless some
special reason exists.

{d) In computing cost of production, as distinct from profit

or loss, interest on the capital employed must be included
as part of the cost.

(e) In computing annual cost of production for compara-
tive purposes in the case of an undertaking to be treated as
terminating at the end of the Ufe of long-Uved wasting assets

which are not to be renewed, the interest should be evenly
distributed over the period on the principle of average.

Further arguments against the use of annual interest,

or annual discount, in commercial accounting, unless

actually payable or actually receivable by the owners

of an undertaking, may be stated thus

—

The argument that the capital locked up in such assets as

industrial plant, leasehold property, or purchased terminable

concessions must be charged, in the accounts of a commercial
undertaking, with interest, because it might otherwise have
been invested to produce interest, has no force. It might
as well be appUed to the capital locked up in the other assets

of a business over long and varying periods of time, such as

goodwill, patent rights, stock-in-trade, and book debts; but
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it is never suggested that assets of this kind should be
subjected to interest or discount in commercial accounting.
The capital of an undertaking is provided expressly to be

locked up in carrying out all and any of the legitimate trans-

actions of the business. All transactions involve the use of

more or less capital for some period of time; and, if the cost

of some transactions is to be increased by adding to it

imaginary annual interest on the capital locked up, then
surely interest should be added to the cost of all transactions,

whether extending to more or less than a year, which,
obviously, would be absurd. In commercial accounting, no
attempt should be made by manipulating interest to reduce
the results of certain selected long-period transactions to the
basis of annual transactions.

Any long-period transaction which is essentially in the
nature of a loan, calculated with annual interest, as in the
case of a purchased terminable annuity, should be treated
as such in the accounts of a commercial undertaking; thus,

each equal annual payment of an annuity contains both
interest and capital, but in each annual payment after the
first the proportion of interest becomes less, and the proportion
of capital becomes correspondingly greater.

As shown in the illustrations of the effect of the annuity
and sinking fund methods already given in this chapter, the
use of the annuity method for providing annual depreciation
operates to add to the true depreciation a fictitious sum
(interest), this fictitious sum being, on the other hand,
credited to the revenue accounts as interest (though it is not
received) in annually decreasing amounts, the net result of

these entries being to place an increasing burden of depreciation

on the annual revenue accounts.

And the use of the sinking fund method for providing
annual depreciation operates to deduct from the true depre-
ciation a sum equal to the dividends which will be received

from outside securities in which the annual sinking fund
instalments will be invested. These dividends, being actually
received, are true revenue of the undertaking, and should
appear to the credit of the revenue accounts as received in

annually increasing sums, involving, on the other hand, a
similar annually increasing further charge to the revenue
accounts under the head of depreciation, the net result being
agjiin to place an increasing burden of depreciation on the
annual revenue accounts.

In the case of a long-period transaction entered into by a
private individual, as, for instance, the purchcise of a lease,

it may be convenient to charge the transaction with annual
interest on the capital remaining from time to time invested
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therein, by the use of the annuity method of writing off the
cost. The transaction does not form part of a business
having a definite amount of capital subscribed for the pur-
pose of seeking profits by carrying out a number of

transactions, of which the purchase of a lease may be one.

Thus the indiscriminate use of internal annual

interest, or discount, in commercial accounting, and

especially in connection with depreciation and wasting

assets, is often misleading, and should be discouraged.



CHAPTER VI

INDUSTRIAL PLANT

—

MEASUREMENT OF DEPRECIATION

Industrial plant represents the largest and most
^^^"f[|fj

important division of wasting assets, and is the most dlvl^on of

difficult to deal with systematically. Industrial plant ^ts"^

comprises all perishable material property of a profit-

seeking undertaking, other than that primarily intended

for re-sale, and it includes, therefore, aU buildings,

plant, machinery, fixtures, and furniture of manu-

facturers ; aU buildings, plant, machinery, fixtures,

and furniture of mines ; the way, bridges, works,

stations, rolling stock, and aU equipment of railway

and tramway companies, other than site value of land

in each case. Most of the capital of electric lighting

and power companies
;

gas, water, and omnibus com-

panies ; cable, telegraph, and telephone companies
;

shipping and dock companies, as well as that of many
other undertakings, is also invested in perishable

industrial plant. The undertakings least affected

are banking, insurance, investment, and finance

companies.

In order to give some idea of the enormous annual
fap*ftai outuy

capital outlay on industrial plant, the following figures pjl^**"*'"'*'

taken from a supplement to The Economist, may be

useful. The figures given show the amount of fresh

capital applied for by prospectus in the English market

during each of two normal pre-war years, connected

with undertakings proposing to lay out the capital

chiefly in the purchase of industrial plant.

53
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British Railways .... 400,000
I

3,715,000
Indian and Colonial Railways 11,244,500 10,096,000
Foreign Railways .... 30,766,700 49,974.700
Breweries and Distilleries — 675,000
Manufacturing ..... 4,335,900 5,086,300
Iron, Coal, Steel, and Engineering. 2,560,100 5,409,300
Electric Lighting, Power, & Telegraphs,&c 7,194,500 6,160,000
Tramways and Omnibus 10,510,400 4,701,000
Motor Traction and Manufacturing 1,511,300 368,500
Gas and Water ..... 976,800 131,700
Docks, Harbours, and Shipping . 1,709,500 4,600,000

Total . ;^7 1,209,700 ;^90,917,500

Outlay on
industrial

plant com-
p.ired with
other advance
payments

The above figures do not include the probably equally

large sums of money invested during these two years

in State and municipal trading enterprises, including

railways, tramways, harbours, electricity, gas, water,

telegraphs, and telephones ; neither do they include

capital invested in connection with all the many forms

of private enterprise, which amounts to a very large

sum, especially in England and other developed

countries, but of which it is impossible to obtain any

record.

All capital invested in industrial plant is invested

in nothing more substantial than in payments made

in advance on revenue account, and the whole of such

outlay, less scrap value, must ultimately be recovered

out of revenue receipts. About this there is no room

for doubt ; but difference of opinion still exists as to

the proportion of the outlay which should be refunded

each year out of annual revenue receipts during the

period of the useful life of the plant.

Money invested in industrial plant, being nothing

more than a payment made on revenue account in

advance, may be compared with a premium paid in
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advance to cover, say, seven years' fire insurance.

Such a payment is, in fact, sometimes made in order

to secure better terms than would be obtained by

paying an annual premium ; and there is in such

case no doubt that one-seventh of the sum paid would

be properly charged to revenue account each year,

until, at the end of the seventh year, the last instal-

ment of one-seventh of the original payment would

come back out of revenue receipts.

In the system here proposed, it is intended that all
^^'^^f°*

capital outlay on industrial plant shall be recorded acro»^t*'iJi"*''

as usual in the financial books in one account or andTeglsto'of

group of accounts which will also be charged each pia^t

year with all further outlay (outside mere main-

tenance), whether for renewals, additions, or better-

ments of the plant. All such capital outlay will be

periodically analysed into classes and distributed to

the class records filed in a loose-leaf register of indus-

trial plant, as fully described in the next chapter.

The capital outlay account in the financial books will

be credited annually, in one total, with a sum equal

to the measured amount of depreciation as ascertained

by means of, and deducted in detail in ,^ the register,

the profit and loss account being at the same time

debited. The capital outlay account will also be

credited each year with the total of the estimated

scrap value of all that industrial plant which has gone

out of service during each year, as shown by the

register of plant, a scrap account being opened in the

financial books and debited. The balance of capital

outlay on industrial plant, as brought forward in the

financial books at the beginning of each year, will

thus equal the totals, in the register, of the class
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summaries appearing in columns headed " Balance of

unexpired capital outlay," so that the balance of the

capital outlay account in the financial books can be

exactly agreed with a list of the amounts abstracted

from the class summaries in the register of plant.

The scrap account in the financial books will be

credited with the proceeds, or value, of scrap sold or

otherwise utilised, the balance being adjusted from

time to time in respect of the differences between the

estimated value of the scrap charged to the scrap

account, and the actual proceeds of the sale of this.

If, however, this cannot be adjusted in detail, the

value of the scrap on hand at the end of each year

should be estimated, and the balance of the scrap

account adjusted accordingly.

Expiraton of In Selecting the proper basis for an annual charge

Fot^^^Id ^^ revenue for depreciation of industrial plant, the
depreciation evidcnce is irrcsistible that expiration of time is the

dominating factor. The following considerations have

an important bearing on the question

—

(a) The efficient life period of all industrial plant is strictly

limited, although difficult to forecast. It may be compared
to the period of animal life, which is not more surely hmited.

(b) The extreme efficient life period of any class of indus-

trial plant may, in a few cases, exceed one hundred years,

but rarely exceeds fifty years, the most common life period

being, perhaps, between ten and thirty years.

(c) Industrial plant has a strong tendency to fall in present

value to a going concern directly in proportion to that part

of its limited efficient life which has expired, because the

process of natural decay; and the advance of obsolescence,

due to new inventions and other change, always progress,

whether the plant is in actual use or not. Use, therefore,

or the amount of work done by the plant, is not generally

the dominating depreciation factor.

(d) The only exception to this rule is when the plant is of
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such a nature that the amount of actual wear caused by
work done will obviously be the dominating depreciation

factor, as with steel rails, which, if used enough, will wear
out before they rust out. In cases of this kind, the efficient

life period should be estimated according to the expected

amount of work to be done, provided that the resulting rate

of depreciation never falls below the rate necessary to cover

th e process of natural decay and the advance of obsolescence—^

These considerations suggest that the mere existence

of industrial plant offers, to the undertaking owning

it, a continuous opportunity of advantage which must

be charged for in the revenue account, because it

expires, whether it is used or not, just as the annual

rent of premises must be provided because a year has

expired, whether the premises have been actually used

or not. It is astonishing how rarely the rate of

destruction of value, due to actual use, overtakes the

rate of destruction due to constant and inevitable

decay and liability to obsolescence.

In measuring annual depreciation, therefore, by far ^u^'^h^d^
the nearest approach to accuracy will be obtained by ^o revenue"*^

estimating the whole-life period, in years, of each class e^h'yeM^of

of industrial plant, with due regard to all known facts, peri^''°'*'''*^

as well as to future probabilities, and distributing the

cost, less estimated scrap value, to future revenue

accounts, in equal instalments over each year of that

estimated whole-life period.

It will be found that this only means the provision, ^^^nual
out of revenue receipts, of a fairly regular annual sum, ckSif r^ghiy

. /. , It • with value
amountmg over a series of years to no more than is consumed

now taken out of the revenue receipts of any soundly

managed undertaking, at irregular intervals, to pay

for renewals of industrial plant at or about the time

the cost of these is actually incurred. This latter is a
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haphazard method, frequently causing the declared

net profits to oscillate between one year and another,

although the movement of the business during the

period may have had a quite regular tendency ; and

this is a serious defect, especially when the annual

profits are meagre and happen to be distributable in

priorities between holders of cumulative and non-

cumulative preferred, ordinary, deferred, management,

and other classes of shares.

Employment Against this plan, in the case of some undertakings

asi<k°"^^
**'

it has been urged that constantly to set aside sums out

of the revenue receipts each year available to meet

expenditure on renewals, which may not be needed

for perhaps a number of years, would be most incon-

venient, and would embarrass the undertaking with

surplus money, which would not be properly employed,

and which shareholders would be clamouring for as

dividend. The answer is that in the case of most

undertakings, considerable sums of money are con-

stantly required for actual renewals of other and

different classes of plant ; or, again, in the case of

an increasing undertaking requiring additional plant,

the money so retained out of revenue would be very

usefully employed in the purchase of this additional

plant ; but otherwise it would be necessary to invest

the surplus moneys in safe securities, and in the

meantime to be content with the interest earned

thereon.

Increase in Objcction is also somctimes taken to the principle

LTiatcrycMs" of Writing off the cost less scrap value of industrial

plant in equal annual instalments on the ground that

the cost of repairs, to each particular unit of plant,

becomes heavier as the age of each unit increases
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year by year, and therefore it is said that the pro-

vision for depreciation of plant should be greater in

the earlier years and less in the later years. In an
" aged " plant, however, the cost of repairs wiU be

found to average year by year in a remarkable way,

as there are always units of plant in all stages of the

useful Ufe period ; and, apart from the cost of

important renewals of parts, such as the boilers of a

steamship, for instance, which should be treated as

capital outlay and recorded in the register of plant

as a separate class, the outlay on repairs and main-

tenance, although it may be large in the aggregate,

consists of a vast number of comparatively small

items, which naturally tend to average. It must also
^

be borne in mind that a new plant—^that is, a plant

which is not " aged "—^rarely gives its full output, and

generally requires special attention and adjustment,

the cost of which is a set-off against the cost of repairs

required at a later period. Thus, the argument based

on the increased cost of repairs in later years has Httle

or no weight, although it is often used by those who
stiU uphold the method of measuring depreciation on

the reducing balance of cost basis. It is thought that

an examination of the effect of this method, as here-

after illustrated in this chapter, will show its utter

unsuitability and how little way such an argument

goes to justify its retention.

On the other hand, an exactly opposite argument 'j^^^^
°*

is often used to the effect that if industrial plant has pla!J?'^!2!not

been well maintained out of revenue and is working, ^th^i^vmity

perhaps, even more smoothly at the end than at the

beginning of the first year of its life, no specific charge

for depreciation need be made to the revenue account
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Treatment
should be
similar,

whether life

be one or
more years

Depreciation
provision is

not for future
renewals, but
for past
capital outlay
expired

of that first year ; but this view is unsound. And,

further, the use of existing industrial plant cannot

even be deferred with impunity, because, as already

stated, the process of natural decay, and the advance

of obsolescence, always progress, and for this reason

expired capital outlay on existing industrial plant

must be charged every year, whether the plant is

used or not.

If the efficient life of any class of industrial plant

began and ended within a period of one year, instead

of extending over a longer period, no one would

suggest that the cost of the industrial plant was not

a necessary charge to the revenue account of that

year ; and the fact that this outlay on revenue

account does not all expire within an exact accounting

period of one year is no reason for neglecting to refund

out of the year's revenue receipts the year's expired

portion of the outlay. A year is nothing but an

arbitrary division of time, at the end of which it is

usual to compute trading results.

It is still a common custom to describe the annual

provision for depreciation of industrial plant as a

provision for future renewals, as though it has refer-

ence to the future ; but this is a misconception. The

annual provision for depreciation has nothing to do

with the future, but relates solely to the past. It is

a replacement of capital in respect of past capital

outlay expired in the process of carrying on a profit-

seeking undertaking, and is not less an expense than

other expenditure of a current character, such as

operative wages. It is an expenditure of exchange-

able value incurred daily, and must be provided for

with other working charges, although the exchangeable
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value SO expended has been acquired and paid for at

an earlier date out of moneys provided as capital.

It has been shown that depreciation of industrial
•^*^^jf>^*'*'°

plant is the fall in exchangeable value computed on vSue"ov«'*

the basis of cost expired during the period of its use oi^uLr^^is

in seeking profits ; and that this fall is due to natural auctuTdons m

decay, wear and tear, and obsolescence, and to all or ™ ^
^""^^

any of these causes. It has also been shown that it

is the fall in exchangeable value occurring during the

whole period of use, this being equal to the difference

between the original capital outlay and the ultimately

realised scrap or remainder value. Depreciation of

industrial plant is, therefore, accurately defined by the

term " expired capital outlay," being wholly unaffected

by fluctuations in the market price of similar property

during the period of its use.

The principal difficulty in dealing with the question Principal

of depreciation arises from the fact that it must be arises from
•^ need of

measured year by year during the period of the use making pro-
J J J or vision year by

of the industrial plant, while the length of the period
period's' uL

is unknown. To ensure absolute accuracy, it would

be necessary to know with certainty not only the

amount of the original cost, but also the length of the

useful life period, and the amount of the ultimate

scrap or remainder value. But the first only of these

three factors is known with certainty during the

currency of the life period, and therefore the other two

factors must be estimated, and the estimates revised

from time to time if necessary.

Thus, in order to enable this to be done and the And suitable

accounting

capital outlay on industrial plant to be currently
^"^^'^"for"

accounted for as it expires year by year, it is necessary to ''>'*

provide, as part of the regular accounting equipment
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Annuity and
sinking fund
methods are
unsuitable

Original cost
basis is most
suitable

of an undertaking using industrial plant, some

suitable means of recording details of the industrial

plant, including the cost—^which is the known factor

—

and estimates of the useful life period, and of the

ultimate scrap value—^which are the two unknown
factors. If these records be in suitable form, it will

be a simple matter for the accountant to distribute

equitably over each year the proper proportion of the

whole-period depreciation, always making the dis-

tribution of the remaining balance of cost with due

regard to the latest estimates affecting the two

unknown factors, which must be revised whenever

current knowledge and experience show that revision

is needed. Such revision can be easily made, as is

shown in the next chapter, but it will not generally

be needed except at long intervals.

It has already been shown in the chapter on " The

Interest Question " that annuity and sinking fund

methods, involving the use of interest or discount,

should not be used in measuring annual depreciation.

It is there demonstrated that such methods result in

an unfair annual distribution over the period, for the

reason that the depreciation charges fall upon each

year in an increasing ratio, and do not coincide, even

approximately, with the proportion of consideration

obtainable from the industrial plant during each year

of its efficient life, which in the case of each individual

unit tends downwards.

The following tabular statement is intended to

demonstrate that the " original cost basis " of dis-

tributing annual depreciation charges is the most suit-

able for common use, because the distribution will

coincide approximately with the value of the services
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rendered each year by the industrial plant. For com-

parative puiposes a column has been added showing

the annual distribution on the " reducing balance of

cost basis," and this shows in graphic form the widely

different results of the two methods. The cost of the

industrial plant is assumed to be ;^100, the life ten

years, and the scrap value £5.

Estimated
proportion Diver- Diver-
In which the Original gence Reducing gence
total output cost basis. from balance of from
is receivable output. cost basis. output.
each year.

Units £ £
1st year. 10 9-5 - -5 25-0 + 15-0

2nd „ . . 11 9-5 - 1-5 18-8 + 7-8

3rd „ . . 11 9-5 - 1-5 14-2 + 3-2

4th' .. . . 11 9-5 - 1-5 10-6 - -4

5th „ . . 10 9-5 - -5 7-9 - 21
6th ,. . . 10 9-5 - -5 5-9 - 41
7th .. . . 9 9-5 + -5 4-6 - 4-4

8th „ . . 8 9-5 + 1-5 3-4 - 4-6

9th .. . . 8 9-5 + 1-5 2-6 - 5-4

10th „ . . 7

Total

9-5 + 2-5

12

2-0 - 5-0

Usable Usable 52
output value 95 = value 95 .—^--,

in units 95 Scrap Scrap
value 5 value 5

/lOO mo

Industrial plant is, of course, expected to do its p^^t^m'^tbe

work well, and to give an output not seriously effideJTtwork

diverging from the highest of which it is capable in life"'^'^

a state of complete efficiency ; and when, as in the

case shown above, the annual output falls from a

quantity represented by the figure 11, to anything

like a quantity represented by the figure 7—being a

decrease of upwards of 36 per cent, from the highest

—

it is likely the industrial plant will be scrapped and

sold for a sum not exceeding 5 per cent, of its cost.
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whiS'whoii" It is probable that the first column in the above

re^vabie tabular statement shows approximately the widest

^lod
^^ variations in which the whole-life output, or useful-

ness, of industrial plant is hkely to be receivable,

period by period, during its efficient life. It is gener-

ally admitted that the whole-period depreciation of

any class of industrial plant should be distributed to

annual revenue in proportions which will coincide, as

nearly as possible, with the proportionate benefit

obtainable from the plant during each year of its

limited efficient life, and it is, therefore, of the utmost

importance to determine what this proportionate

benefit is. It is probable that the figures in the first

column show a width of variation between the bene-

ficial output of one period and another never likely

to be exceeded in ordinary cases. The suggested

equal annual distribution of depreciation charges is

based upon this assumption, that the difference in the

yearly output obtainable from any kind of industrial

plant is never greater than the curve represented by

the variation in the figures shown in the first column

above. This curve will be less abrupt whenever the

whole-life period is twenty, thirty, fifty, or any other

number of years above ten ; and it will be observed

that even the curve shown does not at any point

vary very widely from the straight line which coincides

with an equal annual output. ^

Reducing Xhc abovc tabular statement shows that the
balance of cost

u^uitabieand
Tcducing balance of cost basis is unsuitable for

misleading measuring the annual charge for depreciation. It will

be seen that on this basis the sum of the errors in

annual distribution over the whole-life period is as

* See also the first Table in the Appendix at end of book.
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much as fifty-two in ninety-five, whereas, on the

original cost basis, it is only twelve in ninety-five ;

and, further, on the reducing balance of cost basis,

the charge for the first year is 150 per cent, more than

the year's receivable proportion of the total output,

and for the last year it is 65 per cent, less than this,

against 5 per cent, less for the first year, and 35 per

cent, more for the last year, on the original cost

basis.

It is sometimes roughly assumed that, in writing Reducing
° •' , . " balance of cost

off depreciation on the reducing balance of cost basis, ^^^^ takes
^ o ' excessive time

a rate of 5 per cent, is sufficient if the whole-hfe period
^^tS**™*^

of the plant is twenty years, or a rate of 10 per cent.

if the whole-life period is ten years, and so on ; but

this is not so, as will be seen by reference to the under-

mentioned tables, which will be found in the Appendix

—

Table showing amount of depreciation per cent, of original

cost written off in each year on the reducing balance of cost

basis, at various rates between 3 per cent, and 33J per cent.

Table showing surviving value per cent, of original cost

remaining at the end of each year when depreciation is written

oflE on the reducing balance of cost basis, at various rates

between 3 per cent, and 33J per cent.

The last-mentioned table shows that it takes about

fifty-eight years to write off the cost of plant having

a scrap value of 5 per cent., if a rate of 5 per cent,

on the reducing balance of cost be employed, and that

it takes about twenty-eight years if a rate of 10 per

cent, be employed.

The actual rates needed to write off the cost of Rates needed
to operate

plant having a scrap value of about 5 per cent., if '^^^^
calculated on the reducing balance of cost, are, as ^j^''*"'

shown by the last-mentioned table, as foUows

—

5—(1345)
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Rate pa: cent. Kate per cent.

Life required on Life required on
m years. reducing balance in years. reducing balance

of cost basis. of cost basis.

100 . 3 30 . 9i
84 3J 28 . 10

72 . 4 27 . lOi
65 . H 26 11

58 . 5 25 . Hi
53 . 5i 23 . 12

48 6 22 m
44 . 6i 18 . 15
41 7 13 . 20
38 . 7i 10 . 25
36 . 8 8 30
34 8i 7 . 33J
32 . 9

fm^oy^g To understand the true effect of computing depre-

blaa^M^of cost ciation on the reducing balance of cost at rates ordin-

o^M7 rates arily used, suppose that from its commencement a gas

company buys one hundred new meters each year at

a cost of £1 each, being an annual capital outlay of

£100 on new meters, and suppose the meters have an

efficient life of ten years, the unexpired capital outlay

on meters never, in fact, rises above £450, as is seen

in the following table

—

Balance of

Capital unexpired
Year. outlay Annual capital outlay

during year. Depreciation. at end
of year.

£ £ £ £
1909 100 10 per cent, on 100 = 10 90
1910 100 •> . 200 = 20 170
1911 100 300 = 30 240
1912 100 400 = 40 300
1913 100 500 = 50 350
1914 100 600 = 60 390
1915 100 700 = 70 420
1916 100 800 = 80 440
1917 100 900 = 90 450
1918 100 1.000 = 100 450
1919 100 1,000 = 100 450
1920 100 1.000 = 100 450
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But, by computing depreciation at 10 per cent, on the

reducing balance of cost, the annual amount of depre-

ciation will not rise, as it ought, to the sum of ;^100

by the end of the tenth year, or until the end of a

period of about forty years, by which time the balance

of the capital outlay account will have accumulated

to nearly £1,000, being more than double the true

unexpired capital outlay. This is clearly seen in the

following table

—

Depreciation on the Reducing Balance of Cost. w?st
reduc

The figures with the -\- prefix represent the annual ^^^
capital outlay on new meters ; and the figures with the

- prefix represent the annual depreciation, calculated

at 10 per cent., on the reducing balance of cost.

1909 .

+

+

+

+

+

100
10 1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

687
. - 69 1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

892
. - 89 1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

963
. - 96

90
100

618
+ 100

803
+ 100

867
+ 100

1910 .

190
19

718
. - 71

903
. - 90

967
. - 97

171
100

647
+ 100

813
+ 100

870
+ 100

1911 .

271
27

747
. - 75

913
. - 91

970
. - 97

244
100

672
+ 100

772
. - 77

822
+ 100

873
+ 100

1912 .

344
34

922
. - 92

973
. - 97

310
100

695
+ 100

830
+ 100

876
+ 100

1913 .

410
41

795
. - 79

930
. - 93

976
. - 98

369
100

716
+ 100

837
+ 100

878
+ 100

469 816 937 978
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Depreciation ON THE Reducing Balance of Cost—contd.

1914 .

469
- 47 1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

816
- 82 1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

937
- 94 1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

978
. - 98

422
+ 100

734
+ 100

843
+ 100

880
+ 100

1915 .

522
- 52

834
- 83

943
. - 94

980
. - 98

470
+ 100

751
+ 100

849
+ 100

882
+ 100

1916 .

570
- 57

851
- 85

949
. - 95

982
. - 98

513
+ 100

766
+ 100

854
+ 100

884
+ 100

1917 .

613
- 61

866
- 86

954
. - 95

984
. - 98

552
+ 100

780
+ 100

859
+ 100

886
+ 100

1918 .

652
- 65

880
- 88

959
. - 96

986
. - 99

587
+ 100

792
+ 100

863
+ 100

887
+ 100

687 892 963 987

Disadvantages
of reducing
balance of cost
basis on

The disadvantages, then, of writing off depreciation

the reducing balance of cost basis include the

following

—

When a rate sufficiently high to extinguish the cost at the

end of the estimated whole-life period is employed, it throws

an abnormally heavy burden on the earlier years and an
altogether inadequate charge on the later years of the period.

When, as usually happens, the rate employed is too low to

extinguish the cost at the end of the estimated whole-Ufe

j)eriod, the annual depreciation is systematically understated,

and the amount so understated each year remains to the

debit of the capital outlay account in the books of the under-

taking, which will thus be systematically overstated, and will

gradually accumulate to an amount which, in combination

with the rate employed, provides an annual sum equal to the

true annual depreciation.
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In the case of the gas company's meters, referred

to above, the capital outlay account would continue

to accumulate until it reached ;^1,000, although the

unexpired capital outlay on the meters never, in fact,

rises above £450.

The simple method of measuring depreciation bv simple versus
^ o JT J complicated

keeping suitable accounting records and regularly S^^^ng*
distributing the cost, less scrap value, equally over •^^p^e^'^t'on

each year of the estimated whole-life period of each

class of industrial plant, is in striking contrast to the

comphcated methods which are sometimes recom-

mended ; thus, it has been gravely suggested in a

well-known scientific journal that the conditions con-

trolling the rate of depreciation of industrial plant

are all represented by various well-known curves,

including

—

The vertical parabola.

The logarithmic curve,

The ellipse.

The horizontal parabola,

The cubic parabola,

and on this assimiption it is seriously argued that, as

possibly no single curve represents the manner in

which depreciation actually occurs, the problem should

be solved by the adoption of several curves. It is

obvious that such methods, even if practicable, would

give no useful results ; whereas approximately accurate

results can easily be obtained by simple means with

the aid of a properly developed system of accounting

record, requiring comparatively Uttle labour, and no

more skill to maintain than that which has always

been ungrudgingly devoted to the classification and

record of the thousandfold greater detail connected
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with all the many forms of commercial cash and credit

transactions.

Ftoanciai jhc following cxtract from a letter, addressed to

^^^t^iex^ the author some years ago, by an experienced railway
of th« subject manager abroad, gives an entertaining account of the

possibilities of unchecked financial enterprise

—

In this country, scarcely any of our railway companies
have reached such a stage as to be able to give consideration

to the matter of depreciation in any form. Such a thing as

writing off from any account is practically unknown. The
process is about as follows: A railway that should properly

cost, say, ;^2,000,000, is built at a cost of, say, not to exceed

;^500,000. Of course, it is not built; in fact, it is not com-
pleted in any particular. The right-of-way is only partially

secured and generally too narrow; the road-bed is always

built too narrow; ballasting is lost sight of entirely, except

with such material as may be along the side of the road-bed.

The sleepers are small and generally of inferior material,

rails are light, fences poor, and the railway carriages and
wagons are of the cheapest kind, but made to look well on
the outside.

Buildings are generally of wood, except, perhaps, the

ofi&ces of the company which are made quite up to date of

brick or stone and elaborately furnished. In consequence

of the above state of affairs, almost immediately that opera-

tion is begun additional right-of-way must be purchased,

road-bed, ties, and rails strengthened, new machinery pur-

chased, etc., all of which must necessarily be charged to

capital account; and in this way the operation is kept down
below what it really should be.

In most cases, but not always, the entire cost of new work
is charged to capital account, although it may take the place

of repairs. Hence it is that usually more money must be
found, and the road is burdened with fixed charges which it

cannot pay. Mortgages are foreclosed, and the property is

sold for much less than it cost, and a reorganisation takes

place, the bondholders being the losers, although they may
have purchased the bonds at a considerable discount, and
have had a donation of capital stock thrown in. This

reorganisation comes about three or four times before the
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road is completed, and even in such cases very few managers

know anything about charging off for depreciation.

It seems to me that your plan for handling the accounts,

and letting each particular kind of property stand its own
depreciation, is most excellent; but it would be useless at

the present time to undertake to inaugurate any accounting

of this kind in this country.

The fact of the matter is that directors would not tolerate

it, as it would show up the truth, namely, that somebody,

generally foreigners, had been buncoed into buying securities

that were really not worth more than 40 to 50 per cent, of

what they paid for them. While it is a fact that such a plan

might tend to prevent inequities occurring, as between

different classes of shareholders, at the same time let me tell

you that in this country shareholders know very little, and
care much less, about what is going on, simply because they

are not, in fact, shareholders as a rule, but only the holders

of certificates of little or no value.

I beUeve that your plan would work excellently where
there was honest intention.

The method of keeping the accounts, relating to suggested

, , , . . statutory

capital outlay, by means of regular records m a register ''^sister^ of
^^

of plant, is discussed in the next chapter, entitled ^^^g'^l^on
" Industrial Plant : Record of Depreciation "

; and,

in view of the comparative ease with which this can

be done, and having regard to the enormous interests

and responsibilities involved, it is here again seriously

suggested that every joint stock and municipal trading

undertaking should be required by statute to keep a

register of plant, in which the year of purchase and

the cost of each of the various classes of industrial

plant in which capital is invested should be recorded

under proper heads. There would be no difficulty in

this from the clerical point of view, even where there

are scores of classes of industrial plant owned by one

undertaking. It only requires the provision of proper

equipment.
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do^fT'" Such a register would be a valuable check upon
methods doubtful financial methods, where doubtful methods

exist, although each undertaking would merely have

to record the fact that it had provided in its revenue

account each year a sum to replace expired capital

outlay amounting to not less than that necessary

according to its own estimate of the length of efficient

life of each class of plant appearing in the statutory

register of plant. There would be no statutory control

of estimates of life periods, which would be in the

absolute discretion of those responsible for the

undertaking.

Responsibuity A company or municipality might declare the
for declaration r J r j o

me^M'' economic life of each of its various classes of plant

as being any period it pleased, from two years to one

hundred years ; but if a motor-omnibus company, for

instance, declared the life of the chassis of its motor-

omnibuses to be fifty years, and so had to provide

out of its annual revenue, for expired capital outlay,

a sum equal to only 2 per cent, of the original outlay

on these, it would obviously stand self-condemned,

and certainly no engineer or other official of the com-

pany responsible for declaring the efficient economic

life period would be wilUng to certify such a state-

ment in the register of plant. With a system of this

kind in general use, a rough standard, falling within

reasonable limits, would speedily be established ; and

it would no longer be possible for profits to be com-

puted, and dealt with, without making any provision

whatever for expired capital outlay (depreciation) on

industrial plant,

noftnwivr*
It is not suggested that any liability should attach

dkwtws"''^" to directors or others in connection with the proposed
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statutory register of plant, except that a company

or municipal body making default in keeping the

statutory records would be subject to a sufficient

penalty during the continuance of the default. Such

a statutory register of plant would do no more than

make compulsory the keeping of suitable records in

a common form, but it would nevertheless compel

attention to this important subject ; and the result

would be a great and growing improvement in financial

methods, and in the science of computing annual

profits. Such a register would supply a much-needed

guide and source of information : it would insure the

adoption of a regular and consistent policy, and would

prove of great use in the many questions arising

between the various parties interested, who ought

to be able to obtain some information as to the treat-

ment of this important matter. More information

would be available for both directors and shareholders

than at present, and this alone would tend to relieve

directors of much anxious responsibility.

Such a register of plant might, in the first instance, migM be

be made obligatory on all new joint stock and municipal on new
-1- ; /. -11 1 1 • undertakings

tradmg undertakings ; and when understood, it oniy

would not be objectionable to the great body of able

and honest directors, who would even welcome it as

a help to them, and it would certainly be of assistance

to those who are now unaware of the importance of

this matter. In the case of existing undertakings,

the use of a register of plant might be left as a

voluntary question, as there would be some pre-

liminary difficulty in obtaining a basis to start upon,

besides other objections which may exist in the case

of old undertakings.
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Present
methods may
be improved

French
company law
makes
compulsory
some annual
provision

It is certain that, by taking thought, much may
be done to improve present methods, consisting as

they often do partly of spasmodic allocations of

revenue account balances to reserve accounts to meet

requirements of really unknown extent, and partly

of the rough-and-ready apportionment between capital

and revenue accounts of large outlays on combined

renewals and extensions which must be allotted in

some way, partly to revenue as representing main-

tenance, and partly to capital expenditure as being

for betterments, involving an anxious responsibihty

being placed upon the shoulders of officials who have

no very definite rules to guide them ; whereas, if a

settled and methodical policy be laid down, it will be

found that, although the length of efficient life of any

class of industrial plant is a matter upon which opinions

differ widely, yet there is an outside limit in all cases

beyond which no one would be found to go ; and

even if this outside limit were admitted and provided

for out of revenue, a great improvement over the

present condition of affairs would ensue.

It is interesting to note the recognition, found in

the French Joint Stock Company law, of the need

of making compulsory the regular setting aside of a

portion of the surplus balance of revenue receipts each

year to make good expired capital outlay. Every

joint stock company in France in which the public

are invited to participate is bound to place each year

5 per cent, of the surplus balance of revenue receipts

to reserve. This amount may be increased, but it

must not be less than 5 per cent, of such surplus

balance. As this reserve accumulates, it is devoted

to paying off the capital of the company by annual
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drawings, the holders whose shares have been drawn

in the ballot receiving back the par value of their

shares, or the amount which has been actually paid

up upon them. These holders then receive certifi-

cates, called actions de jouissance, which give them the

right to participate in any dividends which may be

paid over a certain minimum amount according to

the regulations of the company, as well as the right

to participate in the surplus proceeds of the realisa-

tion of the company's assets in the event of the com-

pany being liquidated ; while, in the event of liquida-

tion, such holders are not hable to refund the moneys

received for these shares when they were redeemed.

This provision of the French Company law works ^atm^
in a rough-and-ready fashion, for the amount to be ^fatldva^ce

set aside is a percentage calculated on the surplus meth^<^''*

balance of revenue receipts instead of on the wasting

capital outlay ; but it is important because it makes

compulsory some regular annual provision to answer

expired capital outlay. There is urgent need, however,

for the common employment of some practical method

of systematically measuring and recording each year's

expired capital outlay, and the compulsory use, by
joint stock companies and municipal trading under-

takings, of a statutory register of plant, in some such

form as that suggested in the next chapter, would

enable this desirable object to be attained with ease,

and with considerable precision.
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CHAPTER VII

INDUSTRIAL PLANT—RECORD OF DEPRECIATION

Annual All outlavs Oil Original, renewal, and additional
revenue . • i i
accomitshouw mdustoal plant, except the cost of current repairs,

niw *^nt*'or
^® payments made on revenue account to secure

X^dbe
**"* benefits extending to a date beyond the year of pur-

me'L^t^ed"*'* chasc, and as such are unsuitable to be charged direct

to the revenue account of the year of purchase, or of

any other one year. They should, therefore, always

be charged in the books of an undertaking to capital

outlay account, except only the outlays for loose tools

and utensils, which are treated separately, for reasons

explained later. This is clearly so, whether the out-

lays are for additional industrial plant, sometimes

involving improvements known as betterments, which

increase the quantity and/or capacity of the industrial

plant in use, or for mere renewals of industrial plant

which has become either worn out or unsuitable for

use. It is important to observe that no distinction

must be attempted between the outlays on additions

and the outlays on renewals. All such outlays made
within each year, and charged to capital outlay on

plant, shoidd be abstracted at the end of each year,

and distributed into a register of plant, by means of

which the amount of depreciation will be measured

and charged, in total, to each annual revenue account,

the amount of depreciation being at the same time

written off the capital outlay account in the financial

books. This system will avoid the present danger-

ous lack of principle in determining what outlays

are to be treated as outlays on additions and charged

76
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to capital, and what outlays are to be treated as

outlays on renewals and charged to revenue. The

answers to such questions are always beset with

insurmountable difficulties, and constantly necessitate

the making of arbitrary allocations of large sums

between capital and revenue without any adequate

rule or guide, and open, therefore, to be influenced by
unsuspected individual caprice, and by considerations

of the financial convenience of the moment.

As an illustration of the difficulty arising in alio- di^l^Lhlg
eating capital outlay between additions or better- ^dtonsand

ments on the one hand, and renewals on the other,
^^"^^^^

take the case of a railway company rebuilding a bridge

at a cost of £12,000, to replace a bridge which, twenty

years before, had cost £10,000. With the present

lack of method in the treatment of capital outlay, the

new outlay of £12,000 may be either wholly or partly

charged direct to the year's revenue by one railway

company, while another railway company may charge

an exactly similar outlay wholly to capital, and the

advisers of a third company may consider that the

bridge is better than the original structure, and,

therefore, that a portion of the cost, amounting to

£2,000 or £3,000, should be charged to capital and

the balance charged to the revenue account of the

year as part of the cost of maintenance.

Under the system of record suggested in this Proposed

. . .
register of

chapter, the register of industrial plant would show
f^^^rffic^t*^

at once how much of the original cost of the bridge,

amounting to £10,000, had been charged off to the

annual revenue accounts by the end of the twenty

years, and thus the facts would be known. If the

life of the bridge had been originally estimated as, or
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subsequently adjusted to, a period of twenty years,

the whole of the original cost would, at the end of

that time, have been refunded out of revenue receipts.

Under this system there is much less guesswork.

The annual revenue accounts will be charged with the

maintenance of industrial plant under two distinct

heads, one being repairs, which includes all current

outlay on plant—except the cost of additions, better-

ments, and renewals charged to capital outlay and

duly distributed at the end of each year into the

register of plant—and the other being depreciation,

or expired capital outlay, the amount of which will

be measured at the end of each year by means of the

register of plant.

Use of^officiai Jo avoid the danger of outlays on small and partial

«ap^^^. outlay renewals of industrial plant, in the nature of repairs,

chMging*cost being charged in the accounts to capital outlay, instead

rinewLland of dircct to annual revenue as repairs, each under-

clpttS outlay taking should prepare, and adopt the use of, an official

schedule containing descriptive particulars of all out-

lay which is to be charged to capital ; and this

schedule may be added to, under proper authority,

as fresh questions arise from time to time. All out-

lay not clearly defined in the schedule as being capital

outlay must be charged under the head of repairs to

the annual revenue account of the year in which it is

incurred. This official schedule of capital outlay

should be settled and kept up to date under the joint

control of the engineers' and accountants' departments

and it would soon become more or less standardized

for each class of industry.

On the scrapping or abandonment of any industrial

plant, it will be necessary to ascertain, by reference
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to the register of plant, if any part of the original cost J^^^^i^^

of the plant, so scrapped or abandoned, in excess of fn'dus'ln"^

the estimated scrap value, still remains in the capital
^'"'^

outlay account, and, if so, either this remaining

balance of cost must be written off by being included

in the measured amount of depreciation to be computed

at the end of that year, or some duly authorised

arrangement must be made, and noted in the register

of plant, by which the amount still remaining will be

automatically written off, over the next three, five,

or other number of years, by being included in the

measured amount of depreciation for each of those

years.

Loose tools and utensils form part of the industrial Loose toou
* and utensils

plant of an undertaking, but the outlay on these

should be recorded separately in a loose tools and

utensils account in the financial books, apart alto-

gether from the capital outlay accounts, the contents

of which are abstracted at the end of each year and

recorded in the register of plant, because the existing

value at any time of these loose tools and utensils

can best be ascertained by an annual count and

inventory, on the same lines as the annual stocktaking

of goods which are intended for re-sale. All outlay,

for both renewal and repair of loose tools and utensils,

should, therefore, be charged, through this account,

to the revenue account of the year in which it is

incurred, after adjusting the balance of the account

to agree with the value of the stock on hand at the

end of each year.

A convenient form of register of plant ^ is a loose-leaf convenient
" ^ form of

* Leake's Register of Industrial Plant for the Measure- register of

ment of Depreciation is published by Messrs. Henry Good & Son, ^ *"

50 Moorgate Street, London. E.G. Price 5s. 4d., post free.
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book, of suitable size, having a page, which can be

followed by others when required, known as " Class

Record," allotted to each class of industrial plant,

each page ruled with twelve separate decimal cash

columns, one column for each year. Each page should

be headed with a description of a particular class of

the industrial plant, its declared length of life in years,

and its scrap value ; and there should be a space for

the signatures of the officials responsible for making,

and, when necessary, revising these estimates, which

all appertain to the engineering, and not to the

accounting, side of the subject. All capital outlay

recorded in the financial books should be analysed and

distributed according to its nature, to the appropriate

columns for each year in these class record sheets,

the outlay being stated in two sums—one above the

other. One would represent the estimated scrap value

and the other the usable value, which latter will there-

after be subjected once a year—in the process of

measuring the annual depreciation—to an equal

annual deduction based on the estimated number of

years over which the particular class of plant will be

useful, the first deduction being perhaps one-half of the

full year's charge as probably nearest to the proper

charge for the year in which the plant is purchased. It

will be found that adjustable records kept in this form,

used in combination with the summaries mentioned

below, are capable of easily enabling prompt effect

to be given, in measuring annual expired capital out-

lay (depreciation), to all altered estimates of life

periods, scrap values, or other change of outlook,

which will be noted in the register from time to time

by the engineers.
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There will be filed in the register, after each class

record sheet or sheets, a suitably ruled sheet known

as " Class Summary," containing three decimal cash

columns headed respectively " capital outlay," "depre-

ciation," and " balance of unexpired capital outlay."

At the end of each year, after the class records have

been written up from the capital outlay accounts in

the financial books, the capital outlay, if any, appear-

ing on each class record for the year, including both

scrap and usable values, will be abstracted from the

column for the year in the class record to the capital

outlay column in the " Class Summary," and at the

same time the year's depreciation on that class will be

measured by adding across the depreciation deduc-

tions made for the year from the columns in the class

record, the total being transferred to the depreciation

column in the " Class Summary." Then, by deducting

the lesser amount from the greater, the plus or minus

balance of unexpired capital outlay for the year in

connection with that class is ascertained and filled

into the third column. It should be observed that a

list of the balances of unexpired capital outlay at the

end of any year, abstracted from the third column of

the class summaries, will agree with the balance of

the capital outlay account in the financial books,

after the measured depreciation for the year has been

written off.

There will be filed at the end of the Register of

Plant, a sheet called " Annual General Summary,"

containing three decimal cash columns, headed in the

same way as the three columns in the " Class Sum-

mary." This annual general summary will be written

up once a year by abstracting from each " Class

• 6—<I345)
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Register will

show many
years' history
of scores of
classes of

industrial
plant

Summary " the figures relating to that particular year

only, so that the Annual General Summary will, when

added, show the total capital outlay, depreciation, and

increase or decrease in unexpired capital outlay for

each complete year. The total of the depreciation

column for the year is the sum to be written off the

balance of capital outlay in the financial books and

charged to profit and loss account, this being a part

of the year's expenditure equal in importance to other

revenue expenditure.

Many years' history of scores of different classes

of industrial plant can be recorded in a register of this

kind without any confusion ; and when, during the

life of any class of industrial plant, it is found in the

light of subsequently acquired knowledge that the

original estimate was either over or under the mark,

this can easily be adjusted, and effect given to it so

as to provide for the then unexpired balance appearing

in the register being written off over any altered

remaining period. Thus, an effective review or survey

of the state of the whole of the industrial plant of an

undertaking keeping a systematic record of this kind,

will be carried out periodically with considerable pre-

cision, and effect given to any altered conditions of

some of the classes of industrial plant by suitably

modifying the efficient life period in the register of

plant to meet the new circumstances ; and, further,

there will be a permanent record of this always avail-

able, and a direct connection between the plant and

the going-concern value of that plant as shown in the

financial books and in the balance sheet of the

undertaking.

When it is desired to measure the depreciation
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monthly, each column in the register may be used ^^^^*"on
for one month instead of for one year ; but, for dSfred""^''

**

ordinary purposes, sufficient accuracy of result can

probably be obtained by taking one-twelfth of the

whole depreciation of the previous year, and adjusting

the difference in the last month of the financial

year.

In determining the classes into which industrial Sstriai°*

plant is to be divided for the purpose of record in the d^ses"^*"

register of plant, questions will arise as to the most

convenient units to be adopted. The answers to such

questions must, in every case, depend on the nature

of the particular undertaking ; thus, the original cost

of construction of a railway station buildings would

be one unit of plant, but any number of roughly

similar units would be grouped as one class, according

to the more or less permanent nature and situation

of the station buildings and their consequent probable

duration of efhcient life : therefore the station build-

ings of a railway company may fall under several

classes for the purpose of record in the register of

plant. In the case of a steamship, the efficient life

periods of the engines, boilers, and hull will all vary,

so that for the purpose of record in the register of

plant such property must be divided into at least

three heads or classes. In dealing with a fleet of

steamships, the hulls, of varying size, but having

a common estimated length of economic life, may
all be grouped under one class. In the case of the

motor omnibus, if the chassis has a shorter economic

life than the coach-body, it will be an easy matter

to record the cost in the register of plant under two

heads instead of one.
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Identificatioa

of plant by
distinctive

nomben

Working
illustration

of register of

industrial

plant

Electric
tramway
undertaking

Annual outlay
compared
with annual
depreciation

Movable units of industrial plant, such as, say, gas

meters, should bear identification numbers, and fixed

vmits, such as buildings, should be so described in the

register of plant as to enable them to be always easily

identified.

It is now proposed to show in some detail a simple

illustration of the working of the register of industrial

plant. For the sake of brevity in this first illustra-

tion, scrap values have been omitted, the method of

recording these scrap values being shown in a second,

but more condensed, illustration of the register of

plant which follows, and is intended more particularly

to show the manner of arranging and linking up the

loose leaves in the register in such a way as to con-

stitute a perpetual record. In the first illustration,

the figures are stated in British currency ; but, in

practice, it will be found more convenient for pur-

poses of calculation to state the figures in pounds

sterling and decimals thereof.

The following particulars have been prepared of a

portion of the capital outlay on the plant of an

electric tramway undertaking covering a period of

twelve years, and in the illustration of the register

of plant the details of some of this outlay are recorded.

It will be seen that the annual capital outlay on

plant is shown in total in the first column. The

figures in the three other columns are obtainable only

from the register of plant with its annual general

summary, the working of which is shown hereunder

in sufficient detail to enable this to be understood.

The particulars, which are explained by the

illustrations hereunder, show that the undertaking was

started in the year 1895, by the end of which year the
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Particulars of Outlay on Plant.

Capital
outlay.

Annual
depreciation
provision.

Year's increase
in balance of

unexpired capital
outlay.

Year's decrease
in balance of

unexpired capital
outlay.

1895
1896
1897

i
88,000
34,500
19.500

8,500
7,375
1,850
7.350
3,450
2,690
7,650

29,500
14,040

s,

6

d. i *•

3,097 1

7,705 10
9,891 13

10,928 4
11,564 4
11,913 18

12,297 8
12,743 9
10,930 17

9,732 3

10.918 8
12.682 5

d.

11

8
10

1

•5

2
3
3
7
9

11

2

84.902 18
26,794 9
9.608 6

d.

1

4
2

I S. d.

1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

121.305 13

18,581 11

1.358

7

1

10

2,428 4 1

4,189 4 5

10,063 18 2
4,947 8 3
9,293 9 3
8,240 17 7
2,082 3 9

1905
1906

41.245 5 6

£ 224,405 6 124,405 6

Balanat of unexpired capital outlay

i

100,000

141,245 5 6 141.245 5 6
'

capital outlay on industrial plant amounts to £88,000,

and the depreciation provision amounts to £3,097,

this being one-half of a full year's allowance. For the

next two years there was a further capital outlay on

industrial plant, and at the end of the year 1897 the

balance of unexpired capital outlay on industrial

plant amounted to £121,305 13s, 7d. For the next

seven years, to the end of 1904, the yearly capital

outlay on renewals of industrial plant amounts to

considerably less than the depreciation provision

;

so that upwards of £40,000 of the original capital

outlay, for which a capital of about £120,000 was
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Reason for

difference in

annual
depreciation
in illustration

required, becomes gradually liquidated, and would

have accumulated in hand in the form of cash or

securities. In the year 1905, however, £29,500 was

spent on renewals, consisting principally of £21,000

for renewal of track (see illustrations hereunder),

and in the year 1906 £14,040 6s. was spent, consisting

again, principally of £13,000 for renewal of track
;

so that by the end of 1906 the balance of unexpired

capital outlay on industrial plant had increased from

about £80,000, at which it would have stood at the

end of 1904, to £100,000.
*

It will be noticed, on examining the depreciation

column in the above particulars, that the annual

depreciation for the years 1903, 1904, and 1905 has

fallen somewhat, and this is caused by the fact that

the track work, the life of which was estimated as

being only 77 years (see illustrations hereunder),

turned out to have a life of ten years, for it was not

until the year 1905 that it had to be renewed. In

practice, this might have been easily adjusted as soon

as it was seen by the engineers that the track was

likely to be efficient for more than 77 years. The
rates of depreciation employed are the highest rates

of depreciation shown in the following table of allow-

ances for depreciation which was compiled by a

Boilers

Turbines .

Transformers
Cars
Track Work
Buildings .

Overhead System

Per cent.

8 to 10
7 to 9
5 to 6
4 to 6
7 to 13
1 to 2
3 to 8
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Class record in

register of

industrial

plant

Qass summary
ia register of

industrial

plant

competent authority, as the result of an extended

study of street railway conditions in America.

The history of each separate class of industrial plant

will be recorded in the proposed register of plant on

a class record, as illustrated by the outlay on track

work shown on page 87.

The annual total of depreciation of each class of

plant is ascertained by adding across the amounts

deducted from the yearly columns, as shown above.

The totals so obtained will equal the amount of depre-

ciation of track work for each year, and each total

is entered in the column headed " depreciation " in

the class summary set out below. Thus the depre-

ciation of track work for the year 1902 is arrived at

as follows

—

i s. d.

On outlay in 1895 . . . . 2,597 8
, 1896 . . . . 1,428 11 5

, 1897 . . . . 389 12 2

, 1898 . . . . 25 19 6
1899 . . . . 64 18 8
1900 . . . . 45 9 1

1901 . . . . 51 18

1902 . . . . 38 19 3

;^4,642 16 1

The loose leaf, or leaves, containing the history of

each class of industrial plant, called the " Class

Record," as shown on page 87, will, in the proposed

register of plant, be immediately followed by a record

for each class, called " Class Summary," as shown

on page 89.

In the register, the plus quantities are recorded in

the class summaries in black ink, and the minus

quantities in red ink.
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Class Summary
Description of Industrial Plant: Track Work.
Length of Efficient Life: 77 years (equal to 12987 per cent.).

Class No. Sheet No.

Capital outlay. Depreciation.
Balance of unexpired

capital outlay.

1895 . . .

i
20,000

s. d.

1,298 14
d. / s. d.

+ 18,701 6

1896 . . .

20,000
11,000

1,298 14

3,311 13 8
18,701 6

+ 7.688 6 4

1897 . . .

31,000
3,000

4,610 7

4,220 15
8
6

26,389 12 4
- 1,220 15 6

1898 . . .

34,000
200

8,831 3
4,428 11

2
4

25.168 16 10
- 4,228 11 4

1899 . . .

34,200
500

13,259 14

4,474
6
5

20,940 5 6
- 3,974 5

1900 . . .

34,700
350

17,733 14

4,529 4
11

3
16,966 5 1

- 4,179 4 3

1901 . . .

35,050
400

22,262 19

4,577 18
2
4

12.787 10
- 4.177 18 4

1902 . . .

35,450
600

26,840 17

4,642 16
6
1

8.609 2 6
- 4.042 16 1

1903 . . .

36,050
440

31,483 13
2,632 8

7
9

4,566 6 5
- 2,192 8 9

1904 . . .

36,490
900

34.116 2
1,057 2

4 2.373 17 8
157 2

1905 . . .

37,390
21,000

35,173 4
1,882 15

4
9

2,216 15 8
+ 19,117 4 3

1906 . . .

58,390
13,000

37,056
3,991 17

1

1

21,333 19 11

+ 9,008 2 11

i 71,390 41,047 17 2 30,342 2 10

At the end of the proposed register of plant suitably
-^JJ,"^^

ruled loose leaves will be inserted, headed "Annual s«"°»ary/a
' register ot

General Summary," as illustrated below ; and the St'"*'
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total of the depreciation column of this annual general

summary for each year will show the amount neces-

sary to be provided out of the revenue receipts of the

year for depreciation before the profit or loss can be

ascertained. This amount must, therefore, be charged

to the annual revenue account and written off the

capital outlay account in the books of the undertaking.

The annual general summary of the various class sum-

maries is shown below for each of the twelve years,

and the figures appearing thereon will be found to

agree with the particulars of outlay on plant of the

undertaking set out on page 85. The class record

and class summary of the track work only have been

shown in detail above, but it wiU be understood that

in the register of industrial plant a similar class record

and class summary for each of the other six classes

of industrial plant will be required.

In the register, the plus quantities are recorded in

the annual general summaries in black ink, and the

minus quantities in red ink.

Annual General Summary.

Sheet No.

Capital
outlay.

Depreciation.
+ or -

Balance of unexpired
capital outlay.

1895.

Boilers . . . .

Turbines
Transformers .

Cars . . . .

Track Work . .

Buildings .

Overhead System .

£ s.

5,000
3,000
2,000

25,000
20.000
24,000
9,000

d. £ s. d.

250
135 2 8
60 4 10
753 5

1,298 14

240
360

£ s. d.

+ 4,750
+ 2,864 17 4
+ 1,939 15 2
+ 24,246 19 7
+ 18,701 6
+ 23,760
+ 8.640

£ 88,000 3,097 1 11 + 84,902 18 1



ANNUAL GENERAL SUMMARY (continued)—

Capital
outlay.

Depreciation.
+ or -

Balance of unexpired
capital outlay.

1896. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ S. d.
Boilers. 2,500 625 + 1.875
Turbines . nil 270 5 5 _ 270 5 5
Transformers . 1,000 150 12 1 + 849 7 11
Cars . . . . 16,000 1.987 19 6 + 14,012 6
Track Work . . 11.000 3,311 13 8 + 7.688 6 4
Buildings . nil 480 _ 480
Overhead System 4,000 880 + 3.120

£ 34,500 7,705 10 8 + 26.794 9 4
1897

Boilers. 250 762 10 _ 512 10
Turbines . 1,250 326 11 6 + 923 8 6
Transformers . nil 180 14 6 180 14 6
Cars . . . . 10,000 2,771 2 4 + 7.228 17 8
Track Work . . 3,000 4.220 15 6 _ 1,220 15 6
Buildings . 3,000 510 + 2,490
Overhead System 2,000 1,120 + 880

£ 19,500 9,891 13 10 + 9,608 6 2
1898

Boilers. 1,250 837 10 + 412 10
Turbines . 4,750 596 16 11 + 4.153 3 1

Transformers . 2,000 240 19 4 + 1.759 8
Cars .... nil 3,072 6 6 _ 3.072 6 6
Track Work . . 200 4,428 11 4 — 4.228 11 4
Buildings . nil 540 — 540
Overhead System 300 1,212 - 912

£ 8,500 10.928 4 1 _ 2.428 4 1

1899
Boilers. 1,625 981 5 + 643 15
Turbines . nil 810 16 3 _ 810 16 3
Transformers . • nil 301 4 2 _ 301 4 2
Cars .... 5,000 3.222 18 7 + 1.777 1 5
Track Work . . 500 44.74 5 _ 3,974 5
Buildings . nil 540 _ 540
Overhead System 250 1.234 - 984

£ 7.375 11.564 4 5 _ 4,189 4 5
1900

Boilers. nil 1.062 10 _ 1,062 10
Turbines . 500 833 6 8 _ 333 6 8
Transformers . nil 301 4 2 _ 301 4 2
Cars .... 1,000 3,403 13 1 - 2,403 13 1

Track Work . . 350 4,529 4 3 _ 4,179 4 3
Buildings . nU 540 _ 540
Overhead System nil 1,244 - 1,244

£ 1,850 11,913 18 2 - 10,063 18 2



ANNUAL GENERAL SUMMARY (continued)—

Capital
outlay.

Dcprcciatior1.

+ or -
Balance of unexpired

capital outlay.

1901.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d
Boilers. 500 1.087 10 - 587 10
Turbines . 3,750 1.024 15 5 + 2.725 4 7
Transformers . nil 301 4 2 - 301 4 2
Cars .... 2.000 3,494 4 - 1,494 4
Track Work . . 400 4.577 18 4 - 4,177 18 4
Buildings . nil 540 540
Overhead System 700 1.272 - 572

/ 7.350 12,297 8 3 - 4.947 8 3
1902.

Boilers.

.

1.500 1.187 10 + 312 10
Turbines . nil 1.193 13 10 - 1.193 13 10
Transformers . nil .301 4 2 - 301 4 2
Cars .... nil 3.554 5 2 - 3.554 5 2
Track Work . . 600 4.642 16 1 - 4.042 16 1

Buildings . 1.000 550 + 450
Overhead System 350 1,314 964 C

£ 3.450 12,743 9 3 - 9.293 9 3
1903.

Boilers. 500 1,287 IF°0 787 10
Turbines . 750 1,227 9 6 477 9 6
Transformers . nil 301 4 2 - 301 4 2
Cars .... nil 3,554 5 2 - 3.554 5 2
Track Work . . 440 2,632 8 9 - 2.192 8 9
Buildings . nil 560 560
Overhead System 1,000 1,368 368

£
1904

2.690 10,930 17 7 - 8,240 17 7

Boilers. 3.750 "o 1,500 + 2,250
Turbines . lUl 1.261 5 2 - 1,261 5 2
Transformers . nil 301 4 2 301 4 2
Cars .... 3,000 3.644 12 5 644 12 5
Track Work . . 900 1.057 2 157 2
Buildings . nil 560 560
Overhead System nil 1.408 - 1,408

£ 7,650 9.732 3 9 - 2,082 3 9
1Q0S

Boiler?. . . . 1,750 "o 1,520 °T + 230
Turbines . 5.000 1,486 9 4 + 3,513 10 8
Transformers . nil 301 4 2 - 301 4 2
Cars .... nil 3,734 19 8 - 3,734 19 8
Track Work . . 21.000 1,882 15 9 + 19,117 4 3
Buildings. 1,500 575 + 925
Overhead System 250 1,418 - 1.168

£ 29.500 10.918 8 11 + 18,581 11 1
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ANNUAL GENERAL SUMMARY {contivued)-

93

Capital
outlay.

Depreciation.
+ or -

Balance of unexpired
capital outlay.

1906. £ s. (1. £ 5. d. £ S. d.

Boilers. 250 1.250 - 1,000
Turbines . nil 1,378 7 1 - 1.378 7 1

Transformers . nil 301 4 2 301 4 2
Cars .... nil 3,734 19 8 - 3,734 19 8
Track Work . . 13,000 3.991 17 1 + 9,008 2 11

Buildings . 790 6 597 17 2 + 192 8 10
Overhead System nil 1,428 - 1,428

£ 14,040 6 12,682 5 2 + 1,358 10

1

The following further illustration of the working of Further" °
illustration (f

the proposed register of industrial plant is intended [^^'4*^'^^'

particularly to show the manner of arranging and p'*"*

hnking up the loose leaves in the register in such a

way as to constitute a perpetual and uninterrupted

record of the history of each class of plant over any

number of years. Owing to considerations of space

only three annual columns are shown on each class

record sheet in this illustration, in place of the twelve

columns which should be provided in the register of

industrial plant. For the particular purpose of this

illustration, the contraction has the advantage of

calling for the use of a fresh class record sheet at the

end of each period of three years, instead of twelve

years, thus enabling the simple method of indefinitely

expanding the records to be shown in a small space.

The illustration shows the case of a new undertaking, Particulars o(

which commenced operations on the 1st January, 1909,

being at that time unequipped with industrial plant.

The industrial plant subsequently acquired is assumed

to consist of four classes, viz., boilers, turbines, cars,

and buildings. In this illustration only the class

illustration
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record sheets for boilers are shown, and these are set

out in detail for a period covering two sets of sheets,

with an illustration in skeleton form showing the

arrangement of the third set of sheets required to

follow on. The class summary is also for boilers, and

extends only to the end of the year 1913. The annual

general summary is for the year 1911 only, and includes

in this case the assumed figures relating to each of the

four classes of industrial plant. The boilers—the class

selected for detailed illustration—^have an estimated

efficient life of ten years. One or more new boilers

are purchased each year, except in the year 1913,

when there is no capital outlay on new boilers. The

scrap value of the boilers is estimated at about 1 per

cent, of the cost. For the purpose of entering in the

register, the original cost is divided into two parts

—

scrap value and usable value. The outlay on the pur-

chase of new boilers, which, of course, includes the

scrap value, is as under

—

1909. . . ;^2.020 1912. . . ;£505
1910. . . 1,010 1913. . nil

1911. . . 1,515 1914. . . 1.010

By reference to the class summary for boilers, shown

on page 97, the effect of the transactions in this class

of plant each year can be followed to the end of the

year 1913. It will be noted that in 1913 the existing

unexpired capital outlay on boilers is reduced for the

first time, the transactions in the former years having

in every case resulted in an increase in unexpired

capital outlay on boilers, after deducting the depre-

ciation of the year. The class record sheets and class

summary sheets for turbines, cars, and buildings are

not shown, but they would be written up in the same
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way as for boilers. The illustration of the annual

general summary, shown on page 97, covers the year

1911 only, but an annual general summary will, of

course, be prepared for each year on the same lines.

This annual general summary shows that during the

year 1911 the total capital outlay on industrial plant

amounted to £4,015, and the total depreciation accru-

ing during the year to £2,775, which amount must be

charged to the revenue account for the year under the

head of depreciation, thus providing out of revenue

receipts £2,775 towards the £4,015 outlay during the

year, the balance of £1,240 having to be found

elsewhere.

Class Record

The one sheet below will, in the register, have twelve ciass record

columns, and will cover not less than the period

between the first and the twelfth year inclusive.

Filed 1st in Class 1.

Boilers. Class 1.

Life 10 years. Sheet 1a.

O

Scrap
Usable

Depreciati

O

value
value
on1900

1910

1911

i

1909. 1910. 1911.

i
20)

2,000
100

i

10

1,000
50

i

15 1

1,500 '

75

1,920
200

1,720

200
960
100

1,520 860 1,440

i
Capital Outlay £2,020, having an

estimated scrap value of £20.

SHalf of one year's depreciation on
the usable value, £2,000, is de-
ducted.

(Capital Outlay on

) Boilers is £1,515

See Class
Summary

in 191 1. and

C
The total of the items Annual

in this line is £375. General
being the Deprecia- Summary
tion of Boilers page 97.

\ in 1911.

The two sheets below wiU, in the register, have

twelve columns on each sheet, and will cover not
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less than the period between the thirteenth and the

twenty-fourth year inclusive.

FnjcD 2nd in Class 1. Filed 3rd in Class 1.

Boilers. Class
Life 10 years. Sheet

1 1 1

1.

2a.

O

O

1912

1913

1914

1909. 1910. 1911.

£

1,520
200

£

860
100

£

1,440
150

1,320
200

760
100

1,290
150

1,120
200

660
100

1,140
150

920 560 990

Boilers.
Life 10 years.

CIa.ss 1.

Sheet 2b.
1

O

O

1912

1913

1914

£

1912. 1913. 1914.

£
5

500
25

£ £

10
1.000

50

480
50

430
50 __

380 "~" 960

The reducing totals of unexpired capital outlay

always include estimated scrap value ; thus, the above

£920 includes £20 scrap value ; the £560, £10 ; the

£990, £15; the £380, £5; and so on. It is not

necessary in a class record to set apart a column for

any year unless capital outlay has been incurred

during that year.

The three sheets below will, in the register, have

twelve columns on each sheet, and will cover not less

than the period between the twenty-fifth and the

thirty-sixth year inclusive, and to set them out in

detail would be needlessly cumbersome.

Filed 4th
IN Class 1.

Filed 5th
IN Class 1.

Filed 6th
i.s Class 1.

Class 1.

Sheet 3a.

Class 1.

Sheet 3b.

Class 1.

Sheet 3c.
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The class record sheets may thus be multiplied to

any extent required. The system of numbering the

class record sheets should be carefully noted. The

loose leaves or sheets used in building up the Register

of Industrial Plant will be in use for many years and,

therefore, they should be made of the best and most

durable material.

Class Summary

Filed at End of Class 1.

Annual
General Summary

Filed at End of Register

Qass summary
and annual
general
summary

1

Boilers.

o 1909. .

1910. .

1911. .

1912 ..

1913. .

i

Capita
outlay'

Depre-
ciation.

+ or -
Balance.

O

o

1911.

Boilers .

Turbines
Cars . .

Build-
ings

i

1912.

Capital
outlay.

Depre-
ciation.

+ or -
Balance.

2.020 100 + 1,920

i
1,515
200

1,300

1,000

i
375
700

1,400
300

i
+ 1.140
- 500
- 100
+ 700

2,020
1,010

100 1,920
250 + 760

3,030
1,515

350
375

2,680
+ 1,140

4 m=i :*> in^ i_L 1 94nl

4,545
505

725
475

3,820
+ 30

etc. etc. etc.

5,050 1,200
500

3,850
- 500

5.050 1,700 1 3,350

In the register, the plus quantities are recorded in

the summaries in black ink and the minus quantities

in red ink.

To bring the register into use in the case of an

established undertaking, an analysis must first be

made of the balances standing in the ordinary financial

ledgers representing the existing book value of capital

outlay on industrial plant, and dividing this existing

value into suitable classes for record in the register,

7—(1345)

In the case ol

an established
undertaking
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Method of
registering
outlay and
measuring
depreciation

showing each type of plant separately, and when

required sub-dividing each type into groups, each

group having a common useful life period. Where a

single unit, such as a steamship, comprises several

distinct parts having different lengths of useful life,

which are renewable separately, as engines or boilers,

or, in a motor-omnibus, coach-body and chassis, the

outlay may, in the register of industrial plant, con-

veniently be sub-divided into separate classes for

engines, boilers, and so on. If a rough-and-ready

computation of depreciation only is required, a division

into a few well-defined classes will be sufficient, or

in some cases, the whole capital outlay may even be

dealt with as one class, the use of the register enabling

depreciation to be easily computed on original cost

year by year, instead of on the diminishing ledger

balances of cost, as is still a common practice.

The contents of the analysis will be distributed to

separate class record sheets, to be opened in the

register for each class as shown above. The unexpired

usable value, with remainder or scrap value shown

separately, will be entered on the first line of the first

or left-hand cash column, and the total of the amounts

so distributed will agree with the balances in the

ordinary financial ledgers representing the existing

book value of capital outlay. Full instructions as to

the manner in which the unexpired capital outlay on

each class, at the date the register is brought into use,

is to be charged to the revenue accounts of future

years should be entered on each class record sheet,

and an estimate of the whole useful life period of the

class, and of the remainder or scrap value, with any

special information as to this, should also be noted
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at the head of each sheet. At the end of each sub-

sequent year all capital outlay on industrial plant

during the year, as recorded in the ordinary financial

ledgers, will be analysed and distributed to the next

available column in each class record sheet under the

head of that year. The year's depreciation wiU be

computed on the original outlay, less scrap value, at

a rate according to the instructions in each case, and

deducted on the class records from the unexpired out-

lay appearing in each year's column ; and the class

summaries will then be written up for the year,

together with the annual general summary, the depre-

ciation column of which latter will show the amount

to be charged under the head of depreciation to the

revenue account for the year.

In the case of an established undertaking starting initial

f n- ^ •^^ -I
•

-i
difficulty in

the use of a register, some difficulty will be experienced the case of an°
.

established

in determining the proportion in which the then un- mdertaking

expired capital outlay on each class of industrial plant

is to be charged to the revenue accounts of future

years. This outlay will generally fall under one of two

characteristics. One will represent outlay such as that

on the construction of a building with a whole useful

life period of, say, fifty years, twenty years of which

may have expired at the date the register is brought

into use. Here the matter is simple, it being merely

necessary, in future, to write off one-thirtieth of the

unexpired capital outlay in each of the remaining thirty

years of the estimated future life. The other character-

istic is represented by any class consisting of separate

units, some of which are renewed from year to year, or

occasionally, such as, for instance, the meters of a gas

company. In such a case it will be found that the
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unexpired capital outlay cannot properly be equally

distributed over future years to represent depreciation,

as the depreciation will, in fact, be a diminishing

quantity each year. It will be necessary, therefore,

to abstract the outlay on the purchase of units for each

former year over a considerable period, in order to

ascertain the present unexpired value of each year's

purchases ; and this can most easily be done by

writing up class record sheets for the necessary back

period.

^*^^^ofa To make this clear, it is necessary, as an example,
gas company

^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ pagc 101 a class rccord relating to the

meters of a gas company which buys, say, one hundred

new meters each year at a cost of £1 each, the meters

having an efficient life of ten years.

^^' re^^ If the gas company, not having previously kept a

register of industrial plant, proposed to commence the

use of such a register as from, say, the 1st January,

1911, the ledger balance of the capital outlay accounts

standing in the ordinary financial ledgers must be split

up and roughly allocated between the various classes

of industrial plant for record in the register. One of

these classes will be gas meters, and, assuming that the

ledger balances truly represent the unexpired capital

outlay and can be correctly allocated to the different

classes of industrial plant, the amount allocated to gas

meters will be £450, in addition to £100, the cost of

new meters prepared for use as from the 1st January,

1911. It might be hastily assumed that, as the

meters have a life of ten years, this £450 should be

written off to future annual revenue accounts in equal

instalments of one-tenth over the next ten years ;

but this is not so, because, although the year 1911 will
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have the benefit of the use of one thousand efficient

meters which were in existence at the date the register

is brought into use (one hundred of these being new
and unused), the year 1912 will have the use of only

nine hundred of those particular meters, because one

hundred which have been longest in use will be worn

out and useless after the year 1911, and so the numbers

wiU decrease by one hundred each year until, in the

year 1919, only two hundred of the one thousand

original meters will be in use, all the others having

in the meantime been worn out and discarded from

time to time. It, therefore, follows that the £450 of

unexpired capital outlay on the nine hundred used

meters existing at the 31st December, 1910, should

be charged to revenue under the head of depreciation

in the following years, as under

—

Year. £

1911 90
1912 80
1913 70
1914 60
1915 .... . 50
1916 40
1917 30
1918 20
1919 10

A reference to the above class record will show that

the total depreciation on meters for the year 1911 will

be £10 more than the £90 appearing above, the addi-

tional £10 being the depreciation on one hundred new
meters assumed to be purchased and ready for use as

from the 1st January, 1911. In cases of this kind,

when preparing to start a register of plant, therefore.
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it will be helpful to abstract roughly the past annual

outlay on the purchase of plant, such as meters, for

instance, for each of the nine years, 1902 to 1910,

inclusive, being one year short of the whole-life period,

and to write up a class record sheet covering this

period, for otherwise it will be difficult equitably to

distribute the unexpired capital outlay as depreciation

to the revenue accounts of subsequent years.

An apparent difficulty in the way of measurement ^^^^"*j„

of annual depreciation by the use of a register of ^^^^ °*

industrial plant, in the case of some established under- ^d^t^^gs

takings, may arise from its being found that the

amount of the ledger balance of capital outlay on

industrial plant, which also appears year by year on

the assets side of the balance sheet as the value of

this asset, is much greater than can fairly be allocated

to the various existing classes of industrial plant, if

these are valued at anything like a reasonable sum.

This state of affairs has probably arisen from the fact

that in former years the amounts charged against

revenue receipts to answer annual depreciation have

been inadequate, with the result that the balance of

capital outlay on industrial plant has gradually

accumulated to an altogether excessive amount. In

such cases, the difference between the estimated actual

value of the existing industrial plant and the balance

of the capital outlay on industrial plant appearing in

the financial books should be transferred in the books

to a goodwill, establishment, or suspense account,

which may be gradually reduced in future years by

being written down out of profits. It may not in all

cases be necessary to disclose these book entries on

the face of the published balance sheet, this being a
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Method of
revising
estimates of

life periods
and scrap
values

Illustration cf
this method

question of policy to be considered in the circum-

stances of each particular case. In any event, it is

evident that such a condition of affairs is no bar to

the adoption at any time of a plan for the systematic

measurement and provision of depreciation on any

industrial plant.

It has been pointed out in the previous chapter

that the written estimates of the two unknown factors

relating to the depreciation of each class of industrial

plant must be revised whenever current knowledge

and experience show that revision is needed, and an

illustration of the manner of doing this is given below

with the aid of a specimen " class record." In this

illustration, both the length of the period of useful

life and the scrap value have been revised after a

lapse of five years from the start.

For the purposes of the illustration {see class record

on page 107), the sums spent on new boilers each year

are assumed to be as under

—

'
Outlay.

Estimated
usable
value.

Eitiinated
scrap value.

£ £ £
1909 . . 2.020 2.000 20, afterwards adjusted.
1910 . . 1,010 1,000 10

1911 . . 1,515 1,500 15

1912 . . 505 500 5
1913 . . nil nil

Estimate s are revi sed as from the end of five

years from the 1st January. 1909.

1914 . . 1,000 900 100

1915 . . 500 450 50
1916 . . 800 720 80

The life of the boilers was originally estimated at

ten years, and the scrap value at about 1 per cent,

of the cost, and the measurement of depreciation
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proceeded on this basis up to and including the year

1913. It is assumed that in the course of the year

1914 the engineers found that it would pay to scrap

the boilers of this class after they had been in use for

eight years, instead of ten as originally estimated, and

that they could then be disposed of at a sum equal

to about 10 per cent, of their original cost. The

engineers in charge of this plant accordingly caused

to be altered in the class record the written estimates

of the life period and of the scrap value under date

the 21st December, 1914. It wiU be seen on refer-

ence to the class record on page 107 that when, after

the close of the year 1914, the accountants proceed

to measure the depreciation for that year, due effect

is given to the altered estimates by drawing a line

under the columns containing the records computed

on the old estimates to the end of 1913, and pro-

ceeding, then, to compute and note the fraction of the

surviving usable value which, according to the new
estimate, must in future years be written off each of

the annual columns containing unexpired capital out-

lay. They then re-state in each column the scrap

value appertaining to each former year's outlay,

according to the new estimate, and also the usable

value, and proceed to deduct the depreciation for 1914,

measured on the new basis.

The fractions of the surviving usable value to be

written off in future years, shown in the illustration,

are arrived at as follows : By the end of the year

1913, four and a half years' depreciation had been

written off the boilers which were brought into use

in the course of 1909, and, therefore, when the esti-

mates were altered in the year 1914, there would
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remain three and a half years of the new estimate

of eight yeais' life within which to write off the balance

of the then surviving usable value. By deducting

£202, the new estimate of the scrap value of the 1909

outlay, from £1,120, the balance of the 1909 column

at the end of the previous year, the surviving usable

value is found to be £918. It will, therefore, be

necessary in future years to write off two-sevenths

of this usable value in order to reduce the balance

of the 1909 column to an amount equal to the esti-

mated scrap value at the end of three and a half

years. The other fractions—two-ninths, two-elevenths,

and so on—are determined by the same process of

reasoning. It will be seen that, after the new com-

putations have once been made and noted on the class

record, it is merely a question in future years of

repeating the deductions from each column. The

final deduction for depreciation in each column repre-

sents one half year's depreciation only for the reason

that for the year in which the plant was constructed

the first deduction was in each case for half a year

only. The remainder, shown at the foot of each

column, represents, roughly, the scrap value accord-

ing to the amended estimate. An amount equal to

the scrap value of any exhausted plant will, in the

financial books each year, be transferred from the

debit of capital outlay account to the debit of scrap

account, the exhausted column being at the same time

ruled off each year in each clciss record in the register

of industrial plant.

m^l!d'*^°*
To the casual observer it may appear that the

treatment of this class record is too complicated to be

practicable, but a little study of the matter will show

I
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Use of

remainders
in building
new plant

Accidental
destruction of
plant

Outlay on
plant at

intervals
during life

period

that it is really exceedingly simple, and merely requires

the most ordinary clerical attention. It should be

remembered that the class record set out above is an

important and necessary statement of account relating

to capital outlay on boilers, amounting to upwards

of ;^,000, incurred in the course of eight years, and

covering a period of working of no less than fourteen

years, so that the detail cannot be considered excessive.

It often happens, in the case of railway and other

undertakings, that at the end of the useful life of

some class of plant, such as railway passenger coaches,

for instance, certain parts are detached and used in

the construction of new plant : thus the old wheels

may be re-tyred and used in building a new class of

horse-boxes, and so on. In all such cases, directly

the probabihty of this is foreseen, the intention should

be noted in the register of plant as affecting the

remainder, or scrap value, of the particular class

;

and when the transfer of the parts takes place, the

transfer value must be deducted in the register from

the outlay on the old class and added to the outlay

on the new class, for which a fresh class record sheet

will be opened.

In case of destruction of industrial plant by fire

or other accident, the unexpired book value of the

plant destroyed must be deducted from the particular

class record in the register of plant, and entries made
in the ordinary financial ledgers in such a way as to

reUeve the capital outlay accounts by charging the

value so destroyed to a suitable heading of expense.

It is sometimes known in advance that further

substantial outlay will be incurred, as a matter of

course, on certain classes of industrial plant at
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intervals, in order to keep the plant efficient during

the useful life period. In such cases, the total amount

of this further outlay may be estimated and recorded

in the register under the year the plant is originally

acquired, in order to provide a fair and regular depre-

ciation charge against each year's revenue in return

for efficient service. Any such entries in the register

of plant must be also recorded in the ordinary financial

ledgers, by debiting the capital outlay accounts and

crediting a reserve for future capital outlay. As and

when the outlays actually take place, the reserve

account in the financial books will be debited with the

cost, instead of the capital outlay accounts being

debited with it, and any difference between the reserve

and the actual outlays must be afterwards adjusted.

The proceeds of sales of remainder and scrap should Treatment of

be credited in the ordinary financial ledgers to a sales of scrap

remainder and scrap account, and the scrap values

as originally estimated and recorded in the register

of plant should, as the plant goes out of use, be

debited to this account and credited to the capital

outlay accounts. The amounts at the same time are

eliminated by ruling off the columns in the register of

plant, so that the amount remaining in the register of

plant will always agree with the balance of the capital

outlay accounts in the ordinary financial ledgers.

To illustrate the adaptable nature of the register, AdaptaWe

. .

" nature of

suppose the cost of a railway station buildings to have register

been originally ;^5,000, and to be recorded in the

register with others of a group of stations having an

estimated efficient life of fifty years. At the end of

thirty years the station is partially puUed down and

a new one built, the new expenditure being double
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the cost of the original station, or £10,000. It will

be possible to say, definitely, that £3,000 has been

taken out of revenue receipts during the thirty years

for expired outlay on the original station, the hfe

of which was estimated at fifty years. It may then

be determined either to write off the remaining £2,000,

in whole or in part, over the next few years, or to add

it to the £10,000 new expenditure, and immediately

thereafter revenue account will begin to contribute

annually to the reduction of the new total of £12,000.

Again, if a railway company decides to reconstruct

and greatly enlarge a terminal station, and the total

reconstruction and enlargement costs £200,000, it may
be determined that, taking all known facts and prob-

abilities into consideration, the efficient life of the

station shall be estimated at one hundred years.

This will involve, in addition to dealing with any

balance of cost of the original station, the charging

to revenue account of an annual sum of £2,000 ; or,

if it is determined that the efficient life shall be

declared at fifty years, then £4,000 per annum will

be charged to revenue account, and will become part

of the operative expense of maintenance under the

head of depreciation, the operative expense also

including the cost of all structural and other repairs,

which will be charged to maintenance under the head

of repairs in the years they are incurred. In the

case of extensive repairs, such as the repainting of

the ironwork, the cost may, if desired, be treated as

capital outlay and recorded in the register of plant

and spread over the ten or twelve years, or other

period, over which the benefit is expected to extend.

The charging of £2,000 or £4,000 per annum to revenue
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is, of course, not intended to represent the annual

value of the station, but only to provide for the

inevitable decay of the structure, which forms part

of the operative expense of the undertaking, whether

so recorded or not.

Railway companies and other undertakings with
Rg'^^-^^gf^ ^j

large amounts of capital invested in industrial plant ^'^eruki'^f

would do well to install and use a system of registers

of plant. In the case of a railway company, for

instance, it would probably be desirable to divide the •

area served by the company into suitable sections,

and a separate register of plant would be kept at a

convenient point within each section. At the end

of each year, when the sectional registers were com-

pletely written up, a summary of each would be sent

to the chief accountant, who would have the figures

tabulated and thus obtain the total amount of depre-

ciation to be charged against the year. The tabula-

tion would show whether the volume of unexpired

capital outlay at the end of the year was greater

or less than at the beginning of the year. The whole

of the figures would be based on recorded estimates

of lengths of lives contained in the registers of plant,

all these estimates being kept revised up to date

by those who are in actual contact with the plant,

and who, therefore, possess the best obtainable expert

knowledge of its condition and outlook.

The particular office within each section for keeping schedule of

the sectional register of plant would be that at which to be charged
as capital

the expenditure on materials and wages within the outlay

area of the section is recorded and dealt with ; and

to avoid the danger of outlays on small and partial

renewals in the nature of repairs being treated as
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capital outlay instead of being charged under the head

of repairs, an official schedule should be prepared

containing descriptive particulars of all expenditures

which are to be charged as capital outlay, which

schedule will be added to and varied, but only under

proper authority, as fresh questions arise from time

to time. All expenditures not clearly defined in this

official schedule as being capital outlay would be

charged under the head of repairs to the annual

• revenue account of the year in which they are incurred.

This official schedule of particulars of capital outlay

would, of course, be identical for each section, and

would be settled and kept up to date under the

joint control of the Engineers' and Accountants'

Departments.

M^'outia ^^^ *^^ purpose of starting the sectional registers

on plant ^f plant, it would be necessary to spUt up and allocate,

under suitable headings for each section, the total

amount of capital outlay appearing in the accounts as

the unexpired value of plant, etc. That this prelim-

inary work would in some cases be a gigantic under-

taking is well illustrated by reference to the balance

sheet of one of our British railway companies, which

shows unexpired capital outlay on plant as set out

on the next page. All this outlay, except only the

cost of the land, is represented by nothing but wasting

assets.

Deducting from this outlay of one hundred and

fourteen million pounds the accumulated depreciation

and reserve funds about three and a quarter million

pounds and the balance of premiums received on issues

of shares about ten million pounds, there remains

upwards of one hundred million pounds. It is almost
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Lines open for traffic 86,069,825
not open for traffic .... 424,435
leased ....... 6,042

„ jointly owned ..... 6,517,822

„ „ leased . . . 196,983
Rolling Stock 13.183,202
Manufacturing and Repairing Works and Plant

—

i
Land and Buildings 1,782,995
Plant and Machinery . . 1,705,042 3.488,037

Steam Boats ....... 876,038
„ Boat Repairing Works and Plant . 126,242

Canals ........ 892,215
Docks, Harbours, and Wharves 1,480,540
Hotels 497,279
Electric Power Stations ..... 769,390

;^1 14,528,050

as difficult for the mind used to the ordinary standards

of expenditure to grasp the meaning of one hundred

million pounds as it is for the mind used to the or-

dinary standards of distance to grasp the meaning of

distances in space. It would, however, be interesting

to endeavour to ascertain whether the original cost of

the land, plus the unexpired capital outlay (going-

concern value) of the now existing plant and leaseholds,

would amount to anything like one hundred million

pounds.

The splitting up and allocation under suitable heads Gradual
•* <J X development

of the old capital outlay on plant in the case of an ofregutersof

established undertaking must, of course, be approx-

imate ; but such an analysis, even if incomplete,

would be of the utmost value as compared with the

alternative of total absence of information. The first

allocations may be rough, but, however approximate

these may be, it wiU be found that the registers can

be gradually developed, extended, and improved in a

remarkable manner ; and the result wiU be to place

8-{i345)
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the future finance of the undertaking on a sound basis

by enabling the annual cost of working and the annual

profits to be correctly computed, and the balance of

unexpired capital outlay shown on the annual balance

sheet kept in proper agreement with the then going-

concern value of the plant according to the present

opinions of those responsible and best able to judge.

Having once allocated the total unexpired capital

outlay to the several heads in the various sectional

registers, all further capital outlay each year would be

recorded and dealt with in the registers of plant

without any difficulty in accordance with the official

schedules showing the various descriptions of outlay

to be treated as capital outlay. A record of this kind

is a necessity, however great the preliminary difficulties

may be, because it is of as much importance to charge,

on a regular plan, the year's expired capital outlay

as it is to charge other working expenses, such as

wages, against the revenue of the year. Unless capital

outlay is accounted for year by year as it expires, it

is impossible to ascertain the cost of canying on an

undertaking, or the profit or loss resulting therefrom.

Explanations The explanations and illustrations set out in this
and illustra-

tionsare chaptcr of the method of using the register of indus-
incomplete .

*^ o o

tried plant, although detailed, are altogether incom-

plete ; but the principles laid down are most important.

All capital outlay on industrial plant should be cur-

rently accounted for, as it expires year by year, on a

recorded basis, coinciding as closely as possible with

the actual course of current events. For this purpose,

a subsidiary accounting equipment, in the form of the

proposed register of industrial plant, is needed, and

will be foimd capable of endless adaptation to every
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conceivable condition which can arise ; and, if the

general nature of the proposals have been here suffi-

ciently set forth, engineers and accountants will

themselves best be able to adapt and develop them

for practical use.



CHAPTER VIII

NATURAL RAW MATERIAL AND RECURRING CROPS

Description of ANOTHER important divisioii of wasting assets
wasting assets .

under this includes thc mass, or source, of any natural raw

material, such as bodies of coal and all kinds of

minerals, deposits of slate, stone, gravel, earths, oil,

and nitrate ; also timber, and all growing plants

yielding recurring crops, such as tea and rubber.

All capital outlay on main shafts, main adits, shafts

which develop ore, and other underground develop-

ments, also falls conveniently under this head of

wasting assets, as also does the capital outlay on

clearing, planting, developing, and weeding estates

yielding recurring crops.

Extent of A large amount of capital is invested each year in
capital outlay i,. . . rii-i-ii
on natural undertakmgs ownmg wastmg assets of the kmd dealt
raw material o u o
a^ecurring with in this chaptcr. A supplement to The Economist,

issued in February each year, shows the amount of

fresh capital applied for by prospectus in the English

market connected with such undertakings, which in

two normal pre-war years was as under

—

crops

Mines

.

Oil .

Rubber
Estate and Land

8,122,100
1.918,200
5,924,200
3,589,400

;^19,553,900

7,392,600
9,466,400
19,143,800
5.169,900

;^4 1,172,700

The greater part of all this capital will be laid

out in the purchase of natural raw material, or in

the cost of planting and developing estates to yield

116
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recurring crops, and the lives of all such classes of

property are finite.

The payments made for the purchase of all this ^]ntf*nu^

property are, without exception, payments made in ftt^e^ue
*"*

advance on revenue account. The property is in each
^'^'^°""*

case wholly dedicated to the purpose of earning profits

or increase. It is not intended for re-sale in its

existing form, and, therefore, as has been already

pointed out in the chapter on " Depreciation," sub-

sequent market fluctuations, due to the operation of

the law of supply and demand, cannot affect the

question of the annual amount of depreciation neces-

sary to be provided out of the revenue receipts of

each year to replace the expired outlay or cost of this

perishable property.

In measuring the annual depreciation of the mass an^naTura?

or source of natural raw material and land intended
'^'*™^**"'^

for sale, the chief factor to be taken into consideration

is the proportion which the volume exhausted by

being won, and thereafter assuming the same character

as stock in hand for sale—or, in the case of land, ex-

hausted by being actually sold—in each year, bears to

the whole volume according to the latest estimates. It

should be noted that the factors of expiration of time,

natural decay, wear and tear, and obsolescence, which

are so prominent in considering the question of depre-

ciation of industrial plant, are absent here ; for, in

the case of the mass or source of natural raw material

and of land intended for sale, the only question for

consideration is the proportion which the annual

depletion of the mass bears to the whole mass (known

or estimated) which originally represented the capital

outlay.

e in
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Depreciation
•no recurring
crops

Depreciation
factors to be
considered

In determining the annual amount of expired

capital outlay (depreciation) to be taken back out

of each year's revenue receipts, in the case of recur-

ring crops, such as tea and rubber plantations, many
questions of difficulty will arise. It is, however, clear

that the benefit of all outlay incurred in securing

planted and developed estates, except only the cost

of the land, is temporary and finite ; and, therefore,

before profit can be claimed, each year's revenue

account which receives any part of that finite benefit

must be made to contribute something towards the

cost of producing every unit of quantity, either weight

or measurement, the proceeds or value of which is

brought to credit of the revenue account. This annual

contribution must be charged against revenue receipts

quite independently of the results of each year's

trading, which may be either good or bad ; and the

regularity of the provision should be secured by the

use of a carefully prepared scheme, drawn up to suit

the circumstances of each case, and capable of future

adjustment to any altered conditions which may
develop in the future. The important point is to

secure the regular provision of an annual sum out of

revenue receipts upon a settled basis. If the amount

is at first wrongly estimated, the rates can be easily

adjusted at a later date.

In preparing such a scheme, it should be borne

in mind that the outlay on planting and developing

estates of all kinds falls under several heads, each

having, perhaps, a varying degree of permanence.

The original cost of clearing jungle land, and draining

and road making, for instance, may in some cases

be considered of so permanent a nature as to entitle
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it to be placed in the same category as the site value

of the land, so that, therefore, no provision for

expired capital outlay need be taken back out of the

revenue receipts of each year; but this is at best

a doubtful policy. The cost of planting, and of weed-

ing, and of tending the young plants until they reach

maturity, including a proper proportion of super-

vision and administration expenses, is of a less per-

manent nature, and should generally be dealt with

separately. The provision should, in each case, be

made by fixing a sum to be charged against the

revenue receipts in respect of each unit of quantity,

the value of which is brought to the credit of each

annual revenue account. Unless this is done, the

economic cost of producing the product will be under-

stated in the revenue account. The policy of charging

against annual revenue the cost of up-keep and

replanting, only when it is incurred, does not over-

come the difficulty that the economic cost of the

product wiU be understated in the earlier years, and

probably also in many subsequent years during the

currency of the undertakings. The most convenient

method of accounting for capital outlay of this kind

is to divide it into classes, and record it in a register

in the same form as the register of industrial plant

explained in the previous chapter. The register

would be called " Register of Wasting Assets."

It is obviously impossible to determine with accuracy Depreciation

the proportion which the annual waste taking place mines, etc.

in the property of collieries, mines, etc., bears to the

total cost of such property. It is, however, always pos-

sible to obtain sufficient data to fix the Vcdue of such

property for selling purposes ; and this is generally
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done by means of estimates of the total number

of tons of ore contained in the mines, the assay value

per ton, and the cost per ton of raising, smelting, and

marketing, from which data a capital value is fixed,

which is considered by the purchasers safe and sound

enough to justify them in risking their capital in the

venture.

]!L^u"feait
^* should be possible, therefore, in the case of every

chapter S* Undertaking with capital invested in property faUing

^™L*^erding under the heads dealt with in this chapter, to lay
their i»oduct ^q^^ ^ definite policy on some settled basis to enable

a regular charge to be made to the annual revenue

accounts to answer that part of the cost of obtaining

the annual revenue which is represented by the depre-

ciation (expired capital outlay) of the property. The

property in every case will come to an end in yielding

its product, and, therefore, each annual revenue

account, containing revenue produced by the sale of

that product, must be charged with a proportion of

the cost of the property before there can be any

profit for the year.

Inconvenience Doubtlcss Undertakings with capital invested in
of repaying '-' ^

fora*o/"
^^^ wasting assets of this description have hitherto been

Svid^L looked upon as being on a different footing from other

kinds of commercial enterprise, and shareholders in

such companies, as a rule, prefer to take their pro-

portion of the surplus receipts in the form of dividends,

and make their own allowance for depreciation ; but

this is a dangerous state of affairs which science

should be able to remedy. The practice of including,

without distinction, capital and income in the annual

dividends paid to shareholders is becoming increasingly

inconvenient, and the custom is probably largely
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responsible for the long-continued failure of the Income

Tax Authorities, when assessing income tax on such

undertakings, to aUow deduction from the annual

revenue receipts of the necessary provision for wasted

capital, with the result that income tax is paid by

this class of undertaking on capital as weU as on

profits.

A remedy for the present unsatisfactory state of ^0^^^^°'

affairs would be to amend the English statute law ^hai°"and

to enable undertakings of this character gradually to
^^^''^^p*

repay capital to the shareholders by annual instal-

ments, which might be paid together with the annual

dividends representing profit, and shareholders would

thus receive the same distribution as at present, but

accompanied by a statement showing how much of

the distribution was attributable to capital and how
much to income. The existing English law does not

recognise the right of any joint stock company to

reduce its share capital without, on each occasion,

going through a number of formalities, and then

obtaining the formal sanction of the Court to this.

But in undertakings of this kind the capital outlay

representing the share capital is, in fact, reduced

every year, because each annual dividend paid to

shareholders consists in part, and sometimes wholly

consists, of capital outlay refunded, although it pur-

ports to be profit. The result is that a company
owning a mine originally costing, say, ;£200,000, which

in due course has been completely worked out, having

in the meantime returned, say, £300,000 to share-

holders in dividends, will stiH show in its accounts

a share capital of £200,000, although the value of the

capital outlay is, in fact, nil, having wholly expired.
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Illustration of
proposed

A great improvement would be effected over the
remedy present unsatisfactory method of treating the accounts

of mining and kindred companies if the annual pub-

hshed accounts were so drawn as to show, in each

case, how much of each year's surplus of receipts over

working expenses—which it is proposed to pay away

as dividend—is estimated to be capital, and how much
is income, and the details might be stated under the

following heads

—

Cost of ore raised and sold.

Note.—If the mine had been purchased on an estimated

capacity of 1,000,000 tons, and the vendor was paid ;£200,000,

or 4s. a ton, as purchase consideration, then, if 100,000 tons

had been raised during the year, ;^20,000 might be treated as

a return of capital to answer expired capital outlay.

Depreciation of shafts, adits, and underground

developments.

Balance, being profit.

At present, the amount paid away as dividend includes

not only the balance of profit, but also the other two

items, except to the extent of any annual provision

which may have been made for development

redemption.

Present "case" The apparent illegality of this concealed reduction

red^uOTof ^^ capital has been remedied by the unsatisfactoiy
capital decisions in the cases referred to at the end of the

chapter on " Economic Cost." In these cases, it has

been held that what is known as " fixed capital " may
be legally sunk and lost, and yet the excess of current

receipts over current payments may be divided, and

this is what usually happens in a case such as the

one given in the preceding paragraph.

wTrntae*^ Main shafts, main adits, shafts which develop ore,

development gj^^ othcr Underground developments, fall strictly
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under the head of " Industrial Plant "
; but for the

purpose of measuring annual depreciation thereon,

this kind of property should be treated separately,

because the outlay should be gradually refunded out

of revenue receipts in the proportion which the

quantity of the product won each year bears to the

estimated total quantity to which access is expected

to be gained by such works.

The accounting for capital outlay of the character ^q^p^ent^

dealt with in this chapter is comparatively simple
; d?pJ|^uuM

but it is important in each case to keep constant

watch upon the development of all property of this

nature, and to alter the original estimates of volume

or capacity whenever this is needed, owing either

to fresh discoveries or to other cause. Addi-

tional capital outlay will, doubtless, be incurred from

year to year on many of these wasting assets, such

as recurring crops, and works undertaken to develop

ore ; and, therefore, it will probably be found con-

venient to measure the annual depreciation by means

of a subsidiary accounting equipment similar in design

to the register of industrial plant, the working of

which has been fully explained in the preceding

chapter. Such a register can be adapted to all pos-

sible conditions, and has the advantage of showing

clearly, at any time, the proportion of outlay incurred,

in any year, under any head, which has, up to then,

been refunded out of revenue receipts. This is prac-

tically impossible if the whole of the records are kept

in ledger accounts in the ordinary financial books.

The register is subsidiary to the capital outlay accounts

as recorded in the financial books, and the figures

therein should be periodically agreed with the balances

of these accounts.
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Nature of
purchased
terminable
annuities

Loans
repayable
with interest

in equal
annual
payments

Illustration of
meaning of
present value
of an annuity

PURCHASED TERMINABLE ANNUITIES

Purchased terminable annuities form a division of

wasting assets. They usually run either for a life

or for a fixed number of years. Life annuities are the

most common form, but annuities extending over a

fixed number of years are occasionally purchased,

generally in connection wdth the carrying out of some

financial arrangement. A fixed term exceeding twenty

years is rare. Before the war the rate of interest

usually allowed was 3 per cent, to 3^ per cent, per

annum.

The purchaser of an annuity of either kind enters

into a transaction, the effect of which is that he lends

money at interest to the grantor of the annuity on

the terms that the principal sum is to be repaid to

him, together with interest thereon, in equal annual

payments. Each annual payment contains both

principal and interest, and, therefore, the unexpired

capital outlay representing the present value of the

annuity diminishes as each annual payment is

received.

This will be made clearer by a simple illustration.

Taking the value of money at 4 per cent, per annum,

the present value of an annuity of £100 for three

years is ;{277-51. This present value is built up by

adding together a number of units, each of which

units represents the present value of one future year's

instalment as on next page.

The sum of the present value, amounting to £277-51,

plus the sum of the interest from the present date.

124
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Instalments
OF Annuity.

ISt 2nd 3rd
year. year. year. Int. Total.

96-15 92-46 88-90 = 277-51

3-85 3-69 3-56 = 1110

;£100 96-15 92-46

— 3-85 3-69 = 7-54

;^100 96-15

— — 3-85 = 3-85

22-49

;^100

;^300

Present value of ;£100 instalments

One year's interest at 4 per cent.

for 1st year....
One year's interest at 4 per cent,

for 2nd year

One year's interest at 4 per cent,

for 3rd year....

with yearly rests, to the date when each instalment

of £100 becomes due, amounting to £22-49, equals

£300, being the sum of the annual instalments.

The following table shows the amount of interest illustration of
"

_ _ _
annuity certain

and repayment of principal contained in each

Table Showing Repayment

of £100,000, with 3 per cent, interest, in ten years,

by equal instalments of principal and interest combined :

Annual instalment = £11,723.

Year 3 per cent. Repayment of Principal
outstanding.interest. principal.

i £ I
1 3,000 8,723 91.277
2 2,738 8,985 82,292
3 2,469 9,254 73,038
4 2,191 9.532 63,506
5 1.905 9,818 53,688
6 1.611 10.112 43,567
7 1,307 10.416 33.160
8 995 10.728 22,432
9 673 11.050 11.382
10 341 11.382 —

;{17,230 ;£ 100.000
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Illustration cf
life annuity

payment of an annuity certain for ten years, interest

being at the rate of 3 per cent, per annum. The
purchase consideration is £100,000, and the annual in-

stalment received in the form of an annuity is £11,723.

The following table shows the amount of interest

and repayment of principal contained in each pay-

ment of a life annuity, calculated by the O™ 3 per

cent, table. In the table below it is necessary to

introduce an additional column showing the gain in

the event of survival, this gain being equivalent to

the loss sustained in those cases where death occurs

during the year. In the case assumed, the purchase

consideration for the annuity of £26,021 on a healthy

Hfe aged 80 is £100,000.

Table Showing Repayment

of £100,000 invested in an annuity on a healthy life

aged 80.

Amount of annuity {by 0" 3 per cent, table) = £26,021.

Vpnr 3 per cent. Repayment Balance of
1 Gain in the

event of

Value imme-
diately after

X C(U.
interest. of principal. principal.

survival. payment of
annuity.

£ £ £ £ £
1 3.000 23,021 76.979 16,567 93,546
2 2,806 23,215 70,331 16,995 87,326
3 2,620 23,401 63,925 17,442 81,367
4 2.441 23,580 57.787 17,856 75,643
5 2,269 23,752 51,891 18,288 70,179
6 2,105 23,916 46,263 18,738 65,001

7 1,950 24,071 40,930 19,100 60,030
8 1,801 24,220 35.810 19.537 55,347
9 1.660 24,361 30,986 19,911 50,897
10 1.527 24.494 26,403 20.279 46.682

* In a group of such cases, this gain, in the event of survival,

would (if the mortality actually experienced agreed with the 0>«

table) be exactly counterbalanced by the corresponding loss in

those cases where death occurred during the year.
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From the above illustrations it wiU be seen that the Factors in
annuity can

sums received annually from purchased terminable ^^^"^
annuities are not income, but that each payment

consists partly of capital and partly of income, and

that whenever it becomes necessary, for any purpose,

the two factors can be easily separated. The circum-

stance that a person in receipt of an annuity may,

and perhaps usually does, elect to expend the whole

of the amount of the annuity does not affect its

character in any way, or alter the economic fact that

the annuitant is expending both his capital and his

income together.

It wiU be noticed that the interest factor contained interest factor
dunuushes

in each annual payment, whether from an annuity annuaJiy

certain or from a life annuity, is not a constant annual

sum, but diminishes year by year. This is, of course,

owing to the nature of the annuity contract, which

is a specific agreement under which a certain sum of

money is advanced in consideration of its being repaid

in instalments within an agreed time, either fixed or

ascertainable by average, together with interest on

the diminisliing amount of principal remaining from

time to time outstanding.
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Inherently
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PURCHASED TERMINABLE CONCESSIONS

LEASEHOLDS

It has already been pointed out, in the chapter on
" Wasting Assets," that wasting assets falling under

the first four heads (a) to (d) there set out may be

described as inherently wasting assets, being repre-

sented by a corpus, or fund (apart from the value of

mere terminable rights to future pure profits or

increase), which wastes in the process of seeking

profits ; and, on the other hand, that wasting assets

falling under the remaining five heads {e) to (i) (which

will be considered in this and the following chapters)

are not represented by a corpus, or fund, apart from

the value of terminable rights to future profits, increase

of value, or advantage, and are, therefore, not inher-

ently wasting assets. This economic difference should

be borne in mind, as it is important, especially in

connection with an income tax assessable upon annual

income arising annually. An exception to the rule

in the case of certain kinds of leasehold property is

referred to later in this chapter.

Purchased terminable concessions and leaseholds

are alike wasting assets, and they are akin to each

other to the extent that, subject to the already

mentioned exception in the case of certain kinds of

leasehold property, their values, based on unexpired

cost, will be found to consist exclusively of rights to

receive and enjoy profits, increase of value, or advan-

tage expected to arise in future years. The con-

sideration paid for purchased terminable concessions,

128
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and also for ordinary leaseholds, therefore, may be

accurately defined as payments to the grantor or

lessor in advance, under discount, of future pure

profits, increase of value or advantage expected to

arise.

A common case of purchased terminable concessions ^^^^bfe

is that of a public authority owning the right to carry
<=<''*<^^^'°''*

on some description of public trading enterprise in the

nature of a monopoly, such as electricity supply,

which is exp3cted to yield annual profits, on the

amount of capital required, larger than the profits

usually sufficient to attract capital to an enterprise

of that description. In such a case the pubUc

authority may either itself raise the capital and

endeavour to secure the benefit of the large super-

profit which should remain after paying the com-

paratively low rate of interest at which such public

authorities are still able to borrow, applying any

surplus to the relief of the rates, or it may sell the

valuable monopoly for a term of years to men of

business, who will form a company to construct and

work the undertaking.
rr^i . . ,

. 1 1 r 1 • • Consideration
1 he consideration payable for such a concession is is future pure

sometimes a very large sum, and it is important to advan'ce of its

,
arising

notice that, whatever form the consideration takes,

its present value really represents a payment made
in advance on account of pure annual profits expected

to arise out of the undertaking in the future. It repre-

sents, in fact, that part of the whole expected profit

which is super-profit, in the sense that it still leaves

sufficient expected profit remaining to attract the

co-operation of men of business and capitalists to the

enterprise.

9—<t345)
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Dittstration of To illustratc the nature of a purchased terminable
purchased '

terminable conccssion, the case may be taken of a concession,
concession ' j '

granted by a municipality to a company, to construct

and work an electricity supply undertaking for a term

of thirty years, at the end of which time the under-

taking comprising all the plant is to be handed over,

free of cost, to the municipahty in good working order.

Such terms introduce an undesirable element of

speculation, but suppose the estimated value of the

undertaking in good working order at the end of the

time is likely to be £100,000, being the estimated

value of the " aged " plant in an average efficient

working condition.

Annual If the company, having obtained such a concession,
provision for r J > o >

Sutii^
*^^**^' is soundly financed, it must provide out of its annual

revenue receipts during the thirty years a sum which

will amount to £100,000, being the estimated value

of the consideration payable at the end of thirty years,

in addition to making full annual provision out of

revenue receipts for depreciation of plant, before any

balance of annual profit will be available for distribu-

tion as dividend on its shares. In this case, the com-

pany has entered into an arrangement, the effect of

which is that it divides the future profit with the

municipality to the extent of consideration having

a value at the end of thirty years estimated to amount

to £100,000.

Capital should Prior to the inception of such an undertaking and
be raised in * "
suitable form of cvcry Undertaking with a fixed capital to be invested

in wasting assets, the question should be carefully

considered as to how much of the capital employed

should be raised in a form which can be gradually

repaid by annual drawings or otherwise. When the
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wasting assets to be acquired include mines, for

instance, or when they include anything in the

nature of goodwill, it is clear that the amount of

the future annual provision, which should be retained

out of revenue to answer expired capital outlay,

ought not to be required for re-investment in the

undertalcing, and, therefore, should be used for

repaying the capital. Yet these considerations are

too often disregarded, and no attempt is made to fit

the form in which the capital is raised to the future

requirements of the undertaking in the interests of

sound finance. This subject is one which offers an

attractive and almost unexplored field for systematic

investigation.

Suppose in the case of this electricity supply under-

taking that the capital required is £150,000, of which

sum £100,000 will be sunk in the cost of the plant

and the balance of £50,000 used for working capital.

Now, the question is, in what form can this £150,000

of capital be most suitably raised in order to provide

convenient facilities for the sound financing of this

concern, which has agreed to hand over all the plant

estimated to be worth £100,000, free of cost, to the

municipality, in good working order, at the end of

thirty years?

The first point to bear in mind is that, after the

transfer of the consideration at the end of thirty

years, the value of the original capital investment

of £150,000 will, as far as the company is concerned,

have been reduced to £50,000 only, representing

the working capital, because the remainder was

invested in the cost of the plant which is to be

handed over free to the municipahty. Therefore
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provision must be made in the meantime either to

accumulate a sum of £100,000 in cash or securities

by the end of the period, in order to enable the capital

to be paid off in full at that time, or else gradually to

repay, by a scheme of annual drawings, that part

of the capital which is represented by the sum of

£100,000 invested in plant.

Debentures It is evidently desirable in this case that not less

MteouiltOTOTt than £100,000 of the capital should be issued in a

form which provides easy facilities for repayment

by annual drawings, but in the present state of the

law this cannot be done except by the issue of

debentures. Suppose, therefore, that the capital is

raised in the form of £100,000 10 per cent, cumulative

debentures to be paid off at par by annual drawings

during the thirty years, and £50,000 in the form of

shares of £1 each. If considered desirable, it might

be provided that the allottee of each £1 share should

be entitled to subscribe for and be allotted £2 in

10 per cent, debentures. Suppose, then, for the sake

of illustration, that the annual surplus of revenue

receipts in future years is on an average £20,000, this

should be applied as follows

—

i
Depreciation (say). ...... 4,000
Provision for repayment of debentures on the dis-

tributed sinking fund system .... 608
Interest at 10% on ;^100.000 cumulative debentures. 10.000
Profit available for dividend on share capital . . 5,392

;^20,000

The undertaking of electricity supply is a risky one,

and there is nothing to prevent the issue of debentures

bearing a high rate of interest.

By setting aside out of revenue the annual sum
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of £608 (shown above as the provision for repayment •• Distributed-

,,, . •• ,• ii-' i--i •• sinking fund
of debentures), and investing this m outside securities, method

the sum of £100,000 would be accumulated in a sinking

fund at the end of thirty years, if suitable securities

yielding 10 per cent, per annum were available ; but

they are not. If, however, instead of investing in

outside securities and accumulating the annual instal-

ments in a sinking fund to be retained in the hands

of the company, a Uke amount of money is used to

repay the debentures by annual drawings, the result

wiU be to secure an absolutely safe investment yielding

10 per cent, per annum, under a method which may
be described as the " distributed " sinking fund

method. The amount available each year for the

reduction of the debentures by drawings would be the

minimum sum of £608, plus an amount equal to the

year's interest on the proportion of the debentures

already repaid ; and thus, together with the sum
of the annual interest paid, an equal annual charge

to revenue of £10,608 results, in respect of that part

of the capital, amounting to £100,000, which is

invested in plant, over the period of the concession,

because as the interest paid each year on the balance

of the outstanding debentures decreases, so does the

amount equal to the annual interest on the proportion

of the debentures repaid increase, and this latter sum
is added to the amount of £608 representing the

ordinary sinking fund instalment.

It is important to notice that, assuming equally

capable management and other equal economic con-

ditions, the annual surplus of revenue receipts of the

undertaking would be £20,000, whether it be carried

on by the municipahty or by a company acquiring
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and working the concession. Of this £20,000, £16,000

is pure annual profit ; and by a sound system of

finance the whole of the annual profits, save the sum
of £608 for the annual sinking fund instalment, goes

to the holders of debentures and shares, while at the

same time the capital value is fully maintained.

Legal faculties It often happcns in carrying on an undertaking,

enable surplus and especiaUy a terminating undertaking, as in the

^j^ep^^^to case set out above, that a large amount of the capital

originally required and invested for the purposes of

the business becomes gradually released during the

period of carrying on the business, and is not likely

to be required again. In such cases, some regular

means should be provided by law to enable a com-

pany gradually to repay capital sums to the share-

holders by annual drawings or otherwise. As the

English law stands at present, the only means of

gradually repaying capital which is not needed appears

to be for the shareholders to exchange their share

holdings in the company for holdings represented by
debentures, which may legally be repaid ; but this

is a clumsy method, and one which is rarely resorted to.

This matter has been already referred to in the chapter

on " Natural Raw Material," when discussing the

financial treatment of mines and other terminating

enterprises. There can be no doubt that the absence

of legal facilities for repaying surplus capital strongly

encourages the payment to shareholders of the annual

surplus revenue receipts as dividend, though in reality

they consist not only of profit, but also of the pro-

ceeds of capital investments which are being gradually

liquidated.

L»asehoids The Consideration paid for leasehold property is the
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rent of future years paid in a lump sum in advance

vmder discount by the lessee to the lessor ; and, as

time expires, therefore, the surviving exchangeable

value of leasehold property, based on its unexpired

cost, which is the only factor entering into commercial

accounting, becomes less.

When leasehold property is held under a grant Repairs and

, , .
maintenance

in the common form, the consideration paid usually at cost of lessee

entitles the lessee to the use of the land and buildings

for a fixed term of years, subject to his undertaking

to repair and maintain the property at his cost during

that term. The exchangeable value of such leasehold

property at any time based on its unexpired cost is,

therefore, represented whoUy by rights to pure profit,

increase of value, or advantage expected to arise in

future years, and it is thus a wasting asset of a nature

similar in this respect to that represented by

purchased terminable concessions.

Leasehold property is also held under a less common ^XtSi^^
form of grant, which entitles the lessee to the free f4aw'°*

use for a fixed term of years of land and buildings,

etc., which are, during the term, to be maintained

and upheld by, and at the cost of, the lessor, in which

case the consideration paid will include not only the

net annual value of the property during the years

of the term, but also a sum covering the estimated

cost of repairs and maintenance during that term.

In this case, therefore, the exchangeable value of the

leasehold property, based on its unexpired cost,

includes not only the right to the use and enjoyment

of the premises during the term, but also the right

to call for the performance, free of charge, of the

necessary repairs and maintenance.
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Importance of To thc cxteiit, theicfore, that the value of such
distinction

t^Tfnds'lj^f
l^^-sehold property, based on its unexpired cost, con-

wasting assets gists of oghts to Call for the free performance of such

services, it represents an inherently wasting asset,

and, in view of the importance of the distinction

between the two kinds of wasting assets in the scheme

under which British income tax is assessed on annual

value, as it arises annually, at its source, it is worth

noticing that this particular class of leasehold pro-

perty appears to be the only kind of wasting asset

which cannot be classified with precision, as belonging

either to the class of inherently wasting assets (see

chapter on " Wasting Assets ") or to that other class

of wasting assets the value of which is represented

whoUy by rights to pure profit, increase of value, or

advantage expected to arise in future years.



CHAPTER XI

COPYRIGHTS, PATENT RIGHTS, GOODWILL,

TRADE-MARKS

All forms of exchangeable value represented by characteris-

- , , ,
. tics common

unexpired capital outlay on the purchase oi copy- to these
^ ^ "^ ^ ^ "^ wasting assets

rights, patent rights, goodwill, and trade-marks are

wasting assets, and they have the common character-

istics that their value arises out of work done in

seeking profit, increase of value, or advantage which

has not yet been fully realised. All capital outlay

on property of this description is subject to depre-

ciation due to expiration of time and obsolescence.

Wasting assets of this nature are not inherently

wasting assets, being represented only by mere rights

to future profit, increase of value, or advantage

expected to arise in future years.

Whenever monetary or other consideration passes Nature of

from one party to another for the transfer of the exchangeable
•^ •' value

ownership of this kind of property, the payment is

in effect the carr3dng out of an agreement under

which the purchaser pays in advance to the seller

a share of a portion of the profits expected to arise

in future years. These expected profits may or may
not arise, but of this the purchaser takes the risk.

It is important to observe that, except where property

of this kind has been transferred from one person to

another for valuable consideration, there is no capital

outlay ; and, therefore, there can be no expired

capital outlay to be refunded out of future profits,

except, perhaps, the actual cost of obtaining patent

137
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rights or developing goodwill, which may have been

charged in the accounts as capital outlay.

Expected The portion of the expected future profits which
^ujme super-

^^^ exchangeable value is only that which may
conveniently be called super-profits, that is, the

amount by which the future profits is likely to exceed

the sum needed to attract ability and capital to the

enterprise. If the whole expected future profits is

not more than sufficient to reward adequately the

ability and capital needed to earn those profits, then

no present exchangeable value can exist.

Provision for Thc obligation to make regular provision out of
expa-cd capital "

. .

ouuay annual profits for expired capital outlay on property

of this description is, if rightly considered, quite

unaffected by the circumstance that, either at the

time of purchase or at any subsequent date, the pro-

perty may be worth more than the price paid for it.

The question is not the present exchangeable value

of the property, but the proportion of the capital

outlay on the purchase of the wasting assets which

has expired. If the wasting assets represented by

the capital outlay are not permanent, then any enjoy-

ment of the limited opportunity for their use in

revenue earning must be paid for, because the wasting

assets, be their value great or small, are concurrently

becoming exhausted, and so are nearer their end, and

the capital outlay thereon has by so much expired.

In other words, the whole usable capacity (apart from

monetary value) of wasting assets is represented by

the capital outlay thereon, and the capital outlay

expires simultaneously with the usable capacity, which

must always be a decreasing quantity.

copyri^u The author may elect to retain the copyright of his
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works in his own hands, being content to receive the

yearly income as it arises, instead of compromising the

matte? by parting with his rights to future profits in

exchange for a present payment in cash or other con-

sideration. The exchangeable value of a copyright

(if any) exists equally, though it may never have

passed from one to another by sale and purchase.

But the financial position of the author-owner of a

copyright is different from the financial position of

the purchaser-owner to the extent that whereas the

former may take and enjoy the whole of the annual

profits arising from his work, the latter must

first refund out of those annual profits the share

which he has already paid in advance to the author,

in the form of purchase consideration, for the

copyright.

The inventor may elect himself to manufacture and Patent rights

sell the subject-matter to which his protected inven-

tions apply ; and in that case he may safely take

and spend the whole annual profits arising, without

reference to the facts that the hmited term of the

patent rights is expiring, and that competition,

obsolescence, and other change, must inevitably

destroy the demand at some future time. But the

purchaser of patent rights, on the other hand, must

have due regard to these facts, and must set aside

out of his annual profits the estimated share which

he has already paid in advance to the inventor.

Subsequent fluctuations in the market value of an

invention do not affect the obligation to refund, out

of every hundred pounds of profits earned, the pro-

portion which has already been paid in advance to

the inventor. The proportion may be either large
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Goodwill
Trade-marks

Goodwill
must be
written off

or small, but the principle which necessitates some

provision is clear.

It is said that the term " goodwill " has two

meanings, which may be conveniently distinguished

as personal and local goodwill. Personal goodwill

is that interest which is sold along with a profession,

and is transferable from one person to another by the

recommendation of the seller, and his agreement not

to compete with the buyer, as when a doctor or a

dentist sells his practice. Local goodwill is the

exchangeable value attaching to a particular business,

at a particular place ; or, as Lord Eldon defined it,

" the chance that the old customers will resort to the

old place " without the further advantage of personal

stipulations with the seller, as in the sale of such a

business as " The Railway Hotel " or " The Market

Shop." Local goodwill of this description, however,

forms part of the annual value of the premises, for

though it may have been created by the personal

ability and industry of the owner of the business, yet

it vests in the person entitled to the occupation of

the premises. Capital outlay on this kind of property

is for this reason generally described as " leaseholds

and goodwill." There is also another kind of good-

will, the value of which resides in the right to the

use of well-known trade names, such as " Bass,"
*' Guinness," " Dunlop "

; and of trade-marks, such

as the registered design of a hand or a plough. The

value attaching to trade names and trade-marks is

often very great.

The argument is sometimes used that goodwill can

only be written off when its value undoubtedly exists
;

that is to say, when the profits of the particular
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undertaking are so large that there is a balance over

and above the amount needed for the ordinary reward

of the ability and capital devoted to the business.

But this is surely a misapprehension, unless, indeed,

it can be shown clearly that the particular future

super-profits, which have been already advanced to

the seller in the price paid for the goodwill, were

actually expected to arise, not at present, but at a

later date from the work of the seller. The bargain

has been made, and the expired capital outlay must

be duly refunded out of future profits with the same

certainty that the money paid for current expenses

must be refunded out of revenue receipts if a correct

statement of the owner's economic profit and loss

is required.

It cannot be too clearly stated that the obligation substituted
•^ ^ exchangeable

to refund, out of future profits, the expired capital 5^^"^'*°°**

outlay on goodwill is neither excused nor lessened alternative

by the fact that there may be fresh goodwill arising

out of the exceptional abihty and skill of the present

management, or out of any unexpected later develop-

ments of the business, of an exchangeable value as

great as, or greater than, the amount originally paid.

In other words, exchangeable value arising from

unexpected developments taking place subsequently,

and which was, therefore, not included in the original

capital outlay, cannot properly be substituted for

that which has expired. Otherwise, by parity of

reasoning, any undertaking would be entitled to add

to revenue, and charge to capital outlay, sums

purporting to represent the exchangeable value of

self-created goodwill.

It is sometimes argued that an increase in the value
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Increase in of the goodwill of an Undertaking is part of the annual

goodwill is not profit, on the ground that it is an increase in the pre-
part of annual * o r
p«*t sent exchangeable value of the concern. Such an

increase in exchangeable value is clearly distinguish-

able from the annual profit which actually arises, year

by year, out of the business of an undertaking. Any
increase in the value of the goodwill is merely the pre-

sent value of the right to receive, if and when realised,

at a future time, certain super-profits expected then

to arise out of the business.

Illustration of Supposc the owncr of a well-established business,
accounting for .

r\ r\
capital outlay m which /10,000 Capital IS mvested, and which earns
ou goodwill A» ' I-

a regular profit of £3,000 per annum, sells the whole

undertaking to a company for £25,000. The capital

of the company wall be £25,000, represented by assets

in the following form

—

i
GoodwiU 15,000
Other assets, less liabilities .... 10.000

;^25.000

The question. How is the £15,000 to be refunded out

of the profits of future years ? is not easy to answer,

but there is no doubt that it should be so refunded.

The sum paid for goodwill must have some relation

to the amount of the estimated future profits, and the

value of the goodwill in a case such as that set out

above is sometimes fixed by the rough-and-ready

process of multiplying the past average annual profits

by three, five, or more, this being known as the three,

five, or other years' purchase basis.

The least that can be done is regularly to appropriate

some proportion of the future profits, which have been

purchased in the price paid for the goodwill, to write
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down the cost. The benefit of the estimated value

existing at the time the goodwill was purchased may
possibly extend to fifty years, or even more in some

cases ; but, in view of competition and change, the

period is more likely to be between ten and thirty

years. If the basis of some percentage of future profits

be adopted, it wiU be necessary to estimate the period

over which the benefit arising out of the goodwill

purchased will extend, and also to estimate the total

profit likely to be earned during that period. This

should not be impossible, because, in fixing the selling

value of the goodwill, some attention must already

have been given to these aspects of the matter.

In the case of the well-estabhshed business mentioned

above, if the benefit period was estimated to extend

to twenty-five years, and the total profit to be earned

during that period was estimated at £75,000 (;^3,000 X

25), then 20 per cent, of the annual profits must be

appropriated each year to answer the expired capital

outlay on the goodwill, this being the percentage which

£15,000 bears to £75,000. Assuming then, for the

sake of illustration, that the annual earnings of the

business remain constant after its transfer and are

exactly as before, they would be applicable as under

—

i
Written oflE goodwiU, 20 per cent, on ^3.000 . . 600
Profit available for dividend on the share capital of

;^25,000, being at the rate of f^ 12s. per cent, per
annum ... . ... 2,400

;^3,000

A better plan might be to issue part of the capital in

the form of £15,000 Debentures, bearing 10 per cent,

interest, to be redeemed by annual drawings under
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the distributed sinking fund method mentioned

in Chapter X.

It is undoubtedly sound financial policyto appropriate

the largest possible sums out of super-profits to write

down the book value of goodwill, and it is as certainly

unsound policy to wait for super-profits to become

available, for it is clear that at least some percentage

of all profits earned should be regularly appropriated

for this purpose.



CHAPTER XII

WASTING ASSETS AND AN INCOME TAX ON

ANNUAL INCOME

In order that an annual income tax may be equitably J^^^abiy

levied on annual income arising, it is obviously neces- ^ettodf of

sary that reasonably accurate methods of computing ^u^^'^t

annual profit and loss shall be in common use, as ^ °^

otherwise considerable difficulty is sure to arise in

making the annual assessments on the sums upon

which the tax is to be levied, leading to mischievous

friction between the taxing authorities and the

ta'lxpayers.

An income tax on annual income arising should panger ot
" levying

doubtless be levied on the nearest possible approxima- ihatTwch is'

tion to true annual economic profit, and on nothing '»ot"»come

else. This is important, not only because it tends

to prevent excessive friction and difficulty arising in

the collection of the tax, but also because the alter-

native, frequently involving the taxing, as income,

of sums which consist partly of capital, gives an

apparent official sanction for treating such sums as

being economic profit, and, therefore, as being whoUy
distributable as dividend, although a large part may
be nothing but capital which was originally invested

in wasting assets, and has, subsequently, in the

ordinary course of the business, passed again into

the form of cash. This subject is dealt with in the

chapter on " Fixed and Floating Capital."

The assessment of an annual income tax must opportunity
to encourage

always present great difficulties, owing in a large ^^^^4;^^

measure to failure on the part of those liable to be

145
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assessed to an income tax to keep proper and ade-

quate accounts, and thus, when laying down rules

for assessing an annual income tax, it seems well

worth the serious attention of the executive of any

State, obtaining part of its revenue from this source,

whether special consideration should not be shown

to individuals and corporations who give proper

attention to accounting (an ever-increasing number)

to the extent of accepting, subject to necessary and

obvious adjustments, the amount of the annual

profits shown by their regular and properly pre-

pared accounts as the amount upon which income

tax is to be assessed. Thus the capital of all such

individuals and corporations, being systematically

accounted for, would escape taxation as income in

passing, from some form of fixed capital outlay, again

into the liquid form of cash.

Owing largely to the absence of systematic

^no^c*'*"*
accounting, an income tax is of necessity at present

profit generally assessed upon an amount representing the

surplus balance of annual revenue receipts over

revenue payments, made in or about the period

covered by the accounts, rather than upon the true

economic profit ; and this certainly tends, as above

suggested, to encourage and give official sanction

to the annual distribution, by corporations and other

pubUc undertakings, of amounts in excess of the

actual annual profits earned, resulting in widespread

financial evils, the magnitude of which is little

understood.

British British income tax is levied under the provisions
come tax

^^ ^-^^ Incomc Tax Act, 1842, modified by a number

of subsequent enactments ; and, according to the

Surplus of
annual
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statute law, it is assessable annually on annual profits

arising. The Income Tax Act, 1842, was a reprint

of the Income Tax Act, 1806, with a few additions.

The tax was, for many years after its re-introduction

in 1842, considered to be of a temporary nature, and

only in comparatively recent times has it been officially

acknowledged as being a permanent tax. It has now
become the chief instrument for obtaining revenue.

In 1842, when the present income tax was re-im- original

J , .-I i-i' J' difficulties and
posed as a temporary measure, the conditions of com- scheme of

merce were very different from those now existing,

and systematic accounting was practically unknown ;

thus at that time it was a matter of impossibility to

compute with any near approach to accuracy the

annual profits or losses arising from the vast number

of separate businesses then carried on by individuals.

An official scheme of assessment of annual profits

was, however, gradually evolved to meet the then

existing conditions, under which rules were laid down
for the guidance of the staff of the Inland Revenue

Department to enable them to determine what annual

expenses were to be allowed as deductions from

revenue receipts in assessing annual profits, and what,

at that time, were to be disallowed.

This scheme of assessment of annual profits was Antiquated
^ precedents

gradually developed, and the necessarily arbitrary

rules made under it were upheld in the early cases

decided by the Courts of Law, thereby forming pre-

cedents which have evidently influenced more recent

decisions in comparatively enlightened times, and

thus the present British income tax law is based

largely upon the original scheme of assessment, framed

for the collection of a supposed temporary tax, at a
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time when commercial conditions were very different,

and when systematic accounting was unknown ; and
it certainly needs amendment, particularly as regards

the allowance of deduction from annual revenue

receipts of expired capital outlay on inherently wasting

assets.

Expired Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that
capital outlay

' ^ "

£ot^ there is often a wide difference between the official

view of annual profit and the view of the taxpayer

on the subject. This arises principally from the fact

that the official method of assessing profits under the

scheme of assessment seeks to confine the deductions

allowed from annual revenue receipts to those expenses

which are payable in cash in or about the year of

assessment, and seeks to ignore, or to recognise

grudgingly, that important factor of economic cost

which is represented by expired capital outlay on

inherently wasting assets.

Inadequate Dcduction is aUowcd (under Section 12 of the
allowances and
inadequate Customs and Inland Revenue Act, 1878) for dimin-
metbods of

_

'

accounting ishcd VcJue by reason of wear and tear of machinery

and plant ; and, in certain cases, deduction is allowed

for diminished value due to obsolescence ; but the

legal definition of plant is grievously narrow. Inher-

ently wasting assets cover a much wider field, and

even the allowances granted for wear and tear of

machinery and plant are often inadequate, owing,

no doubt, largely to the inadequate and irregular

manner in which this important factor of cost is still

treated in commercial accounts.

Wear and tear The allowance granted for diminished value by
computed on " -'

bla^^of cost
reason of wear and tear, during the year, of machinery

and plant is most commonly computed by the Income
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Tax Authorities by deducting a percentage from the

reducing balance of cost of the machinery and plant.

It has already been demonstrated in Chapter VI that

this method is absurdly inadequate ; but while it

remains in common use in commercial accounting,

the Income Tax Authorities can scarcely adopt another

method. Complaint is often made that the rate per

cent, allowed on this basis is too low, but it should

not be overlooked that the rate allowed must not

provide more than a fair annual amount for the first

year ; thus, on this basis, if the estimated life of the

plant is twenty years, the rate allowed in the first

year must be limited to 5 per cent., for otherwise the

allowance, for that first year, wiU be excessive. The

fact that it takes about fifty-eight years to write off

the cost of plant, having a scrap value of 5 per cent.,

if a rate of 5 per cent, on the reducing balance of cost

be employed, is no reason for allowing more than an

adequate amount, being one-twentieth of the cost,

out of the revenue receipts of the first year.

It seems to be commonly overlooked that Section 12 ^^"JliVtear

of the Customs and Inland Revenue Act, 1878, expressly ^'°abs?mtJ*

leaves the amount of the allowance for diminished c^m'^s^oners

value by reason of wear and tear of any machinery

and plant in the absolute and unfettered discretion

of the Commissioners for general or special purposes.

The Commissioners—chosen from the general body

of taxpayers—^have power, therefore, to determine

the amounts of allowances for wear and tear, without

consulting or referring to the taxing officers ; and,

although this power does not seem to be often inde-

pendently exercised, it is well that its existence should

be borne in mind.
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Special
concession
under Section

39 of Finance
Act, 1916

Nature of
allowances for

diminished
value which
cannot
properly be
daimcd

Welcome evidence of the growing recognition by the

Income Tax Authorities of the need of more adequate

deductions being allowed for depreciation is contained

in the Finance Act, 1916, which provides, by Section

39, for repayment of income tax on sums equal to

certain special deductions allowed, under the Munitions

of War Act, 1915, to controlled establishments in ascer-

taining net profits. These deductions are in respect

of exceptional depreciation or obsolescence of buildings,

plant, or machinery ; and if such deductions have

been disallowed in computing the amount upon which

income tax has been paid, repayment of income tax

upon an amount equal to the deductions may be

claimed. The repayment is to be made in respect

of the income tax year, which includes the end of the

period of assessment in respect of which the deduc-

tions have been allowed under the Munitions of War
Act, 1915.

In considering the deduction of expired capital

outlay which should be allowed from annual revenue

receipts, it is important to bear in mind that expired

capital outlay on wasting assets, other than inherently

wasting assets, cannot properly be claimed as a deduc-

tion from annual revenue receipts in assessing annual

profit for income tax purposes. As already explained

in previous chapters, aU these other wasting assets

consist exclusively of purchased rights to future pure

income expected to arise over a series of later years,

when it will become taxable ; and if deduction, from

annual revenue receipts, of this kind of expired capital

outlay were allowed, British income tax could be

largely evaded by the simple process of selling to

another person the rights to the future income, thereby
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enabling not only the original owner to secure that

future income, free of tax, in a lump sum, in advance

of the years in which it wiU arise and become normally

chargeable with British income tax, but also enabling

the new owner to secure it free of tax, for, if such

deductions were allowed, he would be entitled to set

off his expired capital outlay, represented by the

consideration paid by him for the future profits (a

lump sum not assessed to income tax at the time of

payment), against the actual profits as they after-

wards arose each year, and so the annual income or

a large part of it would escape taxation altogether.

Such wasting assets, which are not inherently wasting

^ _
assets which

wasting assets, include, for income tax purposes, the
^g^^^j

following wasting assets

Capital invested in purchased terminable

concessions,

Leaseholds,

Copyrights,

Patent Rights,

Goodwill and Trade-marks
;

but it is inportant to notice that deduction of expired

capital outay invested in wasting assets of this nature

should be dlowed for income tax assessment purposes,

whenever the original owner would not have been

subject to British income tax, if the source of income

had remained in his hands. An instance of such an

exception would be capital invested in a purchased

terminable concession outside the United Kingdom,

for here the original owner of the source of the

future ainual profit to arise would not have been

subject to British income tax, and, therefore,

the expred capital outlay necessary to be refunded
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Leasehold
property

Deduction
allowed^for
repairs

*

out of revenue receipts, before any annual profit can

result, should be allowed as a deduction from revenue

receipts in assessing British income tax. The assess-

ment to British income tax of the whole of the annual

profits arising from such foreign concessions must tend

to restrict, and sometimes even to prohibit, as between

a foreigner and a British subject, all transfer business

of this nature, which is, of course, always open to the

bids of purchasers in other countries of the world.

It has already been pointed out, in Chapter X,

that leaseholds, under which the lessor not only

grants to the lessee the right to the use and enjoy-

ment of the property during the term of the lease,

but also himself undertakes, either whoUy o: partially,

to repair the property, free of charge, daring that

term, are to some extent exceptional. Thus the

capital outlay on leasehold property of this particular

kind appears to represent the only description of

wasting assets which cannot be classified with pre-

cision as belonging either to the class knowi as inher-

ently wasting assets {see chapter on " Wasting Assets ")

or to that other class of wasting assets wlx)se value,

based on unexpired cost, is represented A^hoUy by

rights to pure profit, increase of value, or advantage

expected to arise in future years. It is necessary,

therefore, to consider the treatment of thB kind of

property in connection with the scheme of assessment

of British income tax.

British income tax is assessed upon lands and

houses under what is known as Schedule A, tie annual

value being estimated otherwise than by relition to

profits. The annual value is estimated without

allowing any deduction for the cost of repairs or for
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depreciation, and formerly the income tax had to be

paid upon that amount. But now, under Section 35

of the Finance Act, 1894, the assessment on lands,

inclusive of the farmhouse and other buildings (if any),

is reduced by one-eighth, and upon any house or

building (except a farmhouse or building included

with lands in assessment) by one-sixth in respect of

the cost of repairs, both deductions being subject

to certain restrictive safeguards contained in the

section. The relief granted by this section is evi-

dently, and according to official interpretation, intended

to cover the cost of repairs only.

It has been said that the owner of leasehold property
a,°o^ncffor

which the landlord has undertaken to keep in repair oneaslhoid" is

is the owner of a wasting asset, the value of which, p^™'*^*'^

based on cost, includes something more than rights

to future pure profits, and is, therefore, to that extent

an inherently wasting asset. But, under the provi-

sions of Section 35 of the Finance Act, 1894, the

owner of such leasehold property gets, by way of

deduction from the assessment, an annual allowance

for repairs equivalent to the annual waste of that

part of the consideration paid for the lease which was

in respect of the cost of future repairs to be done by

the lessor. The lessee has, in effect, merely paid the

cost of repairs in advance as part of the cost of the

lease, and is not entitled to any more consideration

on this account than the lessee, who, having paid less

for his lease, himself pays the cost of repairs as and

when incurred from year to year. Owners of lease-

hold property of both classes get in fact an allowance

of one-sixth from the gross assessment to cover the

cost of annual repairs.
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S?wrf for
Some further relief from income tax under Schedule A

J^sr""""' is granted under Section 69 of the Finance Act, 1910.

mMa^mmT This scction appUcs only to any land (inclusive of

farm"
*°

farmhouscs and other buildings, if any) the assess-
buiidiogs , . , . , , r 11 •

ment on which is, for the purpose of collection,

reduced under Section 35 of the Finance Act, 1894
;

and to any houses the annual value of which, as

adopted for the purpose of income tax under

Schedule A, does not exceed £8, the assessment on

which is so reduced. House property, therefore, is

practically altogether excluded from the operation

of the section, the practical effect of which is to enable

the owners of land and farm buildings, as well as of

the smallest class of house or cottage, to obtain a

further allowance to cover the cost of maintenance,

repairs, insurance, and management, bringing the

maximum allowance up to a sum equal to 25 per cent,

of the gross assessment.

SdS^st ^^ i^ interesting to note that, for the purposes
of replacement ^f Scction 69 of the Finance Act, 1910, the term
buildings, etc. II

maintenance " includes the replacement of farm-

houses, farm buildings, cottages, fences, and other

works where the replacement is necessary to maintain

the existing rent. This is the first statutory recogni-

tion that depreciation must be allowed as a deduc-

tion, in some way or another, in computing the net

annual value of land and house property. The allow-

ance in this case is, however, treated as if the depre-

ciation occurred at the date of the renewal, instead

of, as the fact is, gradually over the efficient life period

of the buildings, fences, and other works.

As regards depreciation allowances, therefore (an

important part of economic cost), it is evident that
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the present scheme of British income tax assessment of'°pr^'^"^

falls short of a system which would enable income tax srituh
°^

to be levied on a near approximation to true annual '^^me"as

economic profit in many important respects, and delectation

these may be summarised as follows

—

(a) The allowance for depreciation of machinery and plant,

granted under Section 12 of the Customs and Inland Revenue
Act, 1878, is often inadequate, and the legal definition of

machinery and plant is too narrow.

(6) No depreciation is allowed on buildings, save the cost

of replacement of farm buildings, etc., which is allowed under
certain conditions (Finance Act, 1910), and the special

concession under Section 39 of the Finance Act, 1916.

(c) No depreciation is allowed on the mass or source of

any natural raw material, such as coal, iron, nitrate, etc., or

in respect of timber and other kinds of growing plants yielding

recurring crops.

(d) No depreciation is allowed in respect of the cost of

sinking vertical shafts undertaken to obtain access to natural

raw material.

(e) No depreciation is allowed on the capital element in

purchased terminable annuities.

In 1914 instructions were issued to surveyors of

taxes that claims may be admitted for depreciation

on furniture, fixtures and fittings of a durable nature,

provided the cost has not already been allowed as a

deduction from taxable profits.

Further, it is suggested, on grounds of public policy,

that in assessing income tax, deduction should be

allowed for expired capital outlay invested in the

purchase of wasting assets which are not inherently

wasting assets), such as purchased terminable con-

cessions, patent rights, and the like, in all cases where

the original owner would not have been subject to

British income tax if the source of income had remained

in his hands. The reason for this has already been
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stated in this chapter. In conclusion it must be said

that while it is clear that, as regards the deductions

allowed from gross income for annual depreciation

(expired capital outlay), the present scheme of British

income tax assessment leaves much to be desired, it

must be admitted that this is largely due to the almost

universal neglect on the part of the commercial com-

munity to make systematic and regular provision

for this important part of economic cost.

The following important Memorandum on Wasting

^mriax Assets and Income Tax is issued by the Income Tax
Reform League, one of the principal objects of which

is to advocate the revision and codification of the law

and practice relating to the assessment of income tax

—

Interesting and important debates have taken place

in the House of Commons on the income tax, and the

urgent need which exists for amendment of the law

in order to allow a deduction from taxable profits for

depreciation of inherently wasting assets, which

depreciation is, in fact, part of the expense of earning

profits.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has agreed that

the subject should be seriously considered, and has

pointed out that for income tax purposes, wasting assets

must be divided into two distinct classes, as under

—

(a) Capital invested in the purchase of temporary

sources of profit.

(6) Capital invested in the purchase of temporary

interest in a permanent source of profit.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer did not deny the

need for amendment of the law, in order to provide

that a proper deduction should be aUowed for capital

invested in wasting assets falling under the first class.
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It is important that the difference between the two

classes be clearly understood, for its comprehension

will explain why, for instance, deduction ought cer-

tainly to be allowed for wasting coal measures, but

might not be permissible in the case of leaseholds,

and therefore some further definition of the two classes

of wasting assets may usefully be attempted.

The first class
—

" Capital invested in the purchase

of temporary sources of profit "—means capital

invested in all inherently wasting assets, that is to

say, in all assets represented by a corpus or fund (apart

from the value of mere rights to future taxable profits

or increase) which wastes in the process of earning

income or profits. Wasting assets of this character

include therefore

—

Buildings.

Plant, machinery, and ships.

{Note.—Depreciation is now allowed on these, although

in an arbitrary and variable manner.)

Furniture and fixtures.

Natural raw materials, including coal, minerals,

stone, gravel, earths, oil, nitrate, and when intended

for sale, land.

Shaft-sinking and development undertaken to

obtain access to aU such raw materials.

Purchased terminable annuities.

Capital invested in terminable foreign concessions,

which, if they had remained in the hands of the

seller, would not have been subject to British

income tax.

In aU the above cases the source of profit is

temporary, in the sense that it cannot con-

tinue without the employment of the inherently
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wasting assets, and therefore ceases to yield profit

when these have been exhausted. There is no valid

reason for refusing to allow the inevitable depreciation

or reduction in value of wasting assets of this kind.

The Income Tax Acts are clearly intended only to

tax annual income or profits, and should not be used

to fasten an income tax upon capital sums which

happen to be received back in company with profits.

The second class
—

" Capital invested in the purchase

of temporary interest in a permanent source of profit
"

—would include capital invested in all other wasting

assets, that is to say, in wasting assets which are not

represented by a corpus or fund apart from the value

of rights to future taxable profits or increase, and

therefore are not inherently wasting assets. All these

other assets wiU be found on examination to consist

exclusively of purchased rights to future taxable

income arising over a series of later years, and their

depreciation is not allowed, otherwise income tax

might be largely avoided by the simple process of

seUing rights to future income to another person,

who is at present not taxed. Such wasting assets

include

—

Leaseholds.

Copyrights.

Patent Rights.

Goodwill.

Capital invested in terminable concessions within

the United Kingdom.

Income arising from acquired interests of this kind

remains as permanent as before, in the sense that it

arises, or is capable of arising annually in equal

volume, whether it has been anticipated by sale in
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advance to another person or not. The seller may be

said to assign to the purchaser his liability to future

income tax as weU as his right to receive future income,

and this fact is, or should be considered, in fixing the

price paid to the seller. It is only when the future

income sold would not, except for such sale, be subject

to British income tax, as in the case of foreign con-

cessions, that deduction should be allowed to the

purchaser for the gradual waste of his capital outlay,

which allowance is, however, at present refused.

The annual value or income arising from land and

buildings is permanent (subject to depreciation of the

buildings, which should be allowed as before stated)

and is not in itself diminished by reason of the free-

holder granting a right (called a lease) to another

person to enjoy or receive the income during a number
of future years, and when a premium is paid for a

lease the case falls into the same category, as the

premium is merely payment in advance for an increase

in annual value over the existing rent. In the same

way the taxable profits which may arise in future

years from the work of the author (represented by
copyrights), the inventor (represented by patent

rights), or the industrial and business organiser

(represented by goodwill), will not be diminished by

the circumstance that the owner, or creator of the

source, has himself anticipated the receipt and enjoy-

ment of those taxable profits, by assigning to others

his right to receive them when they arise.

In the above cases, the charging of income tax on

the full income or profit arising each year woidd

seem to bear unjustly upon those who have invested

their capital in the purchase of temporary rights of
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this description, except when due allowance has been

made to the purchaser on fixing the purchase price,

for the future liability shifted on to him to pay income

tax. No doubt it may be argued that although the

tax must be paid, it falls on the wrong shoulders,

but until some practical means can be found to charge

with income tax those who have received taxable

profit in advance of the year of its arising, there seems

to be no remedy. However that may be, it is cer-

tainly important that this particular class of wasting

assets should be distinguished, and excluded when
urging the unanswerable claim for the allowance of

deduction from taxable profits of the depreciation of

inherently wasting assets.

Alternative Thc memorandum on wasting assets and income
defiaition of •iiit <T'T-»rT
the two classes tax issucd by the Income Tax Reform League ends
of wasting -^ °
«^t* here. As stated therein the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer has pointed out that, for income tax purposes,

wasting assets must be divided into two distinct

classes which he roughly defined. An alternative

method of defining these two classes of wasting assets

is as under

—

(a) Capital invested in the purchase of assets

necessarily required to be wasted in earning the

profits of future years.

{b) Capital invested in the purchase of rights to

the enjoyment of the profits of future years.

I



CHAPTER XIII

THE " THEN VALUE " OF PLANT

The case of the National Telephone Co., Ltd. v. His The National

, r\ ^ 1 • r • 1 • Telephone

Majesty s Postmaster-General is of particular interest, co.'s case

not only because of the nature of the undertaking,

but also because the question of the measurement

of depreciation was fully considered. Judgment was

deUvered on the 13th January, 1913, being the

seventy-fourth day of the hearing. The Court had

to determine in accordance with the purchase agree-

ment dated the 8th August, 1905, the value of the

property of the National Telephone Co. upon its

transfer to the Postmaster-General at the expiration

of the Company's Hcence, which expired on the

31st December, 1911. The property involved was

large, extending over a great part of England, Scot-

land, and Ireland ; and the items were so numerous

and the agreed inventory or Ust containing them

so bulky, that it was not found possible to bring it

into Court. At the time of the transfer, the Com-

pany had a system serving 561,356 stations. The

total amount claimed by the Company was £20,924,700,

the greater part of which was for the value of plant.

The question to be determined was set out in the Question to be

purchase agreement thus :
" The value on the 31st

day of December, 1911, of all plant, land, buildings,

stores and furniture, purchased by the Postmaster-

General in pursuance of the provisions hereof, shall

be the then value (exclusive of any allowance for

past or future profits of the undertaking or any com-

pensation for compulsory sale or other consideration

whatever) of such plant, land, buildings, stores and

furniture, having regard to its suitability for the

161
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Life of Plant

Depreciation
of plant on
straight line

method

purposes of the Postmaster-General's telephonic service,

and in determining the value of any plant no advan-

tage arising from the construction of such plant by

leave of the Postmaster-General upon any railway or

canal over which the Postmaster-General possesses

exclusive rights of way for telegraphic lines shall be

taken into account." This clause reproduces with

but slight modification Section 43 of the Tramways

Act, 1870.

The length of life to be attributed to plant of each

class was discussed in this case at great length. The

judgment of the Court does not state what lives were

ascribed to the various classes of plant, but it is clear

that the physical life was reduced by reference to

many considerations other than the mere question

of how long the plant would be capable of continuing

to work. These considerations included precarious-

ness of wayleave, defects in conduits and wires, over-

loading of poles, increased cost of maintenance in

later years of life, absence of bonding at manholes,

and obsolescence. It must be borne in mind that,

in this case, the issue tried by the Court was not what

was the true economic or going-concern value of the

plant, but what was the then vaJue computed in the

manner defined and limited by the words of the

purchase agreement.

The question of depreciation gave rise to great

divergences of view between the parties, not only as

to the character of the life to be ascribed to the various

classes of plant, but also as to the method pi calculating

depreciation, assuming life and age to be agreed.

The Postmaster-General adopted the method which

has been followed unchallenged in tramway cases.
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He contended that the depreciation was properly

measured by the ratio which the expired life bore

to the whole life of the plant ; or, in other words,

that the value on the 31st December, 1911, was

represented by the proportion which the life stiU

anticipated bore to the whole life. This method

of calculating depreciation has been called the

straight line method.

The Company proposed an altogether novel method Depreciation

of estimating depreciation. They urged that, when sinking fund

the life of a class of plant was, as far as possible,

ascertained, a sinking fund should be formed by the

investment every six months of an amount which,

accumulating at compound interest, would produce

at the end of the estimated life an aggregate sum
equal to the original value of the plant when new.

At any point in the life they contended that the

difference between the original value and the amount

which at that point had been accumulated in the

sinking fund was the value which should be paid by

a purchaser. The Company's witnesses were, how-

ever, compelled to admit that they had never known
the method adopted as between a vendor and a

purchaser of plant.

The Company's argument in support of their method ^^^"„*'°" °*

of estimating depreciation may be illustrated by a argument

simple case. Assume plant costing £100 to install

with a life of twenty years and an output yielding

a net revenue of ;^8 a year for the whole of its life,

and that a sale takes place at the end of ten years.

Assume further that both vendor and purchaser

borrow the capital needed.

The vendor, having borrowed the ;^100 to install
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the plant, has devoted his annual revenue of £8
thus—

Interest on ;^100 (at 5%) £5
Sinking Fund to produce /^lOO in twenty years,

on a 5% basis. . . . . . £^

At the end of ten years the sinking fund has

reached £38.

If the purchaser pays £62 (which he also has borrowed)

for the plant, the vendor gets, with the £38 in the

sinking fund, the original £100 to discharge his debt.

The purchaser is then in possession of plant yielding

an annual reveniie of £8, which he allocates as follows :

Interest on £62 (at 5%) £3
Sinking Fund to produce ;^62 in ten years, on a

5% basis £5

And, on the expiration of the life of the plant, the

purchaser can renew the plant costing £100 to enable

him to continue business by re-borrowing the £62

yielded by the sinking fund and borrowing a further

£38. He is then in the position of the vendor when

the original plant was installed.

Sinking fund No fault Can be found with this arithmetic, and the

Injected by argument may seem unanswerable ; but the Court,

after hearing the evidence for the Postmaster-General,

rejected the sinking fund method as wholly inapplic-

able for the purpose, and adopted the straight line

method advocated by the Postmaster-General. It is

calculated that the saving to the Postmaster-General

by the award of the straight line method of depre-

ciation as compared with the Company's basis of a

5 per cent, sinking fund was over £1,000,000. Some

of the arguments suggested in support of the Post-

master-General's view of the proper method of

measuring annual depreciation are set out below.

the Court

'
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First, in regard to the absence of regular provision ^^,^
°*

in the Company's accounts for depreciation of plant, Se^^JlTtiln^

and the plea of the Company that they had spent 5"^mT§n'f*

large sums on construction and charged them to

revenue instead of to capital, it was pointed out that

if the whole of the money spent by the National

Telephone Co. on plant (exclusive of land and build-

ings, and acquisition of patents and goodwill) during

the thirty years of its existence, be abstracted from

the balance sheets, and if to this amount be also

added the whole cost of maintenance and renewal

of lines and instruments, and depreciation allowances

as debited to the Company's revenue accounts, the

result is a sum of £20,827,814. This must necessarily

represent the whole of the sum spent on the plant,

whether for construction or for repairs and maintenance.

The figures are shown on the next page.

Excluding expenditure on Patents and Goodwill, the sum of

;^ 14,329,671 is there shown to be the full surviving value of the

plant computed on a hfe of thirty years, even treating the

whole sum of ;^6,966,992 charged by the Company to revenue

under the head of maintenance and renewal of lines as though
it were the cost of new plant, thus leaving nothing whatever
to answer the heavy cost of maintenance and repairs, which
is, of course, absurd.

Thus, by abstracting from the actual records in the Com-
pany's books all the money alleged to have been spent on
the purchase of new plant or in connection with its upkeep
and repair during the whole time of the Company's existence,

the amount is found to be ;^20,827,814. Treating the whole
of this amount as being cost of new plant—to do which is to

enter the realm of obvious absurdity—and submitting this

sum to the (inadequate) deductions mentioned above, the

Company's claim for the value of the plant cannot under any
conceivable circumstances exceed ;^14,329,671, this being
subject only to any fluctuation in tlie cost of material and
labour which is understood to be a comparatively small sum.
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Capital expenditure on plant as per the

Company's Balance Sheet at the 31st

December. 1911 15.677,810
Deduct expenditure on Patents and Good-

will included therein .... 1.816.988

13,860,822

Add revenue expenditure under the head
of maintenance and renewal of lines

and instruments and depreciation allow-

ances 6.966,992

;£20.827.814

Estimate I.

If this amount of Capital Outlay on plant

be treated as having an average Ufe ot

thirty years (the Company's estimate of

the average Ufe being rather less), the depre-

ciation accrued from the respective years

of outlay to the 31st December, 1911, on
the straight line method amounts to the

sum of 6,467,664

Leaving a surviving value ot . . 14,360,150

This amount is subject to adjustment in

respect of the residual value of the plant,

which, according to the estimates, amounts
to minus ;^97,533. This minus residual

value will, according to the Company's
contention, constitute an ultimate addition

to the cost of the plant to be borne by the

purchaser, and as the whole outlay on plant

must be equitably distributed over the Ufe

of the plant, there must be deducted a
portion of this minus residual value, which
amounts to the sura of . . . . 30,479

Value of Plant assuming thirty years' life,

and that the whole cost of maintenance is the •

cost of new plant ^14,329,671
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Estimate II.

If one-third of the above amount of ;^6,966,992 charged

by the Company to revenue, under the head of Maintenance
and Renewal of Lines, etc., be treated as capital expenditure,

to meet the Company's contention that large sums which are

really capital expenditure have been charged in the accounts

to revenue, the capital expenditure on plant will then be as

follows

—

£
Capital expenditure on plant as above stated 13,860,822

Add one-third of /6,966,992, the total of

the sums charged in the accounts to

revenue under the head of Maintenance
and Renewal of Lines, etc. . . . 2,322,331

16,183,153

If this amount of capital outlay on plant

be treated as having an average life of

thirty years (the Company's estimate of

the average hfe being rather less), the

depreciation accrued from the respective

years of outlay to the 31st December,
191 1, on the straight line method amounts
to the sum of 5,381,251

Leaving a surviving value of . . 10,801,902

This amount is subject to adjustment in

respect of the residual value of the plant,

which, according to the estimates, amounts
to minus ;^97,533. This minus residual

value will constitute an ultimate addition

to the cost of the plant to be borne by the

purchaser; and as the whole outlay on
plant must be equitably distributed over
the hfe of the plant, there must be
deducted a portion of this minus residual

value, which amounts to the sum of . 32,511

Value of plant, assuming thirty years'

life and allowing one-third of revenue

expenditure to have been capital expenditure ;^10,769,391
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Estimate III.

If the total capital outlay on plant plus

one-third of the cost of maintenance, etc.,

amounting as shown above to the sum of 16,183,153

be treated as having an average life of

13-3 years, in accordance with the esti-

mates prepared on behalf of the Post
Office, the depreciation accrued from the

respective years of outlay to the 31st

December, 1911, on the straight line

method amounts to the sum of . , 10,288,728

Leaving a surviving value of . . 5,894,425

This amount is subject to adjustment in

respect of the residual value of the plant,

which, according to the estimates pre-

pared on behalf of the Post Office,

amounts in all to ;^1,512,176. This

residual value is included in the original

capital expenditure shown above, and as

it has been partly written oflE in the

depreciation item, it is necessary, in

order to restore the residual value, to

add back again the proportionate amount 961,445

Value of plant, assuming 13-3 years' life

and allowing one-third of revenue expendi-

ture to have been capital expenditure . . ;^6,855,870

It was suggested that the limits of generosity were

reached in the second and third estimates in treating

one-third of the revenue expenditure on maintenance,

etc., as being the cost of actual renewals of plant

chargeable to capital expenditure. The depreciation

accrued, as set out above, was in each case measured

by means of the Register of Industrial Plant described

in Chapter VII.

Obsolescence jt was suggestcd, on behalf of the Postmaster-

General, that with few exceptions, the value of plant
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depends chiefly upon its suitability to fulfil economic-

ally the needs of the changing conditions affecting the

objects of the undertaking for which it was purchased.

The factors which must be regarded therefore in

estimating the efficient life of plant include Hot only

natural decay, and wear and tear, but, most important

of all, the advance of obsolescence due to new inven-

tions, the extension and growth of the business, and

other change. With undertakings carrying on a new

and developing industry, the rate of destruction of

value of plant due to the advance of obsolescence

is generally the dominating depreciation factor, being

greater than the rate of destruction due to natural

decay, and wear and tear.

Loss by accident is outside ordinary depreciation
^^^/^ ^^^

provision, and, unless covered by insurance, such loss

is generally charged to revenue as and when an acci-

dent occurs. This appHes equally to losses by fire,

tempest, earthquake, war, or riot, which are all out-

side the current expenses inherent to the carrying

on of an undertaking, and are usually either left out

of consideratio]! altogether or covered by a contract

of insurance.

In any undertaking using plant, constant revision ReyUion of

of aU estimates of length of efficient life is necessary ;
efficient ufe

and, consequently, an undertaking which has in past

years made a supposed full provision for the depre-

ciation of its plant may find at any time that the

plant stands in the books at too high a value owing

to the efficient life having been originally over-esti-

mated in the light of the knowledge available at the

time of making the original estimates. In such a case,

when the error in judgment is discovered, the only
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practicable course for the undertaking to pursue,

assuming that it continues to carry on its business,

may be to arrange to distribute, as a charge against

the annual revenue, the still surviving book value

of the plant equally over the remaining years of its

efficient life according to the latest shortened estimate

of the life. If, however, the plant be sold at any

time during the remainder of the shortened life on the

basis of the " then value " to a purchaser proposing

to continue to carry on the business, the amount of

the " then value " (subject to any fluctuation in the

cost of material and labour) will be less than the book

value of the plant, and the selling undertaking will

then suffer a loss on realising the plant owing to its

original failure to make an accurate forecast and to

adjust the life period of the plant to the changing

conditions affecting the objects of the undertaking.

This loss on plant represents expenditure not properly

provided for during the transferor's part of the period

owing to his inability to form a correct judgment ; and

the transferee of plant, as such, will not consent to bear

this loss by consequently paying more for the plant.

Reply to In reply to the Company's sinking fund argument,

sinking fund it was shown that if the annual instalments of a
argument

sinking fund running during the estimated Ufe of

plant are used to measure depreciation, the value of

the plant remains overstated in the books of the

undertaking, and this overstated value reaches its

maximum in the case of a twenty years' sinking fund

accumulated at 5 per cent, interest about the end

of the eleventh year of the period. The unexpired

value of the plant to a going concern is at that time

overstated by more than 25 per cent.
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Subject to the employment of a suitable rate of

interest, the method shown in the Company's mathe-

matical tables of hquidating a wasting capital invest-

ment in a given period may sometimes safely be used

in ascertaining the surviving value, provided that the

particular investment is non-speculative and yields

automatically during a period certain, without the

investment of further capital, some form of equal

annual consideration for which a constant demand

exists, the classes of wasting assets most likely to

fulfil these conditions being (a) the right to an annuity

certain in money for a given number of years ; or

(b) the right to the annual rent of land for a given

number of years.

But wasting assets vary widely in character, and

this difference in character is, by the operation of

economic forces, an inevitable factor in determining

their market value, thus

—

The price of an annuity varies with the term of

years and with the agreed rate of interest

;

The price of a lease of land varies with the term of

years and with the agreed annual value
;

The price of plant includes plant only, and depends

upon the outlay necessary to produce the plant.

The common commercial view of the economic value ^eT2.fg!^ng-

to a going concern of plant in use is based upon the of"p7a'nt^^"^

unexpired capital outlay on that plant, computed by

deducting an equal annual instalment from the cost,

less the estimated residual value, in respect of each

year of the estimated efficient life which has expired,

and in the case of a sale and transfer from one

undertaker to another, the unexpired capital outlay

ascertained in this way, subject to adjustment in
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The "then
value •• ol

plant

Deducting a
percentage
trom reducing
balance of cost

Outlay on
additional or
on improved
plant

When money
is invested in

plant, consid-
erations of

interest

disappear

respect of fluctuations in the cost of material and

labour (as bearing upon the possible price of new
plant), would be the " then value " of the plant.

While the sinking fund method of measuring deprecia-

tion causes the surviving value of plant to remain

overstated, so, on the other hand, the method of

deducting a percentage from the reducing balance

of cost operates, assuming the employment of an

adequate rate, to understate the surviving value of

plant at all times within its life-period, and both these

methods are inevitably disregarded in determining the

value of plant.

In industrial undertakings using a large amount of

plant, it is common to find the occurrence of recent

heavy outlays on the construction of additional plant

or of long-lived plant of improved type, upon the

ultimate renewal of which it may not be necessary

to incur further outlay for many years. This con-

dition cannot be equitably adjusted on the happening

of a sale and transfer from one undertaker to another

by computing the surviving value of plant, as such,

by the sinking fund method, which operates to retard

the provision for depreciation in the earlier years of

the hfe and to accelerate this in later years by appro-

priating, in advance, under the name of interest, in

reduction of the proper provision, sums on account

of the income expected to be earned in future years.

When money is invested in plant, it is from the use

of the plant alone that a return can arise, and no part

of this must be forestalled. Considerations of interest

disappear as effectively as if the money was locked

in a box. One cannot talk of interest in connection

with plant, but only in connection with money or its
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equivalent. There are important distinctions between

the character of future income arising from an annuity

and future income expected to be earned from the use

of plant. An annuity certain provides money auto-

matically, independently of contingencies, and without

the need of outside co-operation ; and the unexpired

portion of an annuity is always equivalent to money,

because it may at any time be turned into money,

which, subject to the effect of any change in the value

of money, will be equal to the value computed on the

sinking fund basis. Plant, on the other hand, gives

no automatic yield, and is to a large extent useful

only to co-operate in fulfilling the objects of the

undertaking owning it, apart from which it wiU have

little value, owing to the absence of any general

demand for such property.

Whenever it is a question of determining the value vaiueof

of an undertaking (as distmguished from the vaiue of
^^^°^)!^e^„,

plant) for the purpose of transfer from one undertaker p'^nt

to another, the fact that the business may in recent

years have absorbed an increasing amount of capital

for construction of additional plant and for substi-

tuting longer-lived plant of improved type for shorter-

lived plant becoming obsolete, to the extent that it

causes more capital to be locked up in that particular

part of the plant during the seller's part of the life-

period than during the buyer's part, may be good

ground for claiming the payment of a sum for good-

will, but it does not add to the value of the plant.

Goodwill is the present value of sufer-frofits expected

to arise in future years out of the presently existing

condition and state of development of an undertaking,

the term " super-profits " meaning profits likely to be
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Capital
invested in

plant com-
pared with
capital
invested in

stock (» debts

Effect of
annuity or
sinking fund
method
illustrated

earned in excess of those required to attract and retain

the necessary capital and abihty to carry on the enter-

prise successfully in future. A common condition of

the plant such as that referred to above, to the extent

that it tends to add to the future profits, tends also

to add to the present value (if any) of the goodwill of

the business, but such existing value is marketable

only as part of any goodwill.

In the case of an established business, using a plant

which has been gradually accumulated, the amount

of further capital absorbed by extensions and addi-

tions will generally be small in comparison with the

total outlay on plant which, as to its bulk, represents

capital always remaining permanently invested in

plant, although the units of plant are always passing

away and being renewed in the same way that other

portions of the capital of industrial undertakings

remain permanently invested in such assets as stock

and debts, the constituent items of which are also

always changing. The profit earned year by year is

itself the full interest or increment accruing to the

capital of the undertaking, and it is as unsound to

forestall and apply future interest in a manner which

operates to add to the value of plant, as it would be

to apply it to add to the value of unsold stock or

unpaid debts in which a large part of the capital of

industrial undertakings is locked up.

In order to compare the effect of measuring the

surviving value of current plant in the same way that

the surviving value of an annuity is measured, suppose

that ten years ago the capital of the Company, instead

of existing at that time in the form of plant, had been

then in the form of cash, say, ;^1,000,000, and that
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the cash was used to purchase a twenty years' annuity

of £80,243, yielding therefore, 5 per cent, per annum.

Ehminating other items, the balance sheet at the

present time would in that case stand thus

—

Capital
i

1.000.000 Value of annuity

for the remaining

ten years.

Sinking Fund In-

vestments, as-

suming the cost

to be the present

value of the in-

i

619,612

vestments

£^

380,388

/1.000.000 .000,000

And during the ten years which have elapsed since

the purchase of the twenty years' annuity, the annuity

of ;^80,243 has been applied each year as to £30,243

to purchase sinking fund investments, and as to

£50,000 to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, on the capital

of £1,000,000.

But ten years ago the capital of the Company
existed not in the form of cash, but in the form of

various classes of plant of different ages which had

been gradually accumulated year by year. Plant is,

in practice, accumulated yearly ; and the plant of all

ages which existed ten years ago is not capable of

continuing to yield, during a given number of later

years, an assumed constant annual income, unless the

quantity in use is maintained yearly by applying part

of the income to purchase new plant. If, therefore,

ten years ago the assumed capital of £1,000,000 had

existed in the form, for instance, of 400,000 instru-

ments, switches, etc., which had been gradually
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accumulated, \vith an original efficient life of twenty

years, then assuming the number of efficient instru-

ments, switches, etc., to have been duly maintained

by regular renewal in the meantime, without which

the constant income could not be received, the balance

sheet at the present time would stand thus

—

Capital 1,000,000

;£1.000,000

Unexpired value

of 400,000 instru-

ments, switches,

etc. :200,000 being

of age ten years

and over, and
200,000 being of

age under ten

years. 1,000,000

;^ 1,000,000

Assuming, therefore, the annual income from the

400,000 instruments, switches, etc., to be a constant

sum of £80,243, it will be found that this income can-

not be appUed in part to the purchase of sinking fund

investments, but must be retained to answer depre-

ciation and apphed as to £50,000 to purchase one-

twentieth of 400,000, or 20,000 new instruments,

switches, etc., to replace those which, assuming equal

annual conditions, will go out of service each year,

in order to maintain the number of efficient instru-

ments, switches, etc., needed to earn the equal annual

income, and as to the balance of £30,243 to pay a

dividend on the capital. In any established under-

taking, similar conditions will be found to apply to

the bulk of capital outlay on plant.

The plant of the. National Telephone Co. had been
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gradually accumulated year by year in the usual way,

and thus one of the fallacies underlying the proposed

method of measuring the surviving value of the plant

is that the Company's mathematical tables assumed

a given class of plant may be fairly represented by
supposing it to consist of one block, installed on a

given date, like a terminable annuity certain, which,

while having equal revenue-producing capacity in each

of the twenty years, is constantly diminishing in value

during that time. On this supposition, it was claimed

that, as in the case of an annuity or of a lease of land,

more capital was locked up in each class of plant

during the seller's part of the period than during the

buyer's part of the period. But the fact is, as shown

above, that, as regards the bulk of a plant accumu-

lated yearly, each class of plant includes units of all

ages in the life-period, a proportion of which will

expire yearly and must be renewed yearly ; and thus,

whenever a sale and purchase takes place, the price

paid will be for plant of all ages in the assumed twenty

years' life, from nineteen years' old plant yielding

efficient service for only one more year, to new plant

yielding efficient service for twenty more years.

For this reason, it is a fallacy to assume that the

buyer of second-hand plant can set aside sinking

fund instalments, or 4:hat he will recover out of the

revenue of succeeding years the whole sum he pays

for the second-hand plant in any shorter time than

the whole-life period of the given class of plant.

12—< 1 345)



CHAPTER XIV

Criticism of

financial

proposals of

London
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Character of
proposed new
undertaking

MEMORANDUM AND CRITICISM ON THE FINANCIAL

PROPOSALS OF THE LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL

ReA)RT on LONDON ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

The following notes on the financial proposals con-

tained in the Report of the Special Electricity Com-

mittee of the London County CouncU on .London

Electricity Supply published in the year 1914, and a

furi;her illustration of the effect of the annuity or

sinking fund theory of measurement of depreciation

of plant, may be of interest to students of the subjects

which are discussed in this work.

A new undertaking is to be established which shall

gradually centralise the production and unify the

distribution of electricity in Greater London, and

ultimately absorb all the existing undertakings in the

area. It is proposed that the machinery to be set

up with the object of bringing the new undertaking

into existence shall provide for a combination of

municipal control and private operation, the capital

required to be provided in definite proportions by

the authority and a Company. The company is to

have possession of the whole of the undertaking

(including any undertakings acquired) for a definite

period, probably fifty years, subject to full powers

of control and supervision by the authority. It is

proposed that the authority shall advance by way
of loan, two-thirds of the capital required for fresh

works, the remaining one-third of such capital being

found by the company. The capital involved in the

acquisition and transfer of existing undertakings is to

178
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be provided by the authority. The authority is to

be empowered to resume possession of the under-

taking at the end of the term of the contract on pay-

ment to the company of a sum equal to the capital

provided by it for the purposes thereof. It is recog-

nised, in view of the amount of public money involved,

that continuity of organisation, management, and

poUcy are of very great importance, once the broad

lines of action are determined.

This matter is of great public interest because of Proposed
*-" * sinking fund

the magnitude of the undertaking. The capital
"a-n^in**

required will be many miUions sterling, and the greater *=^p'*'^ ^*'"*

portion will be spent on electrical plant, the value of

much of which is particularly liable to deterioration

owing to the progress of invention and other change,

as weU as to the extent and character of the wear and

tear to which it is subjected. Unless the going-

concern value of aU this plant is maintained at a sum
which, with the other assets, shall equal the sum of

the capital issued, the undertaking wiU not be soundly

financed ; and, with a view to securing that the value

of the plant shall be so maintained, it is proposed to

establish a sinking fund by taking a fixed annual sum
out of each year's revenue to be invested and accumu-

lated in the hands of the authority, the idea being

that, as the plant depreciates—that is, as the capital

outlay on the plant expires—a sum of not less than

the sum of the expired outlay wiU have accumulated

in the sinking fund. The fallacy of this is illustrated

later on.

It is proposed that this sinking fund shall provide

for the capital expenditure on the several classes of

property being written off in the stated periods—
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Land and engineering works . . . 60 years

Cables 40 „
Power stations and sub-stations with all plant

therein . . . . . . . 25 „
Service lines . . . . . . 12 „
Interest paid out of capital . . . . 30 „
Purchase of existing undertakings . . 30 „

And it is stated in the report that the sinking fund

to be provided will be at the rate of about 2 per cent,

per annum, showing that the average life of the plant

is estimated at rather more than twenty-eight years.

^*??^* * But in view of the nature of the assets of the under-
method giving

wi^exutfng taking, consisting of scores of different classes of plant,
conditions -^ jg impossiblc to rely safely upon a single forecast

made now ; and, in place of this, practical means

ought to be provided for keeping a close and con-

tinuous connection at all times between the existing

condition and prospects of each class of plant, and

the rate at which the expiring value is being made
good out of the yearly revenue receipts. This can be

easily arranged with the aid and co-operation of

the engineers and accountants, suitable provision

being made for

—

(1) The regular observation and record by the

engineers of the behaviour of, and the changing

conditions affecting, each class of industrial plant

representing capital outlay
;

(2) The use of suitable accounting equipment,

capable of enabling the results of such observation

and record to be closely reflected in the annual

accounts
;

together with the adoption of a settled and continuous

financial policy under which each year's revenue

account shall be charged with a regularly measured
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sum, based on the engineers' observations as to the

state of the plant. Nothing except current attention

of this kind can ensure the maintenance of the capital

value, and the correlated correct computation of

annual profits.

The annual instalment of a sinking fund is not a
J^^f

°"* '°'

sound measure of the annual depreciation of plant,

not only because it has the effect of retarding the

provision made in the earher years of the life of the

plant and correspondingly accelerating this in the

later years, thus retaining the value at too high a

sum and incidentally overstating the profits, but also

because the capital invested in plant will, as to its

bulk, be permanently required by the undertaking to

carry on its business. Any scheme, therefore, which

purports to accumulate the whole of the money in a

sinking fund extending over the estimated average

hfe of the plant is both inconvenient and imprac-

ticable, because the money cannot all be spared, but

will be wanted in varying amounts during the period

of accumulating the sinking fund to pay for the

renewal of the various classes of plant having lives

of less than the sinking fund period.

Although for the reasons stated, and which are Possible" distinction

clearly demonstrated below, the annual instalment between long
•' life and short

of a sinking fund is not a sound measure of the annual ''*® p'=*"*

depreciation of industrial plant, it may in this case

be convenient—and also, having regard to the special

nature of the monopoly and to the security of the

revenue derivable from it, open to no serious objection

—to set up a sinking fund to provide for the writing

off of that large part of the capital outlay on plant

which will not require renewal for long periods of
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Illustration by
an assumed

years, as distinct from that part which will require

renewal within comparatively short terms, and which

also is more liable to become obsolete owing to chang-

ing conditions, as a consequence of which the life

of each class is more difficult to forecast with approx-

imate success. This suggested distinction between

the method of dealing with these two classes of plant

is only justifiable on the grounds of possible con-

venience, as also is the grouping of the value of

engineering works, which will ultimately require

renewal, with the site value of land, which is not a

wasting asset, and does not inevitably fall in value

as a result of its use by the undertaking, being, in fact,

afterwards equally available for other purposes.

To make the effect of this possible distinction

clearer, it may be convenient to consider the balance

sheet of an assumed undertaking as follows

—

Balance Sheet.

Liabilities. Assets.

Capital

—

Land .... ;^500.000
Shares . . . ^16.000,000 Wasting assets, con-
Debentures, 4% . 10,000,000 sisting chiefly of

Creditors . . . 500,000 plant

—

Renewable within
periods under 30
years 15,000,000
Not so renewable 10,000,000

Stocks .... 250,000
Debtors .... 500,000
Cash 250,000

;^26,500,000 ;^26,500,000

The portion of the above capital invested in wasting

assets which will not require renewing for upwards

of thirty years, is assumed in this case to be repre-

sented chiefly by outlay on engineering works and

cables ; and if pro^'ision is made on the sinking fund
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principle for repaying this part by the end of fifty

years (an assumed average period), an annual pro-

vision out of revenue of £65,500 will be needed if

interest be reckoned at 4 per cent.

Instead, however, of investing and accumulating Distributed
sinking fund

the annual mstalments in a sinking fund to be retained method
° applied to cost

in the hands of the authority, it would seem to be
"l^"^^"**

better to repay that part of the capital by annual

drawings, and to enable this to be conveniently done,

debentures or some similar form of security might

be issued to raise the money required for that part

of the capital outlay. Under this plan, which may
be described as the " distributed " sinking fund

method, the amount available each year for reduc-

tion of the loan by drawings would be the annual

instalment of ;^65,500, plus an amount 6qual to the

year's interest on the proportion of the loan already

repaid ; and thus, with the annual interest paid, an

equal annual charge to revenue results in respect

of the use of this long-period part of the capital out-

lay on plant over the period of the sinking fund,

because as the interest paid each year on the balance

of the outstanding loan decreases, so does the amount

equal to the annual interest on the proportion of the

loan repaid increase, and this latter sum is added

to the equal annual amount of the ordinary sinking

fund instalment. Amongst the advantages of this

method over the ordinary or " retained " sinking fund

may be mentioned the fact that gradual repa5mient

at par by annual drawings steadies the market in the

securities, and, further, the method relieves the

authority of the needless responsibility of selecting

and holding large amounts of fluctuating securities.
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Special The other part of the capital outlay on plant,
provisions ... ,

^ jr »

needed to amounting in the case assumed to /15,000,000. is
meet condi- />>''»
to°^ort Se"*

supposed to be represented by the cost of power
p'»"t stations and sub-stations with all plant therein, and

by service lines. The existing condition of all this

value will urgently require constant watching, not

only because it is particularly subject to more or less

continuous change, but also because much of it is

specially liable to become obsolete and out of date

before it is worn out. Such a condition is unavoid-

able in an undertaking of this character, and the

inevitable resulting loss in value is a part of the cost

of carrying on the imdertaking equal in importance

to other revenue expenditure. It is impossible to

deal successfully with this very large factor of annual

cost by means of a single forecast made in advance,

but this difficulty may easily be overcome by adopting

the use of a system provided with a suitable recording

equipment to enable the results of the regular observa-

tions of the engineers as to the condition and prospects

of the different classes of plant to be recorded, and
proper financial provisions made in measuring the

annual sum to be taken out of revenue each year to

make good the actual fall in going-concern value

which is taking place in this part of the plant.

Apart from other considerations, it should not be

overlooked that the different classes of this part of

the plant will need renewal within comparatively short

periods, and that the money to pay for these renewals

will not be available if the provision set aside out

of revenue for this purpose is to be invested in the

accumulation of a sinking fund, for, in that case,

unless the amounts which must be expended in
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renewing tiic plant are taken out of revenue in

addition to the amount of the sinking fund instal-

ment—a plan which causes endless confusion and

operates to distort the profits as between one year

and another—they must be found by the issue of

new capital, which is a most undesirable alternative.

The fact already referred to that, in the long run,

capital invested in plant is, as to its bulk, per-

manently needed for plant by a continuing concern,

becomes plainer when considered in connection with

comparatively short-Ufe classes of plant, and in any

practical scheme the money must be retained in hand

for this purpose and not dedicated to the accumula-

tion of a sinking fund. Moneys so retained in the

earlier years in excess of the cost of any renewals

—

which will at the time be small—may properly be

temporarily used for the cost of additional plant,

thereby benefiting the undertaking for the time being

by deferring the issue of additional capital which

would otherwise be required for this purpose.

It may be interesting to consider the financial Financial

position at the end of fifty years in the assumed case S*fifty"
** *"**

of the undertaking, the initial balance sheet of which

is set out above. Apart from further extensions, and

supposing for the sake of demonstration that the

undertaking, starting with a full volume of business

now, is then still in existence and conducting a busi-

ness of the same volume, and that the estimates of

the life of each of the various classes of plant have

been so adjusted as to prove approximately correct,

the capital of the undertaking at that time will be

£16,000,000 in shares plus any amount in fresh

debentures or other securities which may have been

years
in assumed
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issued to provide money required for renewal of the

cables included in the long-life plant, but estimated

to have a life of only forty years. The original issue

of £10,000,000 4 per cent, debentures will have been

paid off by the operation of the " distributed " sink-

ing fund, and the cost of the land and engineering

works and of the original cables will by this means

have been written off, although the site value of the

land (which is not a wasting asset) will remain unim-

paired and the engineering works may still remain

suitable and efficient. The share capital of £16,000,000

will still exist and will, as to £15,000,000, be still

fully represented by the then going-concern value of

short-life plant renewable within periods under thirty

years.

Maintaining If it is dcsircd to providc for gradually paying off

in addition to the Dortion of the /16,000,000 of share capital assumed
repaying '^ At '

> r
capital out of ^q ^g invcstcd in short-life plant, by contributions out
revenue ^ ' j

of revenue, then revenue must be charged each year

not only with the full amount of expired capital out-

lay (depreciation) on the short-life plant as measured

by the proposed accounting equipment, but also with

the necessary annual sinking fund instalment. By
this means, but not otherwise, the money required

from time to time to pay for the renewals of the

short-Ufe plant will be available ^vithout further

borrowing, in addition to the money needed to pay

off £15,000,000 of the share capital, so that the

indebtedness of the undertaking to shareholders will

then be gradually reduced while at the same time

the value of the plant wiU be maintained, as the plant

must be maintained if the undertaking is to be a

continuous one. This so maintained value would in
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that case ultimately exist as a surplus in the hands

of the authority for the benefit of those whom they

represent at that time.

In order to reduce these suggestions into the form nan to secure
close co-opcra-

of a practical scheme, it would be necessary to lay tion between
^ J •' Engineers ana

out a suitable plan for dividing the whole of the ^'^"^°""**'?';?
„r o in mauitainuig

capital outlay on wasting assets into classes according '^'*'"^

to character and length of life, excluding only the

long-life plant, the cost of which is to be v/ritten off by

the operation of the distributed sinking fund. It would

also be necessary to adopt the use of a suitable

accounting equipment, supplementary to the ordinary

financial ledgers, to record the current estimates of

the engineers or other technical advisers, and enable

the accountants to give due financial effect to such

estimates in measuring the varying amount necessary

to be charged to revenue account each year for depre-

ciation of the short-life plant, in addition to the annual

sum which wiU be provided by means of the " dis-

tributed " sinking fund method of wTiting off the

capital outlay on the long-life plant.

Under this system, the cost of all renewals of the

short-hfe plant is charged, not to revenue, because

revenue will be charged with the cost gradually year

by year as the cost or outlay expires, but to capital

outlay account, and at the end of each year the cost

of such renewals, together with the cost of all addi-

tional plant—which may be very extensive—is analysed

and distributed under the various classes into the

accounting equipment referred to above, and in sub-

sequent years the capital outlay for that year on each

class of plant is regularly written do\vn in the opera-

tion of measuring and deducting the depreciation
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Treatment of
cost of

additions and
extensions

Importance of

nearest
possible
approximation
to annual
profits

at a rate necessary to write off such capital outlay

at the end of the life of each class of the plant

according to the up-to-date recorded estimates of the

engineers. The accounting equipment is simple, and

the annual work of measuring each year's depreciation

can be performed with ease by an intelligent clerk in

a few hours, even when there are scores of different

classes of plant to be dealt with.

No specific reference has been made in these notes

to the treatment of the heavy capital expenditure for

additions and extensions which will doubtless be

incurred year by year by an undertaking of this

character, but the system suggested herein provides

an orderly method of recording all this more or less

continuous capital expenditure in a manner which

wiU.cause it, at the proper time, to begin to swell the

measured amount of expired capital outlay (depre-

ciation) to be taken out of revenue each year. Such

a system entirely avoids the dangerous and unsolv-

able questions which, under present conditions, arise

so frequently as to how much of each year's outlay

on new plant is to be charged to revenue as being

in the nature of renewals, and how much to capital

as representing additions or " betterments."

One advantage of the above suggestions is that

they enable the nearest possible approximation to

the true annual profits of the undertaking to be made
because a sensitive and efficient means is provided

of accurately measuring that important part of work-

ing cost which is represented by expired capital out-

lay on plant. It is probable the authors of the

scheme do not claim that the sums proposed to be

taken out of revenue each year for sinking fund,
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reserve fund, and probably also for any future capital

outlay estimated to be in respect of renewals of plant,

will give an accurate measure of the amount of expired

capital outlay properly belonging to each year, although

if this is so it will not be possible to compute with

accuracy the profits of each year.

The London County Council proposals are that the ^"''"^

scheme shall give power to deal with the " net revenue
^""*;"i5 f^

from the undertaking " as follows— -nlulvTnue'

1. The pajmient of interest at an assumed rate of

4 per cent, per annum on the proportion of capital

found by the authority.

2. The provision of a sinking fund to be owned

by the authority, at the rate of about 2 per

cent, per annum on the whole of the capital of the

undertaking.

3. The payment of interest on the capital found

by the company, assumed at the rate of 4 per cent,

per annum.

4. The formation of a reserve fund calculated at

^ per cent, per annum on the whole of the capital

of the undertaking.

5. The surplus profits over and above the deduc-

tions for interest, sinking fund, and provision for

reserve to be divided equally between the authority

and the company until the company receives a share

sufficient to pay a further 4 per cent, interest upon

its capital expenditure, making in all a return of

8 per cent, interest to the company. Any further

profits would, as regards 75 per cent., be utilised

in giving a rebate on the prices charged to consumers,

and the remaining 25 per cent, would be divided

equally between the authority and the company.
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Uncertminty of
annual
"surpltis
profits " under
the proposals

Haphazard
nature of
pro{>osals for

dealing with
capital outlay

These proposals take for granted that it will be

possible to ascertain the " surplus profits " of each

year, but unless it is possible to compute the whole

profits (which include the surplus profits) of the under-

taking every year, or, aKematively, unless there is at

least reasonable certainty that the sums proposed to

be taken out of the balance of revenue receipts

(referred to as " net revenue ") before arriving at the

" surplus profits " exceed the cost of producing the

revenue plus 4 per cent, interest on the capital, it will

be impossible either to ascertain the amount of the

" surplus profits," which it is proposed to dispose

of in the manner set out in Clause 5, or to be sure

that any surplus profits have been earned. In the

circumstances, it is not safe to assume that the " sur-

plus profits " can be ascertained without adopting

some better means to ensure that the unexpired

capital outlay on plant coincides from time to time

with the still remaining usable or going-concern value

of that plant.

It should be noted that the proposals contained in

the London County Council's report as to the periods

within which the capital expenditures on the several

classes of property shall be written off are of such a

general character as to treat interest paid out of

capital as having a common life of thirty years, instead

of providing that this interest shall be equitably

distributed and added to the cost of the different

classes of plant in the construction of which it will be

incurred, and in like manner the purchase moneys of

existing undertakings are to be written off in thirty

years, although the sums paid will obviously be very

large and will be represented by values of many
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descriptions. Under a suitable system, all these

values would be distributed and recorded together

with other similar values under the various classes

of plant, and a connection would be maintained

between the sum of the unexpired capital outlay (as

stated in the annual balance sheet) and the details

contained in the register of plant of the engineers'

estimates of the going-conpem capacities of the plant

actually existing.

The importance of maintaining such a connection

becomes additionally plain in view of the proposal

contained in the report that " the authority shall be

empowered to resume possession of the undertaking

at the end of the term of the contract on payment

to the company of a sum equal to the capital pro-

vided by it for the purposes thereof." If, during its

term of possession, the company has failed to provide

adequate simis out of each year's revenue receipts

to answer expired capital outlay (depreciation) on

the plant, it may have eaten out the heart of the

" capital provided by it." Such a condition fre-

quently exists in the case of undertakings using

perishable industrial plant, and is the result of com-

puting the profits year by year at a sum larger than

the true profits, the consequence being that the sum.s

paid away in the form of dividends are paid partly

out of true profits and partly out of the proceeds

(included in the revenue receipts) of the reaUsation

of portions of the value originally represented by

capital outlay on plant, which are not profits, but

represent a return of capital wrongly treated as

profits.

It is stated above that the annual accretion to a
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Further
illustration of
the effect of
the sinking
fund theory

What is an
annuity ?

sinking fund is not a sound measure of the annual

depreciation of industrial plant, and it is further

stated that this fact can be clearly demonstrated.

In view of the extent to which the sinking fund method

of accumulation is used, not only by electrical under-

takings but by other municipal trading undertakings,

it is of general interest to understand the true

effect of this method, jvhich is known as the

Annuity or Sinking Fund Theory of Measurement

of Depreciation.

Industrial plant, during its efficient life, gives

efficient, and therefore approximately equal, annual

service, a fact admitted by the advocates of this

theory ; and in order to understand the true effect

of the theory, the question " What is an Annuity ?
"

must first be answered. Suppose a man has a capital

of ;^100 and wants to lay it out to be exhausted in

such a way as to bring him in the largest possible

equal annual income over a period of twenty years.

Then, taking interest at 5 per cent, per annum, this

man wiU find that by parting with his ;^100 now he

can secure an equal annual income of £8 over a period

of twenty years, the first instalment of £S being pay-

able to him at the end of the first year and the last,

or twentieth, instalment being payable to him at the

end of the twentieth year.

A man who enters into a contract of this kind has

purchased an annuity, and should know what part

of his capital outlay has expired or is exhausted at

the end of each year. If he keeps accounts, his

annuity ledger account will stand thus for the first

three years of the term

—
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Dr.
Cost of annuity . . . ;^100
Interest on ;^100 for one

year 5

i\Q5

Dr.
Balance, unexpired cost £91
Interest on £91 for one
year 4'85

;£101-85

Dr.
Balance, unexpired cost ;^93'85

Interest on ;^93-85 for one
year 4-68

;^98-53

Annuity, consisting of

Interest per contra. £5
Capital .... 3

(A'ote.—This £Z is

equal to the annual
instalment of a sinking

fund to replace ;^100 at

the end of twenty years.)

Balance

Cr.

£8

97

;^105

Annuity, consisting of

Interest per contra;^4'85

Capital ... 3-15

Cr.

£8
{Note.—This ;^3-15 is

equal to £3 plus one
year's interest on sink-

ing fund investments.)

Balance 93-85

;^101-85

Cr.

Annuity, consisting of

Interest per contra;^4-68

Capital . . . 3-32

£8
{Note.—This ;^3-32 is

equal to £3 plus one
year's interest on sink-

ing fund investments.)
Balance 90-53

;^98-53

Balance, unexpired cost 90-53

And so on, year by year, until the last instalment of the

annuity of ;^8 at the end of the twentieth year will exactly

wipe out the balance of the constantly diminishing unexpired

cost standing on the annuity ledger account, and will consist

of interest ;^0-38 and capital £7-64.

If this man wishes to sell or transfer his annuity at the end
of any one of the twenty years, the balance of a ledger account

constructed in this way will be the amount he will receive as

the unexpired capital value of the annuity, assuming, of

course, other things remain equal.

13—<I345)
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In order to avoid minute fractions, the annuity is taken at

£S instead of ;{8-024, and the sinking fund at £Z instead of

There is, as we know, a mathematical connection

between an annuity and a sinking fund accounting

for the fact that the annually increasing amount of

the capital element contained in each succeeding

instalment of an annuity [see above) is always exactly

equal to that year's accretion to a sinking fund

invested at a similar rate of interest, to replace the

original cost of the annuity at the end of the period

of years. And therefore, if we strike out from both

sides of the annuity ledger account illustrated above,

the interest debited and the interest credited, both

being equal, the ledger balance representing the

unexpired value of the annuity at the end of each

year will remain unaltered, and there will remain on

the credit side, to diminish the original cost, only the

amounts equal to the annual accretions to a sinking

fund. This explains the puzzling fact that when
applied to reduce a ledger record of cost, the annuity

theory and the sinking fund theory of measurement

are identical in result.

The accelerating annual decrease in value of a

twenty years' annuity of £8 per annum with interest

at 5 per cent., and the corresponding accelerating

annual increase in the accretions to a sinking fund,

are as on the next page.

It will be observed that the sum of the annual

accretions to the sinking fund replaces the £100

capital at the end of the twenty years, but that the

amount of each annual accretion increases from £3-02

for the first year to £7-64 for the last year of the period.
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Period of Decreasing
Annual
accretion

to a sinking
fund.

Period of Decreasing
Annual
accretion

to a sinking
fund.

years still

to ran.
value of
annuity.

years still

to run.
value of

annuity.

38-04
20 100 3-02 10 61-96 4-93

19 96-98 3-18 9 57-03 5-17

18 93-80 3-33 8 51-86 5-43

17 90-47 3-50 7 46-43 5-70

16 86-97 3-68 6 40-73 5-99

15 83-29 3-86 5 34-74 6-29

14 79-43 4-05 4 28-45 6-60

13 75-38 4-26 3 21-85 6-93

12 71-12 4-47 2 14-92 7-28

11 66-65 4-69

3804

1 7-64 7-64

1000

Now, what justification is there for using a scale
^"^u^**^®

which correctly apphes to the surviving value of an
™eE[^;^e'va*iue

annuity to measure the surviving value of material °* ^^^^

wasting assets such as plant ? The cost, and there-

fore the value, of material wasting assets is always

based on the quantity of material and labour which

they contain. It has nothing whatever to do with

the value of an annuity, which is based on future

income certain, over a period certain, receivable in

equal annual sums. Value locked up in the form

of material plant cannot earn interest any more than

value locked up in the form of sovereigns deposited

in a box can earn interest. If plant contributes

twenty years' efficient, and therefore approximately

equal, annual service to a profit-seeking undertaking,

its " going-concern " value will be equal to half its

cost at the end of the first ten years of the period,

and no more, just as the sovereigns, if drawn out by
equal annual instalments over twenty years, will be

reduced by one-half at the end of ten years.

To show that value locked up in the form of material
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does not earn interest, take, as an example, the value

of a coal field for which the owner originally paid

;flOO,000, the estimated contents being at that time

1,000,000 tons, so that it cost him 2s. a ton ; suppose

that 50,000 tons output is raised regularly each year.

It is clear that, other things remaining equal, the
*' going-concern " value of the coal field at the end

of ten years, when half the contents will have been

raised, will be based on the contents stiU remaining

in the coal field, and will be £50,000. In the event

of a transfer from one undertaker to another, this

consideration would hold good, regardless of the fact

that a larger amount of capital has been locked up

in this wasting asset during the seller's part of the

assumed life period of twenty years, than during the

buyer's part. Such a state of affairs might, perhaps,

in the case of a developed business, be good ground

for the transferor to claim payment from the transferee

of a sum for goodwill, but the fact that the transferor

has temporarily owned the whole of the coal field will

not induce the transferee at the end of ten years to pay

£62,000, which is the surviving value at the end of ten

years ascertained on the annuity theory of measure-

ment. The coal field, now containing 500,000 tons of

equally accessible coal, will be worth no more than

£50,000. The commercial value of the coal capacity

has not been increased by interest on the value while

held by the transferor, and neither is the commercial

value of plant and machinery or any other material

wasting asset increased by interest.

In order to show the effect on the " going-concern
"

value of plant of employing the annuity theory of

measurement, take the case of plant costing £100,
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having a life of twenty years, assuming interest at

5 per cent, per annum, and no scrap value at the end

of the period. By the annuity theory, the " going-

concern " value of the plant at the end of ten years,

or half the Ufe period, is £Q2, as shown by the following

summary of the plant ledger account if kept in the

same way as the annuity ledger account already set

out

—

Cost of plant £100

Add.

Interest at 5% to the end of the tenth year on the

diminishing balance of capital locked up in the

plant 42

Deduct.

Ten annuity instalments of £8, consisting of

—

Proportion, accrued to the end of the tenth

year, of /60, being the sum of interest at

5% chargeable in twenty years on the

diminishing balance of capital remaining

locked up in the plant . . . £A2
Ten sinking fund instalments of ;^3. . 30
Proportion, earned to the end of the tenth

year of ^^40, being the sum of interest

eamable in twenty years from the

regular investment at 5% of £3 per

annum ...... 8

£U2

80

£%2

The balance of this plant ledger account should be

£50 and not £62. The reason of the difference will

be seen on reference to the annuity scale of value

already set out, which operates to provide only £3-02

in the first year, the provision gradually increasing
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to £7-64 in the twentieth year, so that, in ten years,

the sum of the annual accretions to a twenty years'

sinking fund—taken in this case as the measure of

depreciation to date—is only £38 instead of ^^50.

Of the £100 to be replaced by the sinking fund, £60

is ultimately provided by the sum of the twenty

sinking fund instalments of £3 each, and £40 by the

interest eamable thereon in twenty years, of which

less than half—by £12—^has been earned in the first

ten years, and the £12 is, by the use of this theory,

retained in the value of the plant to be taken out

of the earnings of future years.

An argument which is often used in support of this

interest of thcory is that the surviving value should be based
later years, it -^ •->

o?g<xxiwu?^"' on cost, and that cost includes interest. It is true

that one of the elements of economic cost is a normal

rate of interest on capital invested, but we have seen

that the market value of material wasting assets is

not increased by interest. But in connection with

a profit-seeking undertaking using material wasting

assets, two distinct classes of value may co-exist, one

the " going-concern " value of the material plant, and

the other goodwill, which is the present value of

future super-profits expected to be earned during the

remainder of the useful hfe of the plant. The term
*' super-profits "—as applied to profits which may arise

out of the use of the plant—means the amount by

which the profits or interest assumed by the annuity

theory to be eamable in the last ten years exceeds the

profits or interest assumed to have been earned in the

first ten years of the period, and in the case illustrated

this amount is £12.

The unit of cost has been taken in the illustration
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as £100, and on this the overstatement of the '* going-

concern " value of the plant at the end of ten years

is £12, but when questions arise as to the value of

extensive plant installations, the matter assumes very

great importance. Thus, in the case of plant costing

£10,000,000, the overstatement of value at the end

of ten years by the use of this theory of measurement

might amount to no less than £1,200,000. Another

important point to be borne in mind is that the only

possible justification for the use of this theory on any

ground whatever is that the relative sinking fund has,

in fact, been set up and regularly maintained out of

moneys gradually released as the expiring cost of the

plant is refunded out of revenue. But it will generally

be found that this cannot be done because that part

of the capital of an undertaking which is invested in

plant remains, as to its bulk, always permanently

invested in plant, the units of which are continuously

passing out of service and being renewed in the same

way that other portions of the capital of an industrial

undertaking remain permanently invested in such

assets as stock and debts, the constituent items of

which are always changing, while the value and,

therefore, the amount of capital which they represent

remains a fairly constant sum.

It is obvious that where there is not, in fact, a

sinking fund, the setting up of a claim to use the

annuity theory of measurement on the ground that

more capital has been locked up in a plant during

past years than will be needed in future years, cannot

be justified on any ground at all, being based on a

mere fairy tale.

There are other objections to the use of the annuity
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theory of measurement of depreciation, such as the

many classes of plant which have to be dealt with,

and the difficulty under this method of subsequent

alteration and adjustment of the life periods. Indus-

trial plant often consists of scores of different classes

with different life periods attaching to each class,

and the estimates of the life periods of each class

may have to be revised by the engineers from time

to time owing to changing conditions, and to a variety

of circumstances which cannot be foreseen over a long

period of future years.

The fact is that the only form of wasting assets

which can be safely written down year by year as the

value expires by the annuity or sinking fund theory

of measurement is—the annuity, because this is the

only kind of property which yields future income cer-

tain, over a period certain, receivable in equal annual

instalments. The degree of objection or risk incidental

to the use of this theory for other wasting assets,

which are not material wasting assets, varies with the

degree of precariousness of the future income. The

kind of property which approaches perhaps most

nearly in some respects to that of an annuity is a lease

of land and buildings, entitling the owner of the lease

to the use and enjo5mient of the premises for a fixed

term. If the leasehold property is of such a character

that the annual value is likely to remain constant

during the whole term, there is not much risk or

practical objection to measuring and writing off the

annual expired capital outlay on the annuity or

sinking fund theory, but as the future is never certain,

it is better not to do so.

Although a great deal is sometimes heard of the
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annuity or sinking fund theory of measurement of

expired capital outlay for ascertaining the surviving

value of plant, and although it was put forward and

the case very ably, though unsuccessfully, argued on

behalf of the National Telephone Co., whose claim,

exclusive of goodwill which was barred, amounted to

upwards of £20,000,000, in the recent Arbitration

to determine the " then value " of the plant, it is

hard to find a record of any commercial undertaking

actually using this method. Nevertheless, it is unfor-

tunately very largely used by mimicipal authorities

for their trading concerns. They borrow money to

pay for wasting assets in the nature of plant required

for tramways, gas, electric Ught, and water under-

takings, to be repaid at the end of a long period of

years by accumulating a sinking fund, and they often

measure the provision for expired capital outlay on

their plant by the amount of the annual instalment

of the sinking fund. It has been shown that this is

unsound, and that it results in retaining in the value

of the plant, and so capitalising, an assumed goodwill,

which should never be done, and in view of the enor-

mous sums of money involved, the subject urgently

needs attention.

There is Uttle doubt that the use of the sinking fund

instalment as a measure of the annual depreciation

of plant was originally adopted because the sinking

fund provides the amount required by the end of the

estimated hfe period. In those days the possible

effects upon the computation of intermediate annual

profits, and upon the current records of the unexpired

value of plant, were of secondary importance, and

indeed these questions were then regarded as incapable

of treatment on the basis of an exact science.
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DEPRECIATION AND CONTROLLED ESTABLISHMENTS

UNDER THE MUNITIONS OF WAR ACT, 1915

The fact that depreciation of plant is a part of

industrial working cost equal in importance to other

revenue expenditure is recognised by the Ministry

of Munitions, and to this Department will belong the

credit of being the first Government Department to

allow deduction of depreciation measured on a scientific

basis. The basis adopted is that depreciation, or

expired capital outlay, is measured as being equal

to the difference between the cost of the plant and

the value to the controlled owner at the end of the

period of control ; and the amount of depreciation

so ascertained is regarded as accruing equally day by

day over the period of control, and may be distributed

accordingly over the profit and loss accounts for each

period of assessment.

It will be observed that depreciation measured on

this basis is true depreciation or expired capital out-

lay, and equals the fall in exchangeable value of the

plant (that is, value to the controlled owner or others

in a similar position at the end of the period of con-

trol) computed on the basis of cost expired during

the period of use (that is, the period of control) in

seeking profits, increase of value, or other advantage.

There are thus no confusing questions arising out of

attempts to divide depreciation into such heads as

wear and tear and obsolescence, which have given

rise to endless difficulties to taxpayers and to the

202
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Inland Revenue Department charged with the duty

of assessing income tax on profits.

Part II of the Munitions of War Act, 1915, provides coniroued
^ establishments

by Section 4 that the Minister of Munitions may make
p"ofi"/*

an order declaring any establishment to be a controlled

establishment ; and, on such order being made, it is

provided that any excess of the net profits of the con-

trolled establishment over the amount divisible under

the Act, as ascertained in accordance with the pro-

visions of the Act, shall be paid into the Exchequer.

The net profits of a controlled establishment are to

be ascertained in accordance with the provisions of

Section 5 and rules made thereunder ; and the amount
of profits divisible imder the Act shaU be taken to be

an amount exceeding by one-fifth the standard amount
of profits, which latter shall be taken to be the average

of the amount of the net profits for the two financial

years of the establishment completed next before the

outbreak of the war (4th August, 1914). There are

provisions for exceptional cases, as where the average

affords an unfair standard of comparison, or affords

no standard of comparison ; and by Section 19 of the

Munitions of War (Amendment) Act, 1916, when no

average exists. In such cases, the Minister may sub-

stitute for the average such an amount as the standard

amount of profits as may be agreed upon with the

owner, and the Minister may be required by the owner

to refer the matter to a referee or board of referees,

whose decision shall be conclusive.

In view of the fact that controlled establishments importance of

, . depreciation

engaged on special work for the Mmistry of Munitions

have to lay out a large amount of capital in the pur-

chase of special plant, the treatment of depreciation
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or expired capital outlay thereon becomes of great

importance, and the following provisions bear upon this.

Sub-section 4 of Section 5 of Part II of the Munitions

of War Act, 1915, provides that

—

The Minister of Munitions may make rules for carrying the

provisions of this Section into effect, and these rules shall

provide for due consideration being given in carrying out the

provisions of this Section as respects any establishment to

any special circumstances such as . . . provision of new
machinery or pleint . . . which require special consideration

in relation to the particular establishment.

The rules made under this Section with respect to

the limitation of profits of a controlled establishment

came into force on the 15th September, 1915.

Adjustments Rulc 9 provides that in determining the net profits

determining for any peHod of assessment, due consideration shall

be given to, and any appropriate adjustments may be

made in respect of, all or any of the following matters,

that is to say—
(o) Exceptional wear and tear of plant, buildings, and

machinery.
,

{b) Capital expenditure specially incurred for the purpose

of munitions work.

(c) The probable value to the controlled owner at the end
of the period of control of any plant, buildings, or machinery,

erected or installed, or other expenditure incurred, for

munitions work since the 4th August, 1914.

{d)

(e)

(/)

{g) Generally any other matter which may appear to the

Minister or to the referee, as the case may be, material to be
taken into account.

Any such adjustments may be made either by
additions to or deductions from the standard amount

of profits, or by way of charges or disallowance of

charges against profits for the p>eriod of assessment.
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Rule 12 provides that in ascertaining or determining

net profits for the final period of assessment, proper

adjustments may be made in respect of the whole

period of control in regard to any matters referred to

in Rule 9, so far as it may then be shown that sufficient

adjustments have not been made in regard thereto

in ascertaining or determining net profits for any

previous period or periods of assessment.

An important circular letter, as under, dated the 4th

September, 1916, was issued by the Ministry of Muni-

tions of War (" C " Section) to owners of controlled

establishments

—

Gentlemen,—
Munitions of War Acts, 1915 &' 1916.

Controlled Establishments.

Limitation of Profits.

You will be aware that under Part II of the Munitions
of War Act, 1915, and Rule 9 of the Rules in force there-

under, owners of controlled estabUshments may, when their

accounts are being dealt with for periods of assessment, ask
for adjustments in respect of various matters, including

exceptional wear and tear and the probable value to the controlled

owner at the end of the period of control, of any plant, buildings

or machinery erected or installed for munitions work, since

the 4th August, 1914.

Owners have accordingly been informed that in general
principle in cases to which the Rule appUed they would be
allowed to write down, out of earnings of the controlled

establishment during the period of control under the Act,
the expenditure on such plant, buildings and machinery, to
an amount representing their value to the owner at the end of
that period.

Several owners have represented to the Minister that while
in principle no exception is taken to this view, in practice
they feel hampered by the uncertainty as to what such post
control value may prove to be.

I am directed by the Minister to state that, in view of

these representations, he will be prepared when he has before
him accounts of controlled establishments, for any period of

assessment, to favourably consider requests by owners to

settle an amoimt to be so written off as a final settlement in

Determining
net profits

for the final

period

Probable value
of Munitions
Hant to
Controlled
Owner at end
of the period
of control
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Uncertainty
of length of
period of
control

respect of any plant, buildings or machinery which have been
so provided.
To enable the Minister to make the necessary arrangements

to deal speedily with the large number of such cases which
may arise, I am to request you, if any such plant, buildings
or machinery have been provided since 4th August, 1914,

at your controlled establishment, to inform me at your early

convenience (unless such information has already been
furnished on either Form L.P. 13 or L.P. 16)

—

1. The amount of the expenditure thereon as nearly
as it can be given without prolonged investigation, dividing

the expenditure so far as necessary to show in which of the
business years of the Company it was made.

2. How much of the expenditure was (a) on buildings

and (6) on plant or machinery.
If the Company has made such expenditure at more than

one controlled establishment, you are requested to give this

information for each such estabhshment separately under
the head of the controlled estabhshment at which it was made.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

OWEN H. SMITH.

This makes it clear that the Ministry of Munitions

is prepared to recognise and deal fairly with deprecia-

tion ; and in respect of any plant, buildings, or

machinery erected or installed for munitions work

since the 4th August, 1914, to allow the difference

between the cost and an amount equal to the probable

value to the controlled owner at the end of the period

of control to be written off out of revenue receipts

as part of the cost of producing the revenue.

It is intended that this part of the cost shall be

spread equally over the period of control ; but the

period of control is uncertain, being defined under

Rule 1 as meaning

—

The period commencing with the date specified by the

Minister upon making an order under Section 4 of the Act
declaring an estabhshment to be a controlled establishment

and ending on the date when such estabhshment ceases to be
controlled under the Act,
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and this definition must be read in conjunction with

Sub-section 2 of Section 20 of the Munitions of War
Act, 1915, which provides that, with the exception

of certain matters relating to differences between

employers and workmen, the Act shall have effect

only so long as the office of Minister of Munitions and

the Ministry of Munitions exist.

From the terms of the circular letter quoted above, settling an

it appears that, in view of the uncertainty as to what written oa as

the post control value may prove to be, the Minister settlement

will be prepared, when he has before him accounts of

controlled establishments for any period of assessment,

to favourably consider requests by owners to settle

an amount to be written off as a final settlement

in respect of any plant, buildings, or machinery so

erected or installed for munitions work. But, although

owners may thus request the Minister to settle an

amount to be written off as a final settlement, it is

understood that this agreed amount wiU be regarded

as accruing equally day by day over the period of

control, and will not in the absence of special reasons

be whoUy allowed as a charge against the accounts

of a single period of assessment.

It wiU be observed that the views of the Ministry

of Munitions as to the proper treatment of deprecia-

tion coincide with the views advocated in this work.

As was determined in the case of the National Tele-

phone Co. V. The Postmaster-General, it is recognised

that the life of plant must be reduced by reference

to existing conditions, including in this case change of

outlook, precariousness of opportunity of employment

and obsolescence. The amount of depreciation is to

be measured by the equal annual instalment of the
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usable value method (that is to say, the cost less the

remainder value at the end of the period of use), to

the exclusion of such inadequate and unsatisfactory

methods as that of deducting a percentage from the

reducing balance of cost.

Exceptional An important point to bear in mind arising out

oro^iesc^nce of thc treatment of depreciation by the Ministry of
of plant

IT J J

allowed by Munitions is that controlled establishments are entitled.
Ministry of

Munuions^to^ Under Section 39 of the Finance Act, 1916, to repay-

Rev^'u^ln Hient of incomc tax on sums equal to deductions

pS'"for allowed under the Munitions of War Act, 1915, in

respect of exceptional depreciation or obsolescence

of buildings, plant, or machinery, if disallowed in

computing the amount upon which income tax has(

been paid. Such repayment is to be made in respect

of the income tax year, which includes the end of the

period of assessment in respect of which the deduc-

tions have been allowed under the Munitions of War
Act, 1915.

income tax
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Abandonment of plant, 78, 79
Absence of organisation and method, 29
Abstract of capital outlay accounts, 76, 99-103
Accidental destruction of plant, 108, 169
Accountants' co-operation with engineers, 21, 72, 78, 105,

114-115
should give financial effect to estimates, xxv

Accounting equipment, xi, xxv, 61, 62, 69, 72, 83-114
for capital outlay, xxiv, 26, 61-62, 83-115, 180
in the case of mining and similar undertakings, 121-122
in the nature of goodwill, 141-144

, opportunity to encourage, 145-146
Actions de jouissance, 74-75
Adaptable nature of register, 109, 114
Additional capital: depreciation provision may be temporarily

used for cost of additional plant, etc., 13
outlay on wasting assets, 22, 123
plant, purchase of, 17, 58, 172, 174

, record of, 55, 76
, difficulty of allocating outlay between betterments

and renewals, 77
Adits, 9, 116, 122, 123

and Income Tax, 155, 157
Adjustments of estimates, 82, 86, 103-108, 118, 123
Administration charges, 119
Advance payments. See Payments Made in Advance
" Aged " plant: capital locked up in " aged " plant is less

than in a new plant, 45, 130
: cost of repairs average well, 58

Agreement between financial books and register of plant, x,

54-55, 82, 109, 114
Altered estimates, 82, 86, 1OS- 108, 118, 123
Amendment of Income Tax administration needed, 147
Analysis of capital outlay into classes, 55, 97-99
Animal life period compared with plant life period, 56
Annual computation of profit and loss, xxi-xxiii

cost, xxiv
, apart from profit or loss in undertaking to be

treated as terminating, 44
general summary, 82, 84, 89
rent compared with annual value, "49

with depreciation, 56-57
value compared with annual rent, 49

and Income Tax, 152, 154-155
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Annuities. See Terminable Annuities
Annuity method of computing depreciation, 34, 51, 170

: interest factor therein is a mere fictitious

entry, 38
-, use of, by Government departments and

municipalities, 44
in connection with leaseholds, 49

Antiquated precedents. See Income Tax
Appreciation, 5
Arbitrary rules. See Income Tax
Arrears of depreciation, method of dealing with, 103
Assay value per ton, 120
Assessment of Income Tax overcharge, 26

.difficulties of, 146-147
Assets, wasting. See Wasting Assets
Attracting capital, 129
Author, 138-139
Average Ufe, 43

principle in annual distribution of interest for certain

purposes, 42

Back period, when class records should be written up for,

99-103
Balance of profit undistributed, 16

of unexpired capital outlay, 84-85
sheet: no reasoned judgment of financial position now,

possible, 20-21
overstatement of value of plant, 103

Ballasting, 70
Bank balances, 13, 14, 18

revenue contributions for renewals are not usually left

in bank balance, 13
Banking companies, 9, 53
Basis for measuring depreciation of plant, 56
Beneficial use, 15
Betterments of plant, 172

. record of, 55, 76
, difficulty of distinguishing cost of renewals from, 77

BoUers, 83, 86, 93-94, 97, 98
: method of revising estimates of hfe, 103-108

Bondholders, 70
Book debts receivable. See Debts Receivable

value, 97, 98
method of dealing with overstatement, 103
of goodwill, 141-144

Breweries, 54
Bridges, 9, 53, 77
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British Income Tax. See Income Tax
railways, 54, 77, 112

Buckley on the Companies Acts, 30
Buildings. 9, 53, 70, 83, 86, 93, 97, 99, 109, 135

and Income Tax, 153, 154-155, 157

Cable companies, 9, 53
Capital and labour, vii

, fixed. 12
, floating, 12
. circulating, 12
losses. 4— can exist only in exchangeable value. 12— value of capital investment must be maintained, 13— released from wasting assets may be otherwise laid out, 14— robbed by revenue. 17— consumed. 19—

. payment back, undiminished. 20—. shortage of actual. 27—. inflation of, 28—. fixed, may legally be sunk or lost and yet surplus

receipts may be divided, 31. 122—. floating or circulating, must in law be kept up. 31
-, computing average, in undertaking to be treated as

terminating, 46— repaid in the form of dividend, 120— repayment in annual instalments should be legalised,

121. 132— should be raised in suitable form. 130— distributed in the form of dividends, 145— exhausted must be replaced, 25
by return in the form of dividend, 120-122, 145— losses, 4, 6— outlay, value of, is unaffected by current market

fluctuations in price, xxiv, 2
is only long-period revenue outlay. 13, 54
is constantly expiring in the service of the revenue

account, 13

accounts in financial books, 22
, need of regular accounting for, 29, 61
fluctuates, and may diminish, 45

-, computing average, in undertaking to be treated

as terminating, 46
on industrial plant, extent of, 53

, record of. 55. 76
.overstatement of unexpired, 66, 103

-: no distinction should be attempted between cost

of additions and renewals, 76
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Capital outlay, ofl&cial schedule defining, 78, 111
, method of registering, 84-115

of revising estimates of Ufe, 104-108
value destroyed by fire or other accident, 108

, future, on plant in use, 108
cost of extensive repairs, 110
.railway companies', 111-113
on natural raw material and recurring crops,

extent of, 116
: varying degree of permanence, 118
in the case of mining and similar undertakings.

120-122
purchased terminable annuities, 124

; terminable concessions, 128-129
leaseholds, 134-135
copyrights, patent rights, goodwill, trade-marks, 137
passing again into the form of cash, 12, 86, 146

Carriages, railway, 70, 108
Cars, 86, 93-94, 97
Cash, 12. 14, 86

: actual date of payment is of no importance in deter-

mining cost, 23
Change in conditions of commerce throughout the world, xxii

in inventions, 56
in accounting methods, 147

Chassis of motor carriage, 72, 83, 98
Check upon doubtful methods, 72
Circulating capital, 12

must in law be kept up, 31
Classes of capital outlay, 47, 55, 97

: many years' history of scores of classes of

plant, 82
, method of division of plant into, 82-83
in case of planted estates, 119

Class records, 55, 82, 86-87, 95-97, 100-102, 104-108
summaries, 55, 82, 88-89, 97

Clearing estates. 116
jungle land, 118

Coach body, 83, 98
: railway passenger coaches, 108

Coal, 9, 54, 116
and Income Tax, 155, 157

CoUieries: legal protection re depreciation, 52
: annual waste, 119
: illustration of suggested improvement in form of

accounts, 122
: form of register for capital outlay, 123

Colonial railways, 54, 70, 77
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Commercial practice of mines, etc., legal protection of, 32
Commissioners of Income Tax: absolute powers to fix amount

of allowance for depreciation, 149
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, 30
Comparative cost, importance of interest in assessing, 42
Comparison between wages and depreciation, 24

annuity and sinking fund methods, 38
interest on permanent fixed and on permanent

floating capital, 42
machine and hand work, 42
annual cost of public services and contractors'

charges, 45
annual value and annual rent, 49
payment for plant and payment for seven years'

insurance premium, 54
plant life period and animal life period, 56
depreciation and annual rent, 57
efficient life of one year and more years, 60
equal annual instalment method and reducing

balance of cost method, 62
simple and complicated methods, 69
loan and annuity, 124
surplus of annual receipts and economic profit, 146

Competitive cost, xxiv, 42
Compound interest, definition of, 34
Compulsory use of suitable records, 29, 71

provision under French law, 74
Computation of depreciation. See Depreciation
Concealed reduction of capital a remedy, 121

Concessions. See Terminable Concessions
Consideration obtainable annually, depreciation charge should

coincide with, 62
Consols, 5, 7

Consumed capital, 20
Contents, xiii-xx

Contractors' charges, comparison of cost of production with,

42, 45
Contributions from revenue for depreciation may be used for

other purposes of the business, 13-14
may be used as additional floating capital,

13-14
may be used to purchase additional wasting

assets, 13-14
Controlled estabUshments, 150. 202-208
Co-operation needed between engineers and accountants, xi,

21, 180, 187
Co-partnership between capital and labour, xxi
Copyrights, 10, 137, 138-139
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Copyrights and Income Tax, 151, 158-159
Corpus or fund in inherently wasting assets, 10, 128
Cost expired: a factor in exchangeable value, 1

should be currently accounted for, 61— not confined to cash disbursed, 23— is value consumed in securing value produced, 23-24—, interest is an important part of, 34, 42—, competitive or comparative, 42—, annual, apart from profit or loss, 44— of developing and using suitable scheme infinitesimal

compared with advantages, 29— of production, xxiv
: definition of economic cost, 23

of repairs: increase in later years of efl&cient life, 58
of seeking profits, depreciation is part of, 1

Cottages and Income Tax, 154
Crops, recurring, 9, 116, 118, 123

, severed, 10
and Income Tax, 155

Cubic parabola, 69
Current accounting for past unexpired capital outlay, 61,

114-115
outlook should be reflected in accounts, 26

Curve, 64, 69
Customary neglect of depreciation, xxiv, 26
Customs and Inland Revenue Act, 1878, 148

Day to day fluctuations in value. See Market Value
Debenture holders, xii, 33
Debts receivable, 13, 14, 20, 51
Decay, natural, 1, 57

, : this factor does not affect all wasting assets, 117

Decimals to be used in register, 84
Declared length of hfe, 72
Decrease in balance of unexpired capital outlay, 85
Decrement. See Discount
Dedicated to the purpose of seeking profits, xxiv, 8, 117

Deferred consideration, 131

shares, xxi, 58
Definite information required concerning position of wasting

assets, 21

Definitions: depreciation, 1, 202
, economic cost, 23
, goodwill, 137-138
, interest, 34
, industrial plant, 53
, wasting assets, 9
, wasting assets, for Income Tax purposes, 160
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Demand and supply, 2, 117
Depletion of mass or source, 117
Depreciation: present haphazard methods, xxiii, 26, 70

, definition, 1, 61, 202
rightly applies only to wasting assets, 3-4

, word is unsatisfactory, 5
means expired capital outlay, 5
provision may be temporarily used for other purposes,

13. 58
often exceeds the amount of the declared annual profit,

21-22
, arbitrary computation of, 22
is part of economic cost, as are wages, 24

, insufficient reserve for, 27
not by law always necessarily a revenue charge, 31

, annuity method of computing, 35, 163
, dominating factor in computing, 56
compared with annual rent, 57—— method giving nearest approach to accuracy, 57
must be provided from beginning of use, 59
is not for cost of future renewals, but for past capital

outlay expired, 60
is expenditure incurred daily, 60

, principal difficulty in computing, 61
: one known and two unknown factors, 62
equal annual instalment method, 15, 62, 162, 207

-, reducing balance of cost method, 63, 65-69, 172
to be written off capital outlay account, 76

, monthly measurement of, 82-83
method of dealing with arrears, 103

of revising earUer estimates, 104-108
, mass or source of natural raw material, 117
, recurring crops, 118
, mine development, 122-123
, annuities, 124-127
, terminable concessions, 128-134
, leaseholds, 134-316
, copyrights, 138
, patent rights, 139
, goodwill and trade-marks, 140-144
and Income Tax, 145-160

, controlled estabUshments, 202
Destruction, causes of, of value, 57

, accidental, of plant, 108
Developing estates, 116
Development redemption, 122
Difference between estimated and actual scrap value, 56
Difficulty, cause of principal, 61
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Difficulty in adopting use of register of plant, 99-104
in dealing with natural raw material and recurring

crops, 117-118
in assessing profits for Income Tax purposes, 146-147

Diminished value by reason of wear and tear, 148-149
which cannot properly be claimed for Income Tax

purposes, 150-151. 156-160
Diminution of mass or source, 1

of principal sum, 1

of wasting assets is not diminution of capital, 14

of capital locked up in plant does not diminish extent
or efficiency of the plant, 43

Directors bound to make proper investigation before recom-
mending a dividend, 32

should be required by statute to keep register of plant, 71

reUeved of habiUty, 29, 72-73
Discount, 35
Distilleries, 54
Distributed sinking fund, 133, 143, 183
Distribution of profit between one year and another, xxiii, 39

of interest between one year and another, 42
of capital outlay to class records, 55

Dividends improperly paid, 17

not always limited by law to profits, 30
sometimes paid out of liquidated capital outlay, 32, 120

——, directors may be liable to refund, paid out of capital, 32
received on sinking fund investments, 51
on different classes of shares, xxi, 34, 57-58

, shareholders clamouring for, 58
after providing for expired capital outlay on goodwill

and similar wasting assets, 143
paid out of capital, 145

Dock companies, 9, 53, 54
Draining, 118

Earmarking capital assets as fixed capital, impossibiUty of,

30-31
Earths, 9, 116
Ebb and flow between fixed and floating capital, 19

of volume of capital locked up, 46
Economic cost, depreciation represents a large part of, xxiii

, definition of, 23
, difficulty of annual computation, 26
often largely understated, 29
in case of planted estates, 119

Economic life. See Efficient Life

profit. See Profit

Economists on annual profit and loss, 25
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Economist, The, 53, 116
Effective rate of interest, 33
Efficient life, 43

compared with period of animal life, 56
expires, though plant not used, 57
of one year and more years, 60
means period of efficient service, 63
should be declared and registered, 79

: revision of estimates, 82-83, 104-108, 169
and obsolescence, 162

service, 40, 43-44
tends downwards, 62
during whole of efficient life, 63

Electric lighting companies, 9, 54, 131

power companies, 9, 53, 54, 131

computing average capital in an undertaking
to be treated as terminating, 46

tramway, 84
ElUpse, 69
Employment of money set aside for depreciation, 58
Engineering, viii, 54
Engineers: co-operation with accountants, xi, 21, 72, 78, 105,

114-115
Engines, 83, 98
Enlargement of undertaking, 28

of plant, 110, 172
Equal annual instalment method, 15, 62, 162, 207

in connection with leaseholds, 49
in plant depreciation, 57

: assumptions on which based, 64
Equipment. See Accounting Equipment

in the nature of plant, 9, 53
EstabUshed undertaking, 97
Estabhshment of business, 103
Estates: clearing, planting, weeding, 116

.extent of capital outlay on, 116-117
: form of register for capital outlay, 119

Estimates of engineers should be recorded, xxv
should be reflected in accounts, 26

, adjustment of, 82, 86, 104-108, 169
of future outlay on plant in use, 108

Evils of present neglect of depreciation, 29, 70, 146
Exchangeable value computed on the basis of cost expired, 1

: if greater, there is a profit; if less, there is a loss, 23
of other than inherently wasting assets, 128
of copyrights, patent rights, goodwill, trade-marks^

137
Exhausted capital^must be replaced, 25
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Exhaustion of wasting jissets part of economic cost, 23
in case of minerals, etc., by being won, 117
in case of land by being sold, 117

Expense or expenditure is value consumed in securing value
produced, 23

Expansion of records, 93
Expiration of time. See Time
Expired capital outlay, 5, 61

is part of economic cost, as are wages, 24
, flexible scheme needed to measure, 29
: method of dealing with arrears, 103

cost a factor in exchangeable value, 1

Extensive repairs, treatment of cost of, 110

Factors in measuring depreciation, known and unknown,
61-62

Factory production orders, xxiv
Fall in exchangeable value computed on the basis of cost

expired, 1

over whole period of use, 61
Falling off in efficiency of plant, 43
Farmhouses and Income Tax, 153-154
Fences, 70

and Income Tax, 154
Fictitious interest, 51

Finance Act, 1894, 153
, 1910. 154
. 1916. 150, 208

companies, 5, 9, 53
Financial books: agreement with register of plant, x, 55

: analysis of balances of capital outlay, 97, 100
of mining and similar undertakings, 121-123

convenience of the moment, 28, 77
evils of neglect of depreciation, 29, 70, 146-147
position judged from balance sheet, 20

-, obscurity of, 28
Fine for neglecting to keep register: a suggestion, 72-73
Fittings. See Fixtures

Fire, destruction of plant by, 108, 169
Fixed assets, reduction of, is not reduction of capital, 14

capital, shifting of value between, and floating, 14

may legally be sunk and lost, and yet surplus

receipts may be divided, 31
Fixtures, 9, 53

and Income Tax, 155, 157
Floating capital, 12

, shifting of value between fixed and, 15
: increase in amount required, 16-17
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Floating capital must, in law, be kept up, 31

Fluctuating capital, 46-47
Fluctuations in market value. See Market Value
Foreign Concessions. See Terminable Concessions
Foreign railways, 54, 77
Fractions, 106
French company law, 74
Furniture, 9, 53

and Income Tax, 155, 157
Future depreciation relates to the -past, and not to the future,

60
outlay on plant in use, 108
scheme to write off goodwill out of future profits, 142-143

Gas companies, 9, 53, 54, 66, 84, 100-102
Going-concern value, 2, 171, 196
Goodwill, 10, 50-51, 103, 137, 140-142

: terminable rights to future super-profits, 128
, accounting for capital outlay on, 140-142
, terminable concessions, leaseholds, copyrights, patent

rights, and trade-marks, are all largely in the nature of,

128-144
-, capital outlay on, expires apart from question of present

value, 138—, leaseholds and, 140— must be written off, 140-141—, self-created, 141—, increase in value of, 140-141— and Income Tax, 151, 158-159
distinguished from value of plant, 173, 198

Gotten minerals, 10
: proportion gotten out of total estimated volume,

117-118
Government and municipal undertakings, finance of, xii, 44

Departments, 44
Gravel, 9, 116
Groups of plant, 97-98
Growing business, 16

need for use of better methods, xxi
plants. See Crops

Hand labour compared with machine work, 42
Haphazard methods, 4, 22, 57, 190
Harbours, 54
Horizontal parabola, 69
Horse boxes, railway, 108
House property and Income Tax, 152, 154
Hull of steamship, 83
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Identification of plant by distinctive numbers, 84
Illustrations: market fluctuations in value must be dis-

regarded, 2
: interchange between fixed and floating capital, 15
: economic cost, 25
: annuity method of computing depreciation, 35, 174
: sinking fund method of computing depreciation, 37, 174
: effect of charging unexpired capital outlay with interest,

39
: computing average capital, 46
: equal annual distribution method, 63
: reducing balance of cost method, 63, 65-68
: unexpired capital outlay, 67
: evils of neglect of depreciation, 70
: difficulty of allocating capital outlay between better-

ments and renewals, 74
: register of industrial plant, 83-115
: revising estimates of Ufe periods, 104-108
: adaptable nature of register, 109
suggested improvement in form of accounts of mining

and similar undertakings, 122— ; meaning of present value of annuity, 124— : annuity certain, 124— : life annuity, 125-126— : terminable concession, 130-134— : distributed sinking fund, 133
accounting for capital outlay on goodwill, 142-144

Improvement in methods easily attainable, xxv
Improvements. See Betterments of Plant
Inadequate depreciation in former years, method of dealing

with, 103
Income Tax, increase of, xxi

, over-assessment of, 26
, refusal to allow deduction of wasted capital,

120-121
in the case of leaseholds, 136, 152-154, 158
.wasting assets and, 148-160
, danger of levjdng, on that which is not income, 145
: antiquated precedents and arbitrary rules, 147
and depreciation, 148-160

: controlled establishments, 150, 208
and wasting assets which are not inherently wasting

assets, 151, 158-160
shortcomings of present scheme of assessment.

154-155
Act, 1842, 146
Reform League, 156

Increase in plant, 17, 58, 172
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Increase in manufactured outturn, 18
in cost of repairs in later years, 58
in balance of unexpired capital outlay, 85

Increment. See Interest

Indian railways, 54
Indictment of present haphazard methods, 22
Indiscriminate use of interest, 51-52
Individual caprice, 77
Industrial Plant. See Plant
Inflation of share capital, 28
Inherently wasting assets, 10, 128, 148, 157, 160

: partial appUcation to leaseholds, 128, 135-

136, 152-153
Initial difficulties, 99
Inland Revenue. See Income Tax
Instalment of principal and interest: dangerous alternatives

in lieu of properly measured charges for depreciation, 44
in case of annuity, 125-127

Insufficient reserves, 27
Insurance companies, 9, 53

premium paid in advance, 54
Intact, capital must be maintained, 30
Interchange between fixed and floating capital, 15

Interest on debentures, xii

on owner's capital forms part of profit, 23
, nature of, 33
: use of inaccurate terms, 33-34
, definitions of, 34
should only be employed in computing profit or loss

when actually payable or actually receivable, 34
is an important part of cost, 34-35, 42
involved in annuity and sinking fund methods, 35, 172
earned on investments outside the business, 37
is a mere transfer unless actually payable or receivable, 39
how distributed for certain purposes in undertaking to

be treated as terminating, 44-45— and leaseholds, 49—, summary of the, question, 50— in annuity instalment, 125-127— paiid out of capital, 180— on capital, 23, 34
how distributed for certain purposes in undertaking to

be treated as terminating, 44-45
Internal annual interest or discount, indiscriminate use of,

51-52
management, xxiv

Inventions, new, 56
Inventor, 139
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Investment companies, 5, 9, 53
trading concern, 5

Investments, losses on, 4
, purchase and sale of, 5
, temporary, 13, 41-42
in outside securities (sinking fund), 37

Inventory of tools and utensils, 79
Iron, 9, 54

and Income Tax, 155

Joint control of engineers and accountants, xi, 21, 78
Stock Companies: dividends need not always be limited

to profit earned, 30
should be required by statute to keep register

of plant, X, 71
enterprise, increase of, xxi

Justification for issue of new capital, 22

Key to details of unexpired outlay on wasting assets, xxv

Labour and capital, vii

Lack of method, xxiv
Lambert v. Neuchatel Asphalte Co., 31
Land, 9. 46, 53, 116-117, 135-136

intended for sale, 117
and Income Tax, 152, 154

Latest estimates should be recorded in register and reflected

in accounts, 26, 29
Law protects common commercial practice, 31

, French company, 74
and antiquated Income Tax precedents, 147
of supply and demand, 2, 117

Leake's Register of Industrial Plant, 79, 168
Leaseholds, 10, 128-129, 134-136

and interest, 49, 51
, consideration for, is rent paid in advance under discount,

134-135
: part of value is sometimes an inherently wasting asset,

128, 135-136, 152-153
and goodwill, 140
and Income Tax, 152, 158-159

Leeds Estate Co. v. Shepherd, 32
Lee V. Neuchatel Co., 31

Legal dicta, 31
r- facihties needed for repayment of surplus capital, 121,

134
protection of common commercial practice of paying

mining dividends out of capital, 31-32
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Legal questions answered, 5-7, 30-32
Lessor, repairs and maintenance at cost of, 135, 152
Liability, directors relieved of, 72
Life. See Efficient Life

Limited opportunity for use of wasting assets in profit

seeking, 138
Loan transactions, 51
Local goodwill, 140
Logarithmic curve, 69
Long-period transactions, 51, 52, 181

London County Council report on London electricity supply, 178
Loose-leaf register, 79-80

: method of linking up the loose leaves, 93-98
Loose tools and utensils. See Tools and Utensils

Losses on Investments, 3-4

Machinery. See Plant
Machine work compared with hand labour, 42
Main adits. See Adits

shafts. See Shafts
Maintenance expenditure, 110

no excuse for neglecting depreciation, 59
includes cost of replacement, 154

Management shares, 58
Manufactured outturn, increase in, 18
Marketing minerals, cost of, 120
Market value, fluctuations in, 2, 8, 61, 117, 138, 171-172
Mass or source. See Raw Material
Materials used up: part of economic cost, 23
McCulIoch on annual profit and loss, 25
Measurement of depreciation: flexible scheme needed, 29

: measured amount, 55
: considerations to be regarded, 56
: method giving nearest approach to accuracy, 57
: illustrations of method for plant, 84-115

Meters, gas, 66, 84, 99-102
Minerals, 9, 10. 116

: legal protection for disregarding depreciation, 32
, cost of raising, smelting, and marketing, 120
and Income Tax, 157

Mines, 9
: legal protection for disregarding depreciation, 32
, extent of capital outlay on, 116-117
: annual waste, 119
: value is computable for selhng purposes and equally

so for depreciation purposes. 119
: illustration of suggested improvement in form of

accounts, 122
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Mines: form of register for capital outlay, 122-123
Ministry of Munitions, xii, 202
Minus quantities, 89, 93, 97

residual value, 166-167
Money, earning power of, 40-41

, surplus, how employed, 58
Monopoly trading concern, 129
Monthly measurement of depreciation, 82-83
Mortgages, 70
Motor traction, 54, 72, 83
Municipal trading enterprise, increase of, xxi

: manufacture and supply of commodities, 44
: provision of public services, 44
: capital outlay on industrial plant, 53-54
should be required by statute to keep register

of plant, viii, 71
concession by municipality, 130

Munitions of War Act, 1915, 150, 202-208

National Funds Company's case, 32
Telephone case, 161, 201

Natural decay. -See Decay
raw material. See Raw Material

Neglect of present accounting for past unexpired capital

outlay, xxi, xxv, 9, 20, 26
New capital, depreciation provision may be temporarily used

as, 14

may be used for renewal of wasting assets, 18

, justification for issue of, 22
inventions, 56
plant absorbs more capital outlay than " aged " plant, 45

rarely yields its full output, 59
should always be charged to capital outlay, 76

undertakings should adopt use of Register of Plant, 73
Nitrate, 9, 116

: legal protection for disregarding depreciation, 32
and Income Tax, 157

Obscurity of financial position, 28
Obsolescence, 1, 57, 162, 168, 202

cannot occur during efficient life, 43
: this factor does not affect all wasting assets, 117
affects also wasting assets other than inherently wasting

assets, 137
and Income Tax, 148

Official sanction to distributing capital in the form of

dividends, 145
schedule of capital outlay, 78

i
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Officials of company, 72
: responsibility for declaring length of life, x, 72,

80
Oil, extent of capital outlay on, 116
Omnibus companies, 9, 53, 54, 72
Om 3 per cent, table, 126
Operation, cost of, 70, 110
Opinion of commercial men requires to be influenced, xxv
Ordinary shares, xxi, 57-58
Ore, 9-10, 116, 121-122, 123
Organisation and method, absence of, 29
Original cost basis. See Equal Annual Distribution Method

outlay on wasting assets, 22, 76
Oscillating results, xxiii, 57-58
Out of service scrapped plant, 18
Output, new plant rarely yields full, 59

shown in units, 63
must not seriously diverge from highest, 63

, equal annual, 64
Over-assessment of Income Tax, 27
Over-distribution of profits, 26-27
Overhead system as plant, 86
Overstatement of capital outlay, 103
Oxford Building Society c£ise, 32

Parabola, 69
Partial renewals, 78
Patent rights, 10, 50, 137, 139

and Income Tax, 151, 158-159
Payment of cash: actual date is of no importance, 23
Payments made in advance on revenue account, 13, 54, 76,

117
, under discount, of future profits, increase of

value, or advantage, 128, 129, 137-138
Penalty for neglecting to keep register: a suggestion, 72-73
Period of use, 61

or rest for interest calculations, 33
over which goodwill extends, 142-143

Perishable industrial plant. See Plant
Permanent way, 9, 53
Perpetual record of plant, 84-85, 93
Personal goodwill, 140
Plant, 9

compared with terminable annuity, viii

, purchase of additional, 16-17, 76, 172
must give efficient service during efl&cient life, 39, 43, 63

, definition of, 53
, extent of capital outlay on, 53-54

15—<i345) la PP-
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Plant, cost of, is payment in advance on revenue account, 54
, register of, 55, 79
gone out of service, 55
in existence must be charged for, even though not used,

57, 59-60
, record of, 76
review or survey secured, 82

: method of division into classes, 83
: identification of movable units, 84
: illustrations of register, 84-115
: method of revising estimates of life, 104-108
, accidental destruction of, 108, 169
, future outlay on, in use, 108
, reconstruction of, 109-110
.railway companies', 111-113
and Income Tax, 148, 157

,
" then value," 172

-, long-life and short-Ufe, 181
Plantations, 116, 118
Plus quantities, 89, 93, 97
PoUtical economists on annual profit and loss, 25
Preferred shares, xxi, 34, 57-58
Present value of annuity, 124

rights to future profits, 142
Principal in annuity instalment, 125-127
Private owner, 1-2, 51
Production orders, xxiv
Productive power of interest, 33-34
Profit, balance of undistributed, 16

must not be confounded with surplus receipts, 25
distribution between one year and another, 39

, economic, 13, 40-41
and Loss, depreciation and wasting assets closely con-

cerns, xxi
, best means of computing, must be used, xxiii

.definition of economic cost, 23
-, interest should only be employed when actually

payable or actually receivable, 34
should be debited with measured depreciation, 55
in the cases of raw material and recurring crops, 120
for Income Tax purposes, 146-147

Profit-sharing co-partnership, xxi
Profits, increzise of value or other advantage, meaning of the

term, 1

, rights to future, represent other
than inherently wasting assets, 128

Proportion in which unexpired capital outlay should be
charged auinually, 99
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Public opinion requires to be influenced, xxv
production of commodities or supply of services, 45
services, provision of, 44

Purchase of investments, 5
of Consols, 6

Purchased terminable annuities. See Terminable Aimuities
concessions. See Terminable Concessions

Questions raised by legal writers, 5

Rails, 70
Railway companies, 9, 53-54, 70, 77, 83, 108, 109-110,

111-113
sidings, 9, 53

Radsing minerals, cost of, 120
Ranee's case, 32
Rates assessable on annual value, increase of, xxi

of depreciation, 65-66
of interest, 33-34

Raw material, 9
: diminution of the mass or source, 1, 10
: legal protection for disregarding depreciation, 32
represents important division of wasting assets, 1 16

, extent of capital outlay on, 1 16
and Income Tax, 155, 157

Reasoned basis for depreciation provision, 21

Reconstruction of plant, 109-110
Record of depreciation, 55
Records relating to wasting assets should be properly

developed, 21

, systematic and permanent, 82
Recurring cost, xxiv

crops. See Crops
Reducing balance of cost method: fallacy of " increasing cost

of repairs " argument, 59
: illustration of results, 63-69. 172
takes excessive time at ordinary rates,

65-66
and Income Tax, 148-149

Reduction in charges for supply of municipal and other public
services, demand for, xxi

of capital. See Repaying Capital
Refunds of capital losses, 5
Register of capital outlay, 79-82

: mines and similar undertakings, 122-123
of industrial plant, 55

: suggested statutory obUgation, x, 71
, capital outlay to be distributed to, 76
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Register of industrial plant: identical treatment of cost of

bettennents and renewals, 77-78
: cost of tools and utensils to be omitted, 79
, convenient form for, 79-82
in case of established undertaking, 97-98

, illustrations of, 84-115
— , sectional, for large undertakings, 111

Regular annual charge to make good value consumed, 57
Remainder value. See Scrap Value
Renewal outlay on wasting assets, 14, 22

, insufficient reserve for, 27
, cost of, should be charged to capital outlay, 28, 76, 187

of industrial plant, 55, 58, 59
indistinguishable from additional plant, 76

, tools and utensils, 79
and Income Tax, 155

Rent compared with annual value, 49
with depreciation, 57

-: consideration for lease is rent paid in advance under
discount, 134-135

Reorganisation, 70
Repairs, 76, 77-78, 110
•

: increase in cost in later years, 58
sometimes wrongly charged as capital outlay, 70

: of&cial schedule of capital outlay, 78
: tools and utensils, 79
.treatment of cost of extensive, 109-110
of leasehold property, 135
and Income Tax, 152

Repaying capital in the form of dividends, 120
in annual instalments should be legalised, xiii, 121

in annuity instalment, 125-127
in terminable concession, 133

Reserve allocation out of surplus revenue, 22, 74-75
for future outlay on plant in use, 108-109

Reservoirs, 9
Residual value. See Scrap
Responsibihty for declaration of economic life period, 29, 72
Revenue, contributions from, for renewals need not remain

lodged in the bank until needed, 13

, service of, 15

robbing capital, 17

should not be charged with cost of either new or

renewal plant, 76
Review of plant, 82, 184
Revision of estimates should be made to reflect current

knowledge and experience, 61-62, 169, 184— : illustration of method. 104-108

J
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Right of way, 70
Rights to future profits, 11, 128, 152
Roads, 9

: road-bed, 70-71
: road-malcing, 118

Robbing capital, 17
Rolling stock, 9, 53
Rough-and-ready computation, 98
Rubber estates: clearing, planting, weeding, 116, 118

, extent of capital outlay on, 116
: form of register for capital outlay, 119

Sale, wasting assets are not primarily intended for, 2, 117
of investments, 5
of Consols, 6, 7
of scrap, 55, 109
stock, 10. 12, 14, 20. 51

Schedule of capital outlay, 78. Ill
Scheme for dealing with cost of developing estates, 118

, of&cial, of assessment of annual profits for Income Tax,
147-148

Scrap, 4, 54-55, 57, 61, 78-79, 84. 94, 96, 98, 166, 205
, records of latest estimates of, value, 29
, method of revising earlier estimates of value, 104-108
, use of, in building new plant, 108
, sale of, 55, 109

Sectional registers of plant, 111-114
Securities, investment outside business, 37, 58, 85-86
Seeking profits, wasting assets inevitably diminish in, 9
Self-created goodwill, 141
Service of revenue, 15

Services performed: part of economic cost, 23
Severed crops. 10
Shafts, 9, 116, 122-123

and Income Tax, 155, 157
Shareholders, differential rights of, xxi, 57-58, 71

may, in law, themselves sometimes decide question of

providing for depreciation, 31
prefer to receive surplus receipts as dividends, 120

Shipping companies, 9, 53, 54
Ships and Income Tax, 157
Shortage of capital, 27

of cash resources, 20
Simple versus complicated methods, 69, 106-108
Sinking fund method of computing depreciation, 37, 51, 163,

170, 174-177. 192-201
interest is really received if there is a sinking fund,

38
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Sinking Fund, use of, by Government Departments and muni-
cipalities, xii, 44, 179

.distributed, xii, 133, 143. 183
: National Telephone Co.'s argument, 163, 170
: mathematical connection with annuity, 194

Site value, 9, 53, 118-119
Skill, little required, 69
Slate, 9. 116
Sleepers, 70
Small renewals, 78
Smelting minerals, cost of, 120
Sound finance, 19
Standard rates soon established, 72
State trading enterprise: capital outlay on industrial plant, 53

should be required by statute to keep register

of plant, X, 29, 71
Stations, 9, 53, 83, 109
Statutory register of plant suggested, x, 29, 71
Steamship, 83, 98
Steel, 54

rails, 57
Stock for manufacture, 10

for sale, 10, 12-13, 14, 20, 50-51
of tools and utensils, 79
Exchange securities, 3-4

Stone, 9, 116
Straight line method. See Equal Annual Instalment Method
Structural repairs, 110
Subdivision of plant, 97-98, 111
Substituted goodwill, 141
Summary of the interest question, 50
Sunk capital, 31
Super-profits, meaning of, 138
Supervision and administration charges, 119
Supply and demand. See Law of Supply and Demand
Surface works, 122
Surplus money, 58

profits, 189-190
Survey of plant, 82
Surviving value, 4

Suspense account, 103
System of record, 55, 61-62

Table showing the proportion of the whole-Ufe output of

industrial plant receivable annually, in comparison with
the proportion of the cost charged annually to revenue
under various methods of distribution in common use,

end of book
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Table showing amount of depreciation per cent, of original

cost written off in each year on the reducing balance of

cost basis, end of book
showing surviving value per cent, of original cost

remaining at the end of each year on the reducing balance
of cost basis, end of book

Tabular statements. See Illustrations

Tea estates: clearing, planting, weeding, 116, 118
: form of register for capital outlay, 119

Telegraph companies, 9, 53, 54
Telephone companies, 9, 53, 161

Telephones, 44
Temporary investments, 12, 41-42
Tending young plants, cost of, 119
Terminable annuities, 10, 51, 124-127

compared with perishable plant, viii

, nature of, 124, 192
: illustration of meaning of present value, 124

of annuity certain, 125
of life annuity, 126

and Income Tax, 155, 157
mathematical connection with sinking fund, 194

concessions, 10, 129-134
and Income Tax, 151, 158-159

rights to future profits, 10-11, 128
Terminating undertaking: computing annual cost, apart from

profit or loss, 42, 44-45
Theory of interest, 33
" Then value " of plant, 172
Timber, 9, 116

and Income Tax, 155
Time, expiration of, 1

, , is usually the proper basis for measuring depre-
ciation of plant, 56

, .does not affect all wasting assets, 117-118
-, affects all other than a few inherentiy wasting

assets, 128-144
Tools and utensils, 76, 79
Track, 9, 86. 93
Trade-marks, 10. 137, 140-144

and Income Tax, 151
Tramways Act. 1870. 162
Tramway companies, 6-7, 9, 53, 84-85
Transfer of plant from one class to another, 108
Transformers, 86
Transport, 44
Turbines, 86, 93-94, 97-98
Type of plant, 97-98
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Underground development, 9-10. 116, 122, 123
Undistributed balance of profit, 16-17
Unexpired capital outlay, 82, 85-99

should not be charged with interest, 39
, balance of, 55-56
, overstatement of, 66
in case of fire or other accident, 108
in annuities, 124
in the nature of goodwill, 128, 144

Unimpaired capital must be maintained, 30
United Kingdom: inside U.K. and outside U.K. for Income
Tax purposes, 151, 159

Units of plant, 43-44
exist in all stages of the useful life period, 59, 177

: method of division, 83, 97-98
when renewed in varying quantities yearly, 99

of production: revenue from each must contribute to

depreciation, 118
Unknown factors, 61-62
Unlimited expansion of records, 93
Unscrupulous hands, evils of present state of chaos in, 29
Upkeep and replanting of estates, cost of, 119
Usable value of wasting assets must expire, xxv, 138

of boilers, 94
method of record in register, 95

of revising earlier estimates, 104-108
Usefulness. See Output
Use is not the dominating depreciation factor, 56

of plant cannot be deferred with impunity, 59
Utensils. See Tools and Utensils

Value consumed should be made good out of revenue
receipts, 57

, fluctuations in. See Market value
of wasting assets must expire, xxv
overstated, method of deaUng with, 103
purchased or paid for has no relation to cost incurred

during any period, 24
Vastness of problem, xxv, 111-113
Verner v. General Trust, 31
Vertical parabola, 69

Wages, demauids of labour for higher, xxi
compared with depreciation, 24

Wasting assets, majority of profit-seeking undertakings own, 8
, definition of, 9
must inevitably waste, 4

, true test of, 4
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Wasting assets, inherently, 10, 128
, renewed of, 14
: illustration of interchange with floating capital, 15

: overstated value, 17

should not be charged with interest, 39
, industrial plant is the most important division of, 53
, railway companies', 111, 113
: natural raw material, 116, 123
: mine development, 122-123
: recurring crops, 116, 123
: terminable annuities, 124, 127

.other than inherently, 128, 144, 151, 158
and Income Tax, 145, 160

Water companies, 9, 53, 54
service, 9, 53

Wear and tear, 1

not usually the dominating depreciation factor, 56
does not afiect all wasting assets, 117

, exceptional, 204
Weeding estates, 116
Whitley Councils, viii

Widest variations, 64
Won. See Gotten Minerals
Working illustration of register of plant, 84-115
Work or services performed: part of economic cost, 23

in seeking future profit, increase of value, or

advantage, 137-144
Works, 9, 53
Writing oflE goodwill and similar wasting assets other than

inherently wasting assets, 142-144

Year: an arbitrary division of time, 60
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